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FOREWORD

At this time when so much concern is being expressed both nationally and internationally about the quality of the environment, meteorologists are being called
upon more and more to apply their knowledge to the understanding of problems of
atmospheric pollution. It is appropriate therefore that the World Meteorological
Organization should take a leading role in the encouragement of studies in this
subject and facilitate the exchange of scientific information.
This Technical Note, the most recent of several dealing with various aspects of
air pollution, is particularly welcome since it constitutes a comprehensive review
of current theoretical knowledge and of applications of meteorology to the dispersion
of pollntants in urban and non-urban situations. It will serve as excellent technical
guidance in these aspects to scientific experts, consnltants, civic planners and managers of industrial and utility services.
This work has been produced by the members of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences' Working Group on Atmospheric Pollution and Atmospheric
Chemistry, consisting of R. E. Mnnn (Canada), chairman, A. E. J. Eggleton
(U.K.), L. Facy (France), D. H. Pack (U.S.A.) and F. H. Schmidt (Netherlands).
Valuable contributions were also received from M. E. Berlyand (U.S.S.R.), A. G.
Forsdyke (U.K.) and F. A. Gifford (U.S.A.).
It gives me great pleasure to express my appreciation on behalf of the World
Meteorological Organization to these scientists for the excellent work they have
produced.

•

D. A. DAVIES
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

The general discussion of Chapter 1 acquaints the reader with the progress in the state-of-the-art of dispersion
theory and practice.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the height to which a buoyant plume will rise. The theoretical considerations
are briefly outlined and a number of empirical formulae presented. The chapter concludes with a discussion
of how to use the formulae successfully.
The classical expression for diffusion is discussed in Chapter 3, as it relates to transport and diffusion itl
non-urban environments. Simplifications of this expression as it applies to moderate travel distances during
steady-state conditions are then presented. Complications caused by mesoscale or synoptic-scale systems and
travel over long distances are then considered. Some pollutants undergo chemical reactions or are removed
by precipitation - these processes are reviewed as far as known. The Chapter concludes by showing how the
surface of the Earth acts as a sink and sometimes (i.e. during duststorms) as a source.
The effect of cities on the transport and dispersion of pollutants is the subject of Chapter 4. After a review
of the urban microclimate, models for various types of sources are presented. Finally chemical reactions and
removal processes over cities are discussed.

Chapter 5 treats the forecast aspect of meteorological services for air-pollution abatement. The observations
required and the forecast parameters are reviewed. Forecasting of air-pollutiou potential is then described,
followed by a discussion of forecast verification. Finally the more difficult problem of forecasting the concentration of the pollution itself is examined.
The Appendix contains a detailed description of atmospheric diffusion investigations in the U.S.s.R.
It should be noted that, except in the Appendix, detailed descriptions and discussions have been avoided
throughout this Note. The practice has been to refer the reader to the relevant literature. Over 180 references
are cited. An exception has been made in the Appendix where Soviet experiences are described fully as these
do uot normally appear in English-language literature.

Le chapitre I consiste en un expose de caractere general destine it informer Ie lecteur de la situation actuelle
quant it la theorie de la dispersion et it ses applications pratiques.
Le chapitre 2 porte sur l'altitude atteinte par un nuage d'effiuents sous l'effet de la poussee hydrostatique.
Apres un bref rappel des considerations theoriques, un certain nombre de formules empiriques sont fournies.
Ce chapitre s'acMve par des conseils quant it la maniere d'utiliser judicieusement les formules proposees.
Le chapitre 3 analyse l'expression classique de la diffusion, pour ce qui est du transport et de la diffusion
en milieu rural. Des expressions simplifiees de cette expression, valables dans Ie cas OU Ie deplacement s'effectue
sur nne distance moderee et OU les conditions demeurent stables, sont presentees. Les complications engendrees
par les systemes de l'echelle moyenne et de I'echelle synoptique et par les deplacements sur de longues distances
sont examinees ensuite. Les connaissances actuelles quant aux reactions chimiques auxquelles se trouvent soumis

certains polluants et quant au lessivage de ceux-ci par les precipitations sont egalement exposees. Pour condure,
ce chapitre montre comment la surface du globe joue Ie role de lieu de depot pour les polluants mais parfois
anssi (par exemple lors des tempetes de poussiere) de source de polluants.
Le chapitre 4 a pour sujet l'effet qu'exercent les villes sur Ie transport et la dispersion des polluants. II
examine d'abord Ie microdimat urbain, puis presente des modeles pour divers types de sources. Entin, il analyse
la question des reactions chimiques et des processus d'elimination des polluants au-dessus des villes.
Le chapitre 5 traite de la question de la prevision par les services meteorologiqnes dans Ie cadre de la lutte
a considerer.
II expose ensuite la prevision du niveau potentiel de pollution de I'air et analyse ensuite les methodes de verification des previsions. Finalement, il examine Ie probleme qni souleve Ie plus de difficultes, it savoir la prevision
de la concentration des polluants.

contre la pollution atmospherique. II passe en revue les observations llecessaires et les parametres

L'appendice expose en detailles recherches effectuees en U.R.S.S. sur la diffusion atmospherique.
II convient de noter qu'en dehors de l'appendice on a evite de faire figurer dans cette Note des descriptions
et des analyses detaillees. On a prefere renvoyer Ie lecteur it la documentation pertinente. A eet effet, plus de
180 references bibliographiques sont eitees. L'appendice fait exception it cette regie et les experiences sovietiques
y sontdeerites en detail etant donne qu'on ne les trouve pas normalement dans la documentation publiee en
langue anglaise.
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RESUMEN

La exposicion de canicter general qne se hace en el Capitulo I permite al lector darse cuenta de los progresos
ultimamente realizados can referencia a la teoria y pnictica de la dispersion.
EI Capitulo 2 trata de la altura que puede aIcanzar el penacho de una nube. Se citan de manera breve ciertas
consideraciones teoricas junto can algunas formulas empiricas. Este capitulo termina exponiendo la manera de
utilizar acertadamente las formulas.
En el Capitulo 3 se discute la expresion cIasica de la difusion, en el sentido relativo al transporte y
difusi6n en ambientes no urbanos. A continuaci6n se especifican ciertas simplificaciones de esta expresi6n
que se aplican a distancias moderadas de transporte durante condiciones conservativas. Se exponen luego las
complicaciones originadas par los sistemas mesoescalares a de escala sinoptica de transporte a largas distancias.
Se estudia tambien el hecho de que algunos agentes contaminadores experimentan reacciones quimicas 0 son
eliminados por las precipitaciones, y se revisan los procesos que a este respecto se conocen. EI capitulo termina
mostrando la manera en que la superficie de la tierra actl\a como foco de disipacion y algunas veces como fuente
de contaminacion como, par ejemplo, durante las tempestades de polvo.
En el Capitulo 4 se estudia el efecto que ejercen las ciudades en el transporte y dispersion de los agentes
contaminadores. Despu6s de exponer el rnicroclima urbano, se describen modelos correspondientes a los

dis~

tintos tipos de fuentes de contaminacion. Finalmente se estudian las reacciones quimicas y los procesos de eIiminaci6n de la contaminaci6n sabre las ciudades.

EI Capitulo 5 trata de las tareas de prediccion de los Servicios Meteorologicos, referentes a la eliminacion
de Ia contaminaci6n del aiTe. Se especifican las observaciones que se necesitan para esta labor asi como los para-

metros utilizados en la prediccion. A continuacion se describe la contaminacion potencial y se citan algunos
razonamientos referente a la verificaci6n de las predicciones. Finalmente se estudian los mas dificiles problemas

referentes ala prediccion de la concentracion de los agentes contaminadores.
EI Apendice contiene una descripcion detallada de las investigaciones sabre difusion atmosferica que han
sido realizadas en la V.R.S.S.
Se observara que, excepto en el Apendice, se han eliminado las descripciones y exposiciones detalladas en
toda la presente publicacion. Se ha seguido la norma de hacer referencia a las correspondientes publicaciones
en cada caso, para que ellector las consulte. Se citan mas de ciento ochenta referencias. En el Apendice se ha
hecho una excepcion a este respecto ya que se describen completamente las experiencias sovieticas en vista de
que estas no figuran habitualmente en las publicaciones hechas en Ingles.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The wind and its turbulent components play au important role in determining the quality of the air. Sometimes pollution is diluted very quickly, particularly when winds are strong or when the intensity of turbulence
is high; sometimes, however, the atmospheric transport and diffusion processes are damped, and air quality
deteriorates.

Air contaminants do not remain in the atmosphere indefinitely. Fortunately, there are a number of cleansing
mechanisms such as chemical decay, precipitation scavenging and ground absorption. Thus the air quality
depends not only on the emission rates and on the efficiency of the transport and turbulent diffusion processes
but also on the depletion rates. This implies that the meteorologist and the atmospheric chemist both have
important contributions to make in the solution of air-pollution problems.
This Technical Note is concerned with dispersion in the lower troposphere, mainly on the meso- and macroscales. The emphasis is on time scales of less than a day or so. Thus the topic of air-pollution climatology is
excluded, with the exceptiou of Professor M. E. Berlyaud's account of recent work in the U.S .S.R. (see Appendix): in that case it seemed appropriate to include a unified survey of Sovietmethods because they are relatively
unknown to English-speaking readers.
Until the last decade or so, the air-pollution meteorologist was mainly interested in the classical problems
of: (a) diffusion from a point source over a homogeneous surface; aud (b) the rise of a buoyant plume. Steadystate conditions were assumed, and mixing was assumed to take place either in the surface boundary layer
(about 100 metres in thickness) where the shearing stress remained constant with height, or in a region where the
mean wind itself was invariant with position. Perfect reflection of the plume at the ground surface and no
atmospheric chemical reactions were included in the models. For averaging times of from ten minutes to an hour
or so, and for downwind distances of from 100 metres to a kilometre, it was fair to say that most of the practical
problems had been solved. Because the meteorologist felt that diffusion processes iularge cities were too complex to be treated by the classical methods, he used regression and multivariate analysis techniques to seek
relations between urban pollution values and airport meteorological observations. Meanwhile, large-scale
atmospheric chemists aud dynamic meteorologists were trying to understand the global budgets of pollution
and were undertaking studies of the various sink mechanisms. There was little dialogue, however, between
these investigators and the micrometeorologists.
Beginning about 1950, but particularly after 1960, the situation began to change. In the first place, chimneys
have become taller and taller, exceeding 300 metres in height in a number of cases today, and the entire Ekman
layer (up to about one kilometre) must be included in investigations ofplume rise. Secondly, downwind distances
of practical significance have lengthened, preseutly exceeding 100 kilometres. No longer is the assumption of
steady-state, homogeneous flow at all realistic; in addition, various sink mechanisms are important at these
distances. Thirdly, the subject of urban air pollution has become of more than scientific interest. Iu many
conntries, modern air-pollution legislation is based on air-quality criteria rather than on emission standards
as in the past when the llingelmann chart was the principal tool of the control officer. This change of emphasis
requires the evaluation of the separate contributions of many sources to the air quality at a point, a task that
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can only be done using meteorological techniques. In some countries, in fact, urban numerical diffusion models
are employed regularly for regional planning purposes. Finally, an operational requirement is developing or
already exists in many countries for daily pollution or pollution-potential forecasts.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that diffusion is defined in this Note as a process that dilutes atmospheric contaminants by turbulent mixing. The result is dispersion. Dispersion also occurs as a result of depletion
by such processes as chemical decay, precipitation scavenging and ground absorption.

CHAPTER 2
PLUME RISE

2.1 Introduction

A particuiariy difficult aspect of the problem of diffusion of atmospheric pollution is the determination
of the height to which a buoyant plume, with an initial exit velocity, will rise. For diffusion from a continuous
point source, the problem is equivalent to determining the difference, !'.h, between the ultimate height h of the
pollution plume - if such an ultimate height exists - and the height h, of the source, as a rule the nozzle of a
chimney stack. (Values of various quantities at the point of emission are henceforth indicated by the suffix I.)
In principle the height difference,!'.h, may be a consequence inter alia of the exit velocity, W" with which the
plume leaves the chimney and of the density difference, !'.PI, between the material contained in the plume and
the surrounding air. With respect to this density difference, the plume may usually be considered to consist of
air of the same composition as the surrounding air, the amounts of pollutants such as S02, oxides of nitrogen,
and dust being so small that they hardly affect the plume's density. An exception occurs when the plume contains water; a change of state from steam to water droplets and/or to ice crystals will add latent heat to the
plume, while evaporation will have the opposite effect. In general, however, a density difference between the
plume and the surrounding air - always to be related to the same level inside and outside the plume, i.e., to the
same pressnre - can be completely ascribed to the temperature difference between the two. This temperature
difference, !'.T, can be considered directly or it maybe related to the heat emission rate, QH, of the stack. Althongh
in principle !'.T may be positive or negative, a plume is neariy always initially warmer than its surroundiugs,
Le., !'.T, is positive in practical applications. The plume will then tend to rise. We shall therefore restrict our
attention to this latter situation, although we should note in passing the possibility that a heated plume may
overshoot the level at which !'.T = 0, exhibitiug thereafter damped vertical oscillations.
Turning next to the meteorological variables of importance, the mean wind speed ii. must certainly be
included. In this connexion the air flow is usually assumed to be horizontal but the flow may be tilted due to the
local geometry of the building (and adjacent buildings) or due to topographic influences.
Second, the intensity of turbulence given, e.g., by (u')', (v')' and (w')', influences the behaviour of a plume;
turbulence is the mechanism that causes mixing of plume air with the surrounding air. In this connexion, the
turbulence naturally present in the atmosphere and that generated by the plume's own upward motion must
both be considered. Furthermore, not only the intensity but also the spectrum of turbulence is probably important, the size of eddy contributing most to entrainment being a function of plume diameter: for increasing
downwind distance, therefore, lower and lower frequencies must be examined separately.
Third, the vertical temperature gradient in the environmental atmosphere should be taken into account
because the height change in !'.T during the buoyant plume rise is influenced by this gradient. Introduction of
potential temperature, Be, given as a function of height, z, and not necessarily of pressure, is obviously advantageous here.
Finally, one must consider the geometry of the area, which affects the tilt of the wind and may cause flow
separation. For aerodynamic downwash directly in the wake of the chimney or of adjacent buildings, the following parameters are important: the strength of the undisturbed wind at the top of the boundary layer, the height
of the chimney, and the dimensions and spacing of local obstructions to the wind. When downwash does occur,
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an adiabatic lapse rate can safely be assumed because the turbulent mixing is so vigorous. Thus the possibility
of wind-tunnel modelling is very attractive.
For orographic effects (tilt and flow separation) at distances of up to a few kilometres from the source, nonlinear theory indicates that the following parameters are significant: the height ofthe chimney, the bulk Richardson
number and the ratio of the height to the width of hills (Dobryshman, 1971, personal communication).
Summarizing, one finds that at least the following parameters must be taken into account when describing
the behaviour of a plume in an environment with different density.
Parameters to be considered ill the plume-rise problem
Plume:

-

Atmosphere:

Geometly:

w,.

exit velocity
temperature difference in the nozzle: !J.T, or heat emission rate QH' (QH can be determined
from !J.T, and w" provided the dimensions of the nozzle are known, e.g. the diameter D , .)
water-vapour content, particularly at low temperatures.

-

mean wind speed u. (Strictly speaking the change in wiud speed as well as in direction in both
the vertical and the horizontal should be taken into account. This has sometimes been done
for speed by introducing a power law for u but neglecting the change in wind direction).
Henceforth the bar over the symbol u will be omitted.
intensity ofturbulence, given by (u')', (v')' and (w')' or preferably by the turbulence spectrum.

-

vertical temperature gradient in the euvironment given

-

dimensions and spacing of local and regional bluff surface features.

-

~e or

an equivalent quantity.

It is clear that the three atmospheric variables mentioned above are more or less interrelated. The exact
form of the interrelationship depends on local circumstances such as terrain roughness etc., and cannot easily be
determined. This is one of the reasons why the problem of plume rise is so difficult to solve.

2.2 General philosophy
All plume-rise formulae, eveu when formulated from dimensional cousiderations, contain at least one
dimensionless constant that must be evaluated experimentally: in many cases, furthermore, the formulae are
largely empirical, and the values of the "constants" vary from place to place. It is in fact very difficult to develop
an exact theory for determining !J.h, taking into account all the parameters listed in section 2.1. In many cases,
therefore, plume-rise formulae are of an empirical or semi-empirical nature, making extrapolation dangerous.
Experimental data have been of variable quality, although the situation has improved in receut years. Some
of the difficulties are as follows:
(a) Early observations were sometimes made too close to the source, before the plume has become truly

horizontal.
(b) Not all of the relevant meteorological variables were always measured, particularly the vertical gradients

of wind and temperature.
(e) Experimental measurements could only be made at places where chimneys existed, so that local geometry
and topographic effects could not be excluded.
(d) Early experiments were restricted to studies of the behaviour of plumes emitted from relatively short stacks
(h ~ 50 m), the gases haVing only small initial excess temperatures.

PLUME RISE

wind
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Figure 2.1 -

Schematic representation of plume tilt and of separation of the mesoscale

At one time there were almost as many plume-rise formulae as there were sets of data. This situatiou is
changing but there is still insufficient information on the wind shear and turbulence in the Ekman layer where
many of the plumes from the new tall chimneys are to be found. In addition, smelters and thermal generating
stations are often found in complex topography, and each installation is essentially a new problem. An example
is given schematically in Figure 2. I, which shows the possible behaviour of a plume as it crosses a ridge. A priori,
one might have expected that high plume concentrations aud vegetation damage would occur on the upwind side
of the hilI: in fact, however, the major problem may be associated with the leeward slope. Coastlines are also
preferred locations for industrial installations but even when the terrain is relatively flat, there may be horizontal
gradients in the values of the meteorological elements, which may have a major influence on plume rise; information on atmospheric conditions at the shore-line itself may therefore be completely inadequate to predict the
height of the plume a few kilometres downwind from the chimney. Another special case is plume rise in the
Arctic, where environmental conditions are quite different from those at locations at which most of the experimental measurements have been taken. Finally, mention should be made of large and very hot sources, which
may under certain circumstances be sufficiently powerful to influence the wind structure, creating mesoscale flow
patterns (see Figure 3.3, section 3.1).
For these and other reasons, the recommendation is made that except in the very simplest terrain sitnation,
the advice of an experienced air-pollution meteorologist should be sought. Extrapolation of engineering handbook formulae for plume-rise estimation is generally a questionable procedure. If it must be done, however,
several formulae should be applied to obtain a feeling for the range of uncertainty in the estimates. We should
mention, finally, that even under the best of conditions, an uncertainty by a factor of two in estimates of t.h is
likely on anyone occasion because of the natural variability of the atmosphere.
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2.3 Theoretical considerations
Slawson and Csanady (1967) have divided buoyant plume rise into three phases:
(a) Initial phase

Near the chimney, the atmospheric temperature gradient and turbulence have little effect on the rise of the
plume, and a dimensional analysis leads to the result that
f>.hocx 2j3

(2.1)

where x is the downwind distance. *

Briggs (1971) notes that this relation has been satisfactorily verified experimentally and that the regime
occurs up to downwind distances typically of the order of three to ten stack heights.
Csanady (1971a) has suggested that if gustiness and stability (or instability) are moderate, eq. (2.1) can be
extrapolated, as a rough approximation, to distances of several kilometres.
(b) Intermediate phase

Atmospheric eddies of about the same dimensions as that of the plume cause pronounced mixing, and the
plume rapidly diffuses its surplus heat and momentum to the environment. Slawson and Csanady predict
that in this phase
canst.
f>.h occonst. - - (2.2)
x
Thus the plume ceases to rise so qnickly and in some cases may become quasi-horizontal.
* Unless otherwise noted, units used in equations are in m-sec-cal_cC.

return land breeze

)

~

sea breeze

,,-~==--water

Figure 2.2 -

Schematic representation of plume behaviour during a sea-breeze
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(c) Final phase

The major energy-containing eddies in the atmosphere are now of a scale much smaller than that of the
plume. The mixing is thus similar to that of molecular diffusion although of a completely different scale.
This leads to the prediction that
fl.h oc X
(2.3)
The implication contained in eq. (2.3) is that the plume never becomes quite horizontal. Slawson and
Csanady found experimentally in a neutral atmosphere with low to moderate turbulence that the slope in the
final phase was of the order of 0.10. With higher atmospheric turbulence, the final slope becomes very low,
while in the presence of stability/instability, the plume is modified, leading to an asymptote in the stable case
and to a breakup of the plume into distinct parcels during superadiabatic conditions. A slope of 0.10 corresponding to a plume rise of 100 m/km may be important when predicting the dispersion of pollutants over long distances, but in the work of most other investigators, the plume is assumed to become horizontal at a downwind
distance of a few kilometres.
Other factors are of equal importance in determining plume rise. There is general agreement, for example,
that fl.h varies inversely as wind speed, although special cases of large wind shear have not been extensively
investigated. Behaviour in a sea breeze is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.2, aud, clearly, none of the
available formulae is capable of modelling such a regime.
Another important parameter is the quantity QH' Employing the plume-rise model of Priestley (Priestley,
1956), with some simplifications, the prediction may be obtained that in the intermediate phase in a neutral
atmosphere,
fl.h oc Q1l3/u
(2.4)
The more complete formulation containing some additional terms (that are usually of second order) is given by
Briggs (1969) as his eq. (4.3.4). Briggs suggests as a good working approximation for fossil-fuel plants with
heat emission of 20 MW or more:
Ml = 1.6 (3.7 X 10- 5 QH)'/B u·, (10 h)'/3
(2.5)
= 0.25 Qlt3U· ' h'/3
However, there is as yet little experimental evidence to verify this equation.
For tall chimneys, unstable lapse rates occur rarely over the entire layer through which the plume is mixing,
snperadiabatic conditions usually being limited to the lowest 100 m above the ground except in desert terrain.
When such a condition does exist, however, the plume behaviour is rather chaotic, and it is difficult experimentally to determine a mean plume height. Briggs suggests that, in the absence of any other models, eq. (2.5)
should be used for unstable conditions, noting that larger fluctuations about the mean will occur and that the
hot plume may induce a mesoscale circulation.
For stable lapse rates, eq. (2.4) must be modified. The limiting cases in the second phase turn out to be of
the form (Briggs, 1969):
(a) Calm winds

Mz

5 (3.7 X 10-5 QH)'/4((g/T) J8,/JZ)-3 /8
~ 0.39 QH'/4 ((g{T) J8,{Jz)-3/ 8
= 1.38 QH'/4 (J8,{JZ)-3 /8
=

(2.6)

where the potential temperature gradient is averaged over the expected fl.h. Experimental verification of this
relation is shown in Figure 3.3 (Briggs, 1971) and is excellent although the data are still limited in number.
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(b) Moderate winds

Ah

=
=
=

2.9 [3.7 x 10-5 QHj(u(gjT) JlJe fJZ)]l/3
0.0965 [QHj(u(gjT) JIJ.jJZ)]1/3
0.30 [QHj (uJIJ.fdZ)]1/3

(2.7)

This relation has been verified experimentally with data downwind from the Tennessee Valley Authority stacks
at Gallatin and Paradise, and recently in laboratory studies also by Hewett et al. (1971).
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Another situation of considerable importance is the day-time regime when there is an upper inversion
based at height H. For small heat emissions, the inversion can be considered as an impenetrable lid. For large
power plants and smelters, however, the possibility exists that the plume may be able to penetrate the inversion.
Briggs' model (Briggs, 1969) suggests that this will occur if
(a) light winds

(H-h)

~

=

(H-h)

L

4 (3.7 X 10-5 QH)O.4 ((gjT)!!.IJ)-O.6
0.0675 QHO.4 ((gjT)fJ.IJ)-o.o
0.51 QHo.4 !!.IJ-o.o

(2.8)

where fJ.1J is rise of ambient potential temperature from the top of the stack to the top of the inversion.
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(b) moderate winds

(H-h)

L

=
(H-h)

L

2[3.7 X 10-5 Qn/(u(g/T)M)]'''
0.012 [Qn/(u(g/T)118)J1 /2
0.066 [Qn/(uI18)]'/2

(2.9)

These relations require additional verification and should be regarded as indicators only. One of the practical
difficulties is that the value of H may vary in both time and in space, in response to the meteorological diurnal
cycles and to spatial variations in surface radiative properties (albedo, etc.), which control the surface of mixed
layer.
As a final note, experimental measurements during strong inversions are difficult to obtain. One uncertainty
occurs because some plumes have been observed to overshoot, thereafter behaving as damped harmonic oscillators.

2.4 Empirical formulae

(a) General
Because many empirical formulae are dimensioually incorrect, they should be used with caution. There
is a real danger that such formulae might produce wildly improbable predictions wheu applied to a new situation.
(b) Aerodynamic downwash
Sometimes a chimney is located on top of or near a building that obstructs the wind substantially. In order
to avoid aerodynamic downwash, a rule-of-thumb is widely quoted that chimneys should be 2.5 times the
height of surrounding buildiugs. This rule is sometimes impractical for small sources, and a correction factor
has been used, for example, in the British Memorandum on Chimney Heights (anon., 1956). A problem arises
not infrequently when additional buildings are constructed after several years of successful operation of a
chimney: the air-flow may then be modified substantially and downwash may occur.
(c) Plume rise from moderately-sized chimneys
Most of the early experimental data were obtained from small chimneys. As early as 1953, Holland (1953)
proposed the so-called Oak Ridge formula for neutral atmospheric conditions:
Ah = (1.5

W1

D1

+ 4.1 X 10-5 Qn)/U

(2.10)

Holland recommended increasing I1h by 10 to 20 per cent for unstable conditions and decreasing it by the same
amount during inversions. When applied to very hot sources, eq. (2.10) is greatly in error and should not be
used. For moderately-sized chimneys (~ 100 m), Moses et al. (i964) have suggested that the best results are
given by doubling the values obtained from eq. (2.10) but for stable couditions, Briggs (1971, page 54) finds
that the Oak Ridge formula gives too large a standard error to be useful.

(d) Plume rise from tall chimneys with large heat emissions
A wide variety of formulations is available, and no single method is superior. Moses and Carson (1968)
published a regression analysis based on all the available data, using as a framework the following equation:
(2. II)
Where

C1,

c. are experimental constants which in fact prove to be functions of atmospheric stability:
Unstable
Neutral
Stable

3.5
0.4
-1.0

0.33
0.171
0.145
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Lucas et at. (1963), as auother example, have used eq. (2.4) as a universal form and have determined the
constant of proportionality at two power stations in Britain:

Ail

=

24 Qif4/U

(2.12)

when QH is in cal/sec and u is in m/sec.
Lucas (1967) subsequently suggested that the relation could be improved by introducing the stack height il into
the formulation:
(2.13)
Ail = (12.5 + 0.09 h)Q'J4/U
As a final example, the CONCAWE regression (CONCAWE, 1966) is widely used:
Ail

=

0.175 Qif2/U'/4

(2.14)

Finally we should emphasize two problems that surround the experimental verification of both the empirical
and quasi-theoretical formulations. In the first place, there is difficulty in deciding visually, or even with the aid
of aircraft observations, whether the plume has become approximately horizontal: the atmospheric variability
adds a high noise level to the measurements. Secondly, because atmospheric turbulence is usually more vigorous
near the ground than aloft, the lower half of the plume is depleted by diffusion processes more than is the upper
half. For downwind distances of 50 km or so, the centroid of the plume may therefore rise. Such an "apparent"
plume rise has been observed, for example, by Peterson (1968) in his aircraft observations of the non-buoyant
Brookhaven plume at downwind distances of up to 300 km over the Atlantic Ocean.
In summary, we can ouly suggest that, in any practical application, several formulae be used to obtain a
range of estimates of the value of Ail. Substitution into the appropriate diffusion equations will then provide
an indication of the uncertainty in the required estimates of ground-level concentrations.

2.5 Conclusions
The correct evaluation of the influence of the heat output of chimneys on the ultimate height at which the
plume levels off in a stable atmosphere - the most common case - is extremely difficult and it does not seem
possible to express a definite preference for any of the many theoretical or empirical solutions at this moment.
It is clear that the many formulae that have been proposed by various authors not only differ in the values of
the associated empirical constants, which could be due to testing physically correct formulae under different
circumstances, but also that the six basic parameters mentioned in section 2.1 enter these formulae in different
ways, e.g., QH is raised to the one-quarter power in eq. (2.12) and to the one-half power in eq. (2.14).
This survey is not intended to be complete but merely to provide a sense of the magnitude of the problem.
We have not discussed the basic theoretical difficulties, particularly the question of the precise nature of the
entrainment mechauisms, which determiue the variables that must be included in the dimensional analysis;
there is one point of view, for example, that argues that a plume is in fact a train of puffs, each to be identified
with a passing atmospheric eddy. We have not discussed the non-buoyant jet, which is probably of secondary
interest in air-pollution applications, and we have omitted consideration of what happens when several chimneys
are located close to one another: there is some evidence that the plumes merge on occasion to yield an enhanced
rise, but much more experimental verification is required. We have not offered any practical advice on how to
incorporate latent heat effects in the cases of cooling towers, power-plants that use wet-washing techniques to
remove S02, or pulp aud paper mills operating on the subarctic on occasions when ambient air temperatures are
extremely low. (See Csanady, 1971b, for a recent contribution to the problem of moist plumes.) We have,
however, suggested the urgent need for additional experimental measurements, particularly for chimneys which
are more than 300 m in height.
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Finally, we do not intend to suggest that the present position is hopeless. In actual fact, many formulations
are yielding nseful results when applied locally or even regionally, provided that:
(a) The terrain is rather flat;
(b) The chimneys are all about the same height, having about the same output of heat;

(c) The empirical constants have been evaluated locally;
(d) Distnrbed weather conditions, particularly cases of large wind directional shear, are excluded.

The experience in Sweden (Bringfelt, 1968, 1969), Britain (Lucas, 1967), the United States (Briggs, 1969,
1971) and elsewhere confirms this point of view. The main controversy concerns the many attempts to develop
universal formulations, applicable for all types of chimneys and all kinds of weather conditions. In this connexion, we must emphasize that a dimensional analysis is incomplete if the dimensionless constants prove not to
be true universal constants.
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSPORT AND DISPERSION IN NON-URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

3.1 The classical models
The diffusion of pollution downwind from an elevated continuous point source is often represented by the
following expression:

uxfQ

= -

1

1tSy SZ

[(Z-h) ,
exp (-y2f2s~) exp- ~2'
Sz

(z + h) ']
+ exp- 2
2

(3.1)

Sz

where u is the mean horizontal wind speed (mfsec) (the x-axis is oriented in the direction of the wind),
X is the ground-level concentration (unitsfm'),
Q is the source strength (unitsfsec),
sv, Sz are the standard deviations of the distributions of concentrations in the y (cross-wind) and z (vertical) directions, and are functions of downwind distance x,
h is the effective source emission height (m).
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(I)

This model is based on the following assumptions:
Steady-state conditions, i.e., no time changes in wind or turbulence;
Homogeneons flow, i.e., no space changes in wind or turbulence;
An inert passive pollutant, i.e., no atmospheric chemical reactions and no gravity fall-out;
Perfect reflection of the plume at the underlying surface, i.e., no ground absorption;
Statistical Gaussian forms for the cross-wind and vertical distributions of pollution, implying a sampling
time of at least ten minutes to ensure that irregularities and instantaneous "peaks" are smoothed away;
A non-zero wind speed so that diffusion in the x direction can be neglected in comparison with forward
transport aud stretching by the wind.

Equivalent expressions can be developed for line sources.
In many parts of the world over the last 40 years, a large number of experimental diffusion tests have been
undertaken during so-called "ideal" conditions (steady winds and long uniform fetches). Special tracers such
as uranine dye, zinc cadmium sulphide and lycopodium spores have been released at known rates, and the concentrations have been monitored at various positions in the flow. The purpose has been to determine Sv and Sz
as fnnctions of downwind distance x and of atmospheric conditions (wind speed, turbulence and stability).
Early studies were confined to distances of a few hundred metres but sampling is sometimes now undertaken
100 kilometres or so from the source.
There are many more published values of Sy than of Sz because of operational difficulties in obtaining
vertical profiles: sometimes therefore the latter quantity is iuferred indirectly by solving expression (3.1) for sz.
Furthermore, there are few results for strong inversion conditions, when an elevated plume does not surface, and
for strong convection, when the wind tends to be unsteady and large updrafts and downdrafts cause the plume to
loop.
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The experimental data indicate that Sy and s, can be approximated empirically by exponential expressions:
ex:

XU

(3.2)

Sy DC

tP

(3.3)

8y

or
where t is travel time.
The exponents are dependent on atmospheric stability, wind speed, and surface roughness. The experimental
values, of course, exhibit considerable scatter, partly because of non-uniformities in the flow. Particularly
in the case of cross~wind diffusion, organized mesoscale convective cells produce experimental "noise". In
addition, vertical changes in the wind and in the spectra of turbulence are assumed to be non-existent in the
Ganssian model, expression (3.1), whereas they do in fact occur near any surface: for example, large vertical
fluctuations of the wind are suppressed near the ground.
For some years there has been a mild controversy concerning whether the standard deviations s. and s,
should be presented as functions of downwind distance or of travel time, eq. (3.2) or eq. (3.3). Since x = ilt,
one might think at first glance that either form would be suitable. However, Angell et al. (1971), e.g., showed
that the scatter is reduced by using time rather than distance as abscissa, and that the best-fitting values of the
exponents in eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) for two-particle diffusion are IX = 0.6, P = 0.85, the larger value of p than
of a presnmably resnlting from the relatively greater diffusion associated with light winds.
A theoretical framework for investigating turbulent diffusion is given by the well-known equations of
Taylor (1921) for point sources and of Richardson (1926) for volume sources. In both cases, the Lagrangian
system is used. The motions of "typical" tagged fluid elements are followed in a field of homogeneous stationary
turbulence, permitting study of the Lagrangian cross-wind and vertical standard deviations ay and a,. Experimentally, tetroons have been used successfully to determine these quantities, e.g., Angell et al. (1971). Numerically too, the motions of fluid elements have modelled in compnters, sometimes for real-time periods of a week
or so, e.g., Mesinger and Milovanic (1963), although diffusion by scales of turbulence smaller than the grid
spacing in the numerical models cannot be included explicitly, but only by parameterization.
For most practical systems for forecasting diffusion from a continuous point source in the fixed Eulerian
reference frame, there is a need to seek relations between

rJ'y, rIz

and the quantities

81/, Sz

appearing in expression

(3.1). A way to connect the two systems, proposed by Hay and Pasquill (1959), has been widely adopted. The
turbulent fluctuations at a point, when subjected to appropriate band-pass filtering, may be used to predict
Sy, s, directly in a field of stationary homogeneous turbulence.

TABLE 3.1

The Pasquill stability classification

Day

Night

I/lsolation

Surface wind
speed (at 10 m)

mls

Strong

Moderate

Slight

<2
2-3
3-5
5-6
>6

A
A-B
B
C
C

A-B
B
B-C
C-D
D

B
C
C
D
D

Thinly overcast
or
~ 4/8 low cloud

'" 3/8
cloud

-

-

E
D
D
D

F

The neutral category, D, should be assumed for overcast conditions during day or night.
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D
D
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Because turbulence measurements demand high standards of instrumentation and data-logging equipment,
there is a further need to parameterize the method of Hay and Pasquill. Pasquill (1961) has done this by designing a rather simple weather classification system (Table 3.1) and by proposing values of Sy, Sz for each of his
Types A to F for elevated sources in open conntryside. The resulting nomograms as extended by Gifford (1961)
are given in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. As Pasquill (1970) emphasizes, nomograms of this type are not intended to
replace careful experimental turbnlence determinations. However, they do provide useful engineering guidelines for diffusion estimates at open-country locations, when the only available relevant meteorological observations are wind and cloudiness at a site sometimes tens of kilometres distant.
In conclusion, mention should be made of the facts that:
(a) Expression (3.1) does not apply when winds are light, although this is a very important situation that
may cause serious deterioration of air quality. In the day-time, as shown by Schmidt and Boer (1963), the heat
from a large industrial chimney may create an organized local circulation, causing the plume to loop down to
ground-level as illustrated schematically in Figure 3.3. Also at night when winds are light, poor ventilation
may cause an accumulation of contaminants. Berlyand has investigated this latter situation, and his models
are described in the Appendix to this Technical Note (see also Berlyand et al., 1970, page 3659).

Figure 3.3 -

During light winds, hot gases in a plume can create a circulation which cause pollution to loop down to ground
level some distance from the source (After Schmidt & Boer)

(b) Expression (3.1) assumes that there are no vertical gradients in wind or turbulence. In actual fact, a
large wind shear exists near the ground and sometimes aloft also, at the top of radiation inversions, for example.
In addition, the spectrum of turbulence changes with height. An alternative approach has been used, therefore,
through an appeal to similarity theory (e.g., Monin (1959), Gifford (1962». Over uniform surfaces, this approach
has been successful in predicting the vertical spread of pollution and thus is useful in forecasting diffnsion from
a "semi-infinite" line source. Because the cross-wind component of turbulence 'cannot be estimated accurately
from similarity theory, however, the method has not yet been developed into a practical system for predicting
diffusion from a point source.
(e) Expression (3.1) also assnmes steady-state homogeneous conditions, a mathematical convenience

rather than a real situation. In the first place, the surrounding landscape is rarely flat and often contains significant surface irregnlarities such as clumps oftrees and villages. Secondly, the wind direction frequently contains
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low-frequency fluctuations: thus, for example, if the wind veers slowly through 45 degrees over 15 minutes,
returning to its original direction 15 lninutes later, steady-state conditions can be assumed for the 30-minute
period but not, for example, for the individual15-minute intervals that might be used experimentally for estimating IIv. For these and other reasons, there will be a considerable scatter in the ratio of predicted to observed
values of the centre-line ground-level concentrations in most practical applications. If the surface irregularities
are oriented in an organized fashion (long shelterbelts, for example), the predicted concentrations may reveal
a significant bias as a function of wind direction, making local "calibration" of expression (3.1) desirable. This
may be achieved by determining the bias experimentally for each Pasquill classification and for each wind
direction.

3.2 Transport and diffusion over moderate travel distances during steady-state conditions
When the underlying surface is uniform and the wind and atmospheric stability regimes are not changing,
the available experimental evidence suggests that the nomograms shown in Figures 3. I and 3.2 can be used to
estimate Sy and Sz to distances of about a 100 km or so. Then expression (3.1) yields the relative patterns of
ground-level concentrations, although all predicted values may be too large due to a net loss of material caused
by the sink mechanisms to be described later in section 3.5.
At these distances, a predictor of some significance is the height of the surface mixed layer. In the day-time
this quantity may range in value from a few hundred to a few thousand metres depending on air-mass type and
amount of cloud. When the mixing height is well defined, a plume of pollution eventually becomes well mixed
vertically, except for occasional pockets of contaminants that have been carried aloft by penetrative convection into
the capping subadiabatic layer. Thus the quantity s, becomes a constant for sufficient downwind distance.
A rough rule-of-thumb for estimating s, has been suggested by a number of authors: (Gifford (1961), Pasquill
(1962a, page 210), Turner (1967)). Hthe mixing height is denoted by H, then we assume no effect of the upper
lid until Sz "" HJ2. Let this downwind distance be XH. Then we assume complete vertical mixing beyond
abont 2XH. Expression (3.1) for X """ 2 XH simplifies to
(3.4)
Between XH and 2XH, Turner recommends interpolation (on a log-log scale) between the values giveu by expressions (3.1) and (3.4) to determine X.
The experimental justification for extrapolating Figures 3.1 and 3.2 to distances of about 100 km is limited,
largely because of the difficulty in finding uniform fetches and steady-state conditions. There is, in the first
place, a diurnal cycle in the value of H and of the vector wind even when the regional pressure pattern is constant.
Secondly, meso-meteorological circulations (sea-breezes, valley flows, etc.), with diurnal wind reversals, occur
in many parts of the world. Finally, migrating anticyclones and cyclones often result in non-steady-state conditions.
Peterson (1968) undertook aircraft sampling of the argon-41 plume emitted from the 105-m chimney at
Brookhaven, N.Y., to downwind distances of 300 km over the Atlantic Ocean. His computed values of Sv
agreed with those given by the Pasquill D curve in Figure 3. 1. The Peterson resnlts showed two features of
interest. In the first place, the plume meandered considerably due to the low-frequency wind fluctuations.
Secondly, the plume centroid rose to heights of 220 and 240 m at downwind distances of 200 and 260 km, respectively. Similar behaviour has been observed elsewhere, e.g., by Saknraba etal. (1969), and is probably dne
to greater mixing below the plume than above, combined sometimes with a loss by absorption at the surface of
the Earth.
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At these distances, the effect of wind shear on diffusion must be considered. There have been a number
of theoretical investigations, e.g., by Saffman (1962), but few experimental results. However, the data of Pasquill (1962b) obtained over rural England at downwind distances of 130 km indicate that during the day-time
there is good mixing in the surface layer and thus there is little wind shear and little effect on diffusion. At night,
on the other hand, the vertical axis of the plume is tilted, which may contribute substantially to cross-wind
diffusion during the subsequent morning break-up of the radiation inversion. In a subsequent analysis of data
from Studsvik, Sweden and Hanford, Washington, Pasquill (1969) concluded that during inversion conditions,
significant shearing of the plume occurred beyond about 2 to 3 km from the source; within about 5 km for an
emission height of 87 m, and within about 12 km for a ground-level source. However, this produced no significant
enhancement in the values of O'y at any given level. At greater distances, the analysis implied that the shear
contribution to O'y became dominant.
Immediately downwind of a large city, urban pollution may be modelled as a volume source, and this
usually leads to a prediction of an exponential decrease in concentrations, e.g., Neiburger (1969).
With increasing distance and scale, there is a possibility that a city may be assumed to be a point source.
Clarke (1969) has found a thermal plume downwind from Cincinnati at night, and there is undonbtedly also a
pollution plume. The associated values of Sy and s,remain to be investigated by aircraft on this scale. Experiments
ofthis type should be undertaken, particularly at night, downwind of a city which is free from major topographic
influences.

3.3 Transport and diffnsion over moderate travel distances dnring distnrbed weatber conditions
When mesoscale circulations or synoptic weather changes occur, the classical diffusion models no longer
apply. At coastal locations during fine weather, for example, the daily mean vector wind may be near zero
although there may be a strong sea-breeze in the afternoon and a return land flow at night. These situations
are often of great concern to air-pollution agencies because industry tends to be concentrated along coast-lines,
in river valleys and in sloping or irregular terrain.
As a further complication in these cases, the thickness of the surface mixed layer varies in time and space.
The pollution may at times be carried up into the middle troposphere, where very little information is available
about turbulence and wind shear. Sometimes the atmosphere contains stratified layers, and there is no easy
way of knowing even the height of the pollution. Rodhe (1971) has monitored the SO, concentrations up to
heights of 3 km over southern Sweden and he has observed large vertical gradients on occasion. Although
Georgi! and Jost (1964) found that SO, values decreased rapidly with height over central Europe, Rodhe comments that their absolute values were considerably higher than in southern Sweden due to the close proximity of
very large SO, sources. For distances of more than 100 km, diffusion into the middle troposphere must be
considered.
Although some progress in Ekman-layer diffusion has been made under steady-state conditions (e.g.,
Csanady 1969, Hilst and Csanady 1968), the recommended procedure for practical prediction systems is to
employ a box model, in which the sources, sinks and storage terms are evaluated for consecutive time periods
over a grid of boxes. The appropriate vertical dimension is the mixing height and the horizontal grid size is
dependent upon the observational network density. This approach is an extension of the urban pollution modelling methods, described in Chapter 4, but the sinks are frequently of more importance on this larger scale.
Reiquam (1970) has used the method to determine the SO, concentrations over western Europe, assuming complete vertical mixing in each box and ignoring sink mechanisms. One of his results is given in Figure 3.4,
which shows the calculated sulphur isopleth distribution for a simulated pollution episode.
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Figure 3.4 ~ Mean concentration of sulphur (Ilg nrS) during a simulated air-pollution episode in Western Europe (Reiquain, 1970).
Copyright 1970 by tile American Association for Advancement of Science

3.4 Transport and diffusion over large travel distances
For travel distances of I 000 km or more in the troposphere, classical diffusion theories become inapplicable.
This is not because the atmosphere is unpredictable but because the three-dimensional wind and turbulence
fields are not monitored in sufficient detail to make accurate predictions. Trajectory analyses are very uncertain
on these space- and time-scales except in a few simple cases, e.g., associated with the North-east Trades, or
with persistent southerly winds to the west of a large blocking anticyclone. The rates of cross-wind and vertical
spread are even more uncertain. It might be expected that Fiekian diffusion (a'at) might be achieved on this
scale. The experimental data, however, do not support this view (Pasquill, 1962a, page 169). MunnandBolin
(1971) speculate that the limiting Fiekian diffusion condition may be approached on each of the micro-, meso-,
and macro-scales. As soon as the next larger scale of turbulence becomes effective, however, the spread of a
plume or puff may revert to the close-in behaviour (a'at'). It follows that, when the dimensions of a pollution
cloud grow to the size of an extra-tropical storm, the diffusion rate is not likely to be Fickian. This same idea
has been advanced by Okubo and Ozmidov (1970) for oceanic diffusion.
Despite the reservations mentioned earlier, trajectory analyses have provided useful general indications
of the movements of pollution, spores, insects and birds on the synoptic scale. As an example of relatively
short-distance transport, the study of Holzworth (1959) is instructive. He examined the oxidant concentrations
at lighthouse stations off the California coast, as a function of source regions for pollution. In the case of the
San Nicolas Island station about 110 km from Los Angeles, for example, the highest oxidant values were associated with trajectories from that city, althongh there were some anomalies, which Holzworth suggests may be
due to uncertainties in the wind flow on some of the 732 occasions included in the data sample.
On a larger scale, Robinson and Robbins (1969) have found that occasional peaks in CO concentrations on
the Greenland ice cap could be explained by tracing the trajectories back in time to the eastern United States.
Similarly, Prospero (1968) has found that day-to-day dust loadings at Kitridge Point in the Barbados could be
interpreted in terms of a North African source region. In fact Bowden et al. (1971) suggest the possibility that
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the recent outbreak of coffee leaf rust in Brazil may be due to distant transport of the fungus from West Africa.
Chester and Johnson (1971) have analysed dust samples obtained on board ship off the west coast of Africa
and have found significant differences on occasions when the wind was blowing directly off the continent as
compared with days when the wind was parallel to the shore.
As a final example, Viiisiinen and Kulmala (1965) have tracked the cloud of radioactive debris that gave a
large peak in long-lived beta activity in Finland on 10 November 1961. Using synoptic-scale computations of
divergence and vertical motions, they were able to explain this event.
As to the future, the GARP experiment in the late 1970s and various regional studies of distant transport
of pollution (e.g., the OECD West European project) are expected to contribute significantly to knowledge of
the three-dimensional wind, turbulence and diffusion fields on the macroscale. In addition, weather satellites
will soon be capable of monitoring the transport and cross-wind spread of visible regional, urban and some
point-sonrce plumes. Already, for example, Clodman and Taggart (1969) have been able to follow a polluted
air mass as it moved from the American Atlantic seaboard to a position east of Bermuda several days later.
Gorschboth et al. (1969) and WobbeI' (1969) have obtained satellite photographs of a smoke plume from a tall
chimney in Arizona, smoke plumes from forest fires in Florida, the urban haze over Los Angeles and downwind
from Houston, Texas, and dust clouds over Iran and Iraq.
In snmmary, we can confidently expect that our diffusion prediction capabilities on the synoptic scale will
improve significantly over the next decade.

3.5 Pollution transformation and removal processes

For downwind distances of more than a few kilometres, one of the great uncertainties in dispersion calculations is the loss of individual pollutants by chemical reactions, precipitation and ground absorption. We shall
discuss each of these mechanisms in turn.

3.5.1 Atmospheric chemical reactions
While there has been considerable advance in our knowledge of atmospheric chemical reactions during the
past twenty years we are still a long way from calculating transformation rates in real pollution situations, information which is particularly needed in engineering studies associated with various control activities. (For a
generalized theoretical treatment the reader is referred to Chapter 4.)
The chemical transformation rates of many pollutants are quite variable, being influenced by temperature,
sunlight and the concentrations of other gases (including water vapour) and aerosols in the atmosphere. In the
case of SO" for example, the oxidation rate is low in a very pure atmosphere (Cox (1972)), but in the presence
of catalytic areosols (Bracewell and Gall 1967)) or a=onia (Scott and Hobbs (1967)), oxidation to either
sulphuric acid or ammonium sulphate aerosols proceeds much faster. Oxidation rates range from less than
one per cent per hour up to a maximum initial value of 120 per cent per hour reported by Gartrell et al. (1963) for
a power station plume under conditions of high relative humidity. In addition, photochemical oxidation can
occur at rates ranging from 0.03 per cent per hour in pure air to perhaps ten per cent per hour in air containing
unsaturated hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen (Cox and Penkett, 1971).
Other chemical transformations of major importance include photochemical smog production from unsaturated hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen leading to the formation of ozone, oxidants, nitrates and other
compounds. Originally identified in Los Angeles, the problem is now recognized to be widespread, ifless severe,
throughout populated areas of the northern and, to a lesser extent, southern hemispheres. Nor are the effects
confined to urban areas. Because the half-times of the reactions involved are ofthe order of one hour, maximum
concentrations of the reaction products may even be observed outside the urban area that produced the primary
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pollutants. It was first suggested by Rasmnssen and Went (1965), and later demonstrated by Ripperton et al.
(1971), that natural emissions of terpenes and oxides of nitrogen may also contribute to photochemically produced ozone in rural areas.
It is also necessary in some cases to take account of purely physical transformations such as the absorption of gases on particles, their solution in fog or rain droplets, or radioactive decay. The consequences of such
transformations are many, some of which, such as health effects, lie outside the scope of this Note. From the
meteorological point of view the most significant are those which result in a change of phase, usually from
gaseous to particulate species. Thus the oxidation of gaseous sulphur dioxide to particulate sulphuric acid or
sulphates changes the rate at which sulphur species are deposited on the ground, and probably their rate of
scavenging by rain. For diffusion over distances of more than about I 000 km, and especially for calculation of
dispersion on a global scale, such processes become of great importance. Gas to particle transformations have
effects on light scattering ranging in scale from the visibility of individual plumes, through urban smogs to
questions of global turbidity and the overall radiative balance of the Earth. Finally, effects on cloud-forming
processes may be mentioned. There is growing evidence that particles effective as cloud condensation nuclei
consist largely of ammonium sulphate particles probably formed in the atmosphere by gaseous reactions (Dinger
et al. (1970), Twomey (1971».

At the present time application of chemical transformation data to problems of the dispersion and eventual
fate of atmospheric pollutants is limited. A generalized model for urban situations is given in Chapter 4, and
Foster (1969) has attempted a theoretical treatment of sulphur dioxide oxidation in the relatively simple case
of a single power-station plume, but such studies are hampered by deficiencies of basic chemical data and inadequate atmospheric data. The co-oporation of meteorologists and atmospheric chemists in carrying out experiments in this difficult but important field is to be encouraged.

3.5.2 Cloud and precipitation scavenging
Precipitation is an important cleansing mechanism for many pollutants. The classical way of accounting for
this depletion is to multiply the right side of expression (3 .1) by an exponential term, exp (- At), where A is a
wash-out (below-cloud scavenging) coefficient to be determined experimentally. Similar coefficients are introduced for rain-out (in-cloud scavenging) and snow-out. This approach, first suggested by Chamberlain (1953),
is described in some detail by Engelmann (1968), and can be applied to the scavenging of particles and those gases
for which the rain or cloud droplet is a perfect sink. For less soluble or less reactive gases a dynamic equilibrium
is set up and account has to be taken of the desorption of pollutant - for example, when a droplet falls through
a highly concentrated plume into cleaner air underneath before reaching the ground (see, for example, Chamberlain and Eggleton (1964». This may be the reason for failure of the wash-out coefficient theory to apply
to the practically important case of wash-out of SO, emitted from a tall chimney (NOAA 1971) if oxidation
of the SO, to involatile sulphate in the droplet is insufficiently rapid to make it a perfect sink. This case is further
complicated by the dependence of the oxidation rate of S02 on the pH of the droplet so that scavenging may be a
function of atmospheric ammonia concentrations (Beilke and Georgii (1968». For long travel distances estimates
of scavenging rates become very uncertain because of incomplete information ou cloud formations, drop-size
distributions and precipitation rates. In the case of regional or global scale dispersion where the pollution can
be considered well mixed vertically it is preferable to apply the concept of a wash-out factor given by the ratio
of pollutant concentration per unit mass or rain to concentration per unit mass of air measured at a convenient
height, usually ground-level. For particulate scavengiug averaged over periods of one month, this ratio is
often fairly constant, lying in the range 500 to 1 000 for radioactive fallout (Peirson and Cambray (1965». With
chemically unreactive gases, of which chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides are an example (Atkins and Eggleton
(1971), the wash-out factor may be simply calculated from laboratory-measured partition coefficients, since the
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relaxation distance for a drop falling through the atmosphere is only a few huudred metres and droplet concentration soon reaches equilibrium with air concentration.
3 . 5 . 3 SUlfaee sinks
Expression 3.1 assumes that there is perfect reflection of pollution from the surface of the Earth. This is
only true for unreactive gases and to a lesser extent for very fine particles. Large particles (r > 10 )lm) are
removed at the surface of the Earth by gravitational settling. Van der Hoven (1963) has considered the very
special case of particles with sedimentation velocities greater than about I cm/sec and approximated their behaviour by a downward tilt of the plume centre line expressed by replacing the constant h in expression (3 .1) by a
variable depending on distance from the source and wind speed, and also assuming the ground to be a perfect
sink. This model is, however, only oflimited applicability. For smaller particles, forces other than gravitational
settling come into play, such as surface impaction and electrostatic attraction, while for gases, absorption and
chemical reaction are important. These processes are extremely complex and depend on many factors including,
for example, biological processes. A completely rigorous treatment is not yet available, although Chamberlain
(1966, 1967) has elucidated many of the mechanisms. However, for situations where turbulent mixing is sufficiently vigorous to allow the effects of deposition on the vertical concentration profile to be ignored, then useful
approximations can be calculated using the earlier approach of Chamberlain (1953), who defined a transfer
velocity, Va, analogous to sedimentation velocity given by
W

= VaX

(3.5)

where w is the surface nptake per unit time and unit area and X is the mean concentration close to the ground.
While the transfer velocity concept in no way explains the physics of the deposition mechanism, it has
proved a useful way to express this pheuomenon. Using the concept, it is possible to replace the source term Q
in expression (3.1) by a depleted source term

~: where Q.

is effective source strength at distance x. Van der

Hoven (1968) has calculated nomograms for each of the Pasquill stability types A-F giving

~: as a function

of distance from the source, height of emission, wind and transfer velocities. Although these are approximations, they are useful in showing that losses to the surface are most significant with stable conditions, low wind
speeds and low heights of emission. Tadmor (1971) has shown that, paradoxically, as a conseqnence of the
latter result, raising the height of a chimney stack may actually increase the ground-level concentration of SO,
at some distance from the source under moderately stable conditions.
Surface uptake leads to a reduction in pollutant concentration near the ground and a full treatment of this
problem shonld take into account the effect of surface depletion on the vertical concentration profile. This
requires the use of a more sophisticated diffusion theory than given here and because of mathematical difficulty
an analytical solution has not so far been achieved even for straightforward conditions. The measurements of
Martin and Barber (1971) show how important this effect can be for SO, sampling. They found a reduction of
some 75 per cent in SO, concentration at a height of 15 em above a hedge compared with that measured 35 em
higher.
In some important practical cases the transfer velocity concept can be applied to a simple box model with
useful results. Providing there is sufficient vertical mixing to maintain small though not necessarily zero vertical
concentration gradients near the ground and there is a constant effective mean height of mixing, H (such as may
occur under a temperature inversion), then the decay constant ofthe pollutant by surface deposition), is given by
H

A = - [sec·']
Vd

(3.6)

where the units of H and Va are metres and metres/sec respectively. For a typical Vd value of 0.01 m/sec the
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of the pollutant has a value of approximately 3 hrs and 30 hrs for H values of 100 m and

I 000 m respectively.
Experimental Vd values for particles and some gases on a variety of surfaces have been determined by,
among others, Chamberlain (1966), and Moller et al. (1970), though our knowledge is still limited. The values
depend on such factors as wind speed, surface roughness, particle size and for gases, chemical reactivity, surface
wetness, and stomatal opening in the case of vegetation. For SO, the values are of order 10-3 to 10-' mlsec on
vegetation (Spedding (1969), Hill (1971)).
Extension of this simple examination to a full treatment of surface fluxes requires a model not only of turbulent diffnsion in the surface boundary layer but also of diffusion through the internal boundary layer over
each leaf and protrusion. This is a very complex task, especially in urban areas, which contain many large
roughness elements.
Some idea of the importance of this loss mechanism is demonstrated by the fact that numerical models of
urban SO, dispersion require inclusion of an SO, half-life which can vary from one-half hour to several hours
in order to match predicted with observed concentrations. On a larger scale, Meetham (1950) made an early
estimate of the atmospheric SO, balance over Great Britain in the 1940s. His calculations are as follows:
Emission rate

Net advection out of
Great Britain
Precipitation scavenging
Surface absorption

5.0 million tonslyr
1.1 million tonslyr

0.7 million tonslyr
3.2 million tonslyr

They show that surface absorption is about five times as effective as precipitation scavenging for SO,.
These problems can only be solved through close interdisciplinary co-operation between micrometeorologists and plant physiologists, chemists, etc. A. C. Chamberlain of Great Britain has been outstanding in his
attempts to bridge this gap (e.g. Chamberlain and Chadwick, 1966; Wells and Chamberlain, 1967) but in
general, many meteorologists are not familiar with the methods and terminology (transfer velocity, resistance,
etc.) which is widely used in engineering mass-transfer calculations. A sn=ary of the basic notation has been
given by Munn (1970).

3.5.4 Natural and other non-urban sources

Far from industrialized population centres, the atmospheric pollution loading may have originated largely
from natural sources. The oceans, for example, are source regions for sulphates, chlorides and other particu-

lates; semi-arid regions may produce great quantities of dnst during windy weather while forests may generate
hydrocarbons (terpenes) and oxides of nitrogen (from soil micro-organisms), which may yield photochemical
oxidants. Forest fires, burning of agricultural stubble, slash bnrning in forest regions and volcanoes are sources
of gases and particulates. As a final example, Seiler and Junge (1970) have shown that the oceans are important
source regions for CO while Kelley and Hood (1971) have found that open leads in the ice-covered Bering
Sea are source regions for CO,. Quantitative estimates of the strengths and spatial variations of these fluxes
to the atmosphere remain uncertain. Nevertheless, the contributions form natural sources must not be forgotten
in any discussion of continental or global-scale transport of pollution from large population centres.
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CHAPTER 4
TRANSPORT AND DISPERSION IN URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

*

4.1 Introduction
The capability of the lower layers of the atmosphere to transport and disperse material from any source of
pollution depends primarily, as was shown in Chapter 3, on the average speed of the wind near the surface, it,
and the degree or intensity of the air turbulence, i.e. the irregular, stirring air motion characteristic of this part
of the atmosphere, as measured by the cross-wind and vertical pollutant standard deviations, Sy and s,. These
diffusion lengths Sy and s, characterize the action of air turbulence in expanding a volume of the polluted air.
The mean wind determines the initial size of the volnme as well as its subsequent transport path through the
atmosphere.
The magnitude and rate of increase of the diffusion coefficients with distance downwind from a source is
strongly influenced by such meteorological quantities as cloudiness, amount of solar radiation, and strength of
the mean wind, all of which affect the atmospheric stability. The presence of a city, however, changes the
dependence of Sy and s, on such quantities, because atmospheric turbulence is enhanced over cities. This is due
to the fact that cities represent aerodynamically rongher boundaries, and also have a greater heat capacity, than
open country. To describe transport and dispersion over cities it is necessary first to estimate these effects.
4.2 Urban micrometeorology
From the micrometeorological point of view the surfaces of cities, as Hanna (1969) pointed out, "are hot,
rough, and dry," to which should be added "dirty". This leads to modification, as compared with the rural
environment, of micrometeorological quantities such as the wind profile, energy spectra, vertical temperature
gradients, and diffusion coefficients, as well as such long-term climatological effects as the urban heat island,
and radiation and precipitation anomalies.
The distribution of wind in the planetary boundary layer over flat land is known to be determined in steadystate, adiabatic conditions, by certain quantities; the speed of the geostrophic wind, the Coriolis parameter,
and the roughness length zo, which is a measure of the physical dimensions of the roughness elements. If these
are densely packed, as is the case with some vegetation cover, a displacement length, d, must be added to this
list. For diabatic flows, quantities characterizing the heat transfer must also be included. The subject of the
non-urban boundary-layer wind profile has been recently reviewed and summarized by Pasquill (1971) and
Monin (1970).
Over a city the roughness elements (i.e. buildings, streets, etc.) have a different character. They are tall
and occupy a large volume but are comparatively widely spaced. Kutzbach (1961) studied the reaction of the
wind profile over ice to an array of artificial roughness elements in the form of bushel baskets. His results can
be extended by similarity to urban boundary layers. If A is the ratio of the total area of a given region to the
cross-sectional area presented to the air flow by buildings in that region, and h is the average height of the buildings, then Lettau (1970) suggests that
Zo =

h/2A

'" This chapter was prepared by Dr. F. A. Gifford (NOAA-U.S.A.).

(4.1)
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Hanna (1969) pointed out that the displacement length, d, which must also be accounted for in a city, can be
estimated using a formula based on the results of the bnshel basket experiment:
d

~

hJA

0.3

(4.2)

•

The parameter A varies from 2 to 10 for German cities (Kratzer, 1956), and this range is according to Hanna
valid for most other cities also, judging from aerial photographs.
Diabatic effects over cities have not been studied in as great detail as for correspanding non·urban flows.
The temperature distribution over an urban area appears to follow three more or less distinct regimes. During
windy, sunny days, differences between urban and rural temperatures are small and perturbation theory can be
used to analyse the problem. During moderately windy nights, a mixed layer forms over the city while the
rural area is stably stratified. An empirical approach is normally used to explain urban·rural temperature differences iu this case. During calm nights an urban convection cell may form.
The case of a windy sunny day is analogous to that of the heated island that was analysed numerically by
Estoque and Bhumralkar (1969). For an island assumed 10°C hotter than its surroundings and with a roughness
of 10 cm, compared with I cm for the surrounding area, they found a temperature perturbation of one degree C
at heights of 200 m above the island. Because surface urban·rural temperature differences are usually smaller
than 10°C, actual temperature differences over cities are so small at heights above about 10 m that they have not
been detected by current measuring techniqnes. Consequently this theoretical prediction has not yet been veri·
fied by observations for cities.
The urban microclimate has been most thoronghly observed during moderately windy, night.time condi·
tions. Clarke (1969) used helicopters and car traverses to construct the temperature cross·section across Cincin·
nati shown in Figure 4. I. Note the inversion in the rural area, the adiabatic layer in the downtown area, and
the warm, air extending aloft downwind of the city. Bornstein (1968) obtained the urban·rural temperature
difference pattern shown in Figures 4.2 from similar measurements over New York City. The average urbanrural temperature difference reaches a minimum at about 400 m, which is the average depth of the mixed layer
over New York during the night. Oke and East (1971) also observed well-mixed layers about 200 m deep in
Montreal during periods when surrounding rural air was stably stratified.
The following formula for the depth D of the mixed layer was developed by Summers (1965):
(4.3)

QRNL-DWG 71-t2998
JUNE 27, 1967
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Figure 4.1- The distribution of temperature (oF) over Cincinnati on a typical night (After Clarke, 1969)
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The average urban-rural temperature difference at night in New York City, as a function of height (After Bomstein,
1968)

The heat input H (cal/m' sec) at any distance x from the upwind edge of the city, the rural potential-temperature
gradieut JfI/Jz, and wind speed u were assumed constaut; p is the air deusity, aud Cp is the specific heat of air at
constant pressure. A similar law can be derived for the maximum surface urban-rural temperature differeuce :
!1f1o = [HW(JfI!Jz)]

1{2

(4.4)

cppu

where W is the width of the city. Ludwig aud Kealoha (1968) analysed the heat islauds of many cities and
suggested that the observed difference !1f1o can be explained in terms of the observed rural gradient !1f1/!1z aloue.
They state that the difference may also be a weak fuuction of city populatiou.
The average temperature differences between the 60- and 6-metre levels on towers in rural Sarnia and the
city of Montreal were calculated by Munn and Stewart (1967), who combined values into monthly averages for
each hour of the day. From these data, Hanna (1969) coucluded that the urban vertical temperature gradient
approaches the rural gradieut as stability decreases, and approaches a constant, uearly isothermal gradient as
rural stability increases. A similar conclusion can be drawn from data collected by Stanford University and
Parsons Co. (1953) for St. Louis, Miuneapolis, and Winnipeg. In general, it appears that the temperature
gradients in the urban boundary layer remain nearly adiabatic during the night, when rural gradients are
highly stable.
Numerical models of the planetary boundary layer over cities have been developed by Myrup (1969) and
Pandolfo et al. (1971). In these models the variables are functions only of,height and time. A surface energy
balance is used to calculate the surface temperature. Consequently, vegeta~ive cover and thermal conductivity
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of the surface material affect the solution. Wind-tunnel models of the urban boundary layer have also been
studied, for instance by Chaudry and Cermack (1971).
Because the atmosphere is nearly always well-mixed in the first few hundred metres over a city, it is sufficient
to use theoretical developments that are valid only for nearly nentral conditions. For example, it is generally
agreed that the variation near the gronnd of 0'0' the standard deviation of the wind direction fluctnations, can
be explained solely in terms of variations of (z-d)/zo and the Richardson number, Ri. Slade (1969) showed that
the large values of 0'0 measured duriug neutral conditions on the Philadelphia tower agreed with Panofsky and
Prasad's (1965) predictions when a roughness length of about 2 m was assumed for that area. Figure 4.3 illustrates this relation. Two points have been added to this figure, one representing the Ft. Wayne observations
(0'0 = 11°) by Bowne et al. (1968), and the other representing the St. Louis observations (do = 18°) by McElroy
and Pooler (1968), where it has been assumed that Zo R< I m and d R< 10 m for both cities. The roughness and
displacement length were estimated by Hanna (1969), using Kutzbach's relation, and do not necessarily agree
with previous estimates of these parameters.
Bowne et al. (1968) calculated values of the variauces of the fluctuations of the componeuts of the wind
speed, 0'.', 0';, and u w', at heights of about 60 m on towers outside and inside the city of Ft. Wayne. These
statistics were preserved as the air flowed from the country to the city, although the wind speed suffered a 30 per
cent depletion. The net result was that the turbulent intensities un/a, un/ii, and uw/ii increased by about 40 per
cent. Change of like amount can therefore be expected in the quantities Sy and s, and the implication is that
a cloud of pollutant within the city will diffuse correspondingly faster than the same cloud over the countryside.
The effect of cities on the vertical diffusion length, s" was summarized by Pasquill (1970) in Table 4.1,
based on McElroy and Pooler's (1968) St. Louis dispersion data. We can conclude that the increased vertical
mixing that takes place over cities can be approximated by a shift in the stability classification of s" according
to Pasquill's well-known scheme, of one category in the direction of greater instability. For instance a class
"e" condition in the rural environment is replaced by class "B" over a city.

TABLE 4.1
Ratio of Uz to its value in effectively neutral conditions, for open country stability categories B to F

(After Pasquill1970j

Vertical
distance,

Ratio of Uz to value ill effectively neutral
conditions for stability categories

Locatioll

km
B

1

St. Louis (a)
St. Louis (b)
Open country

10

St. Louis (a)
St. Louis (b)
Open country

I

I

D

I

E-F

4.5
4.0
3.2

2.7
2.4
1.9

1.7
1.5
1.0

0.7
0.6
0.5

9

3.4
4.1
2.4

1.0
1.2
1.0

0.3
0.4
0.3

11

6

± 0.01 in their figure 2.
(b) Using data for RiB ± 0.01 in eveniI}g conditions only.

(a) Using McElroy and Pooler's curve fpc RiB
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4.3 Urban pollntion models
Urban air pollution results from a large number of different kinds of sources but these can conveniently
be classified in fonr groups: (1) isolated, tall-stack sources such as the stacks of large electricity-generating
stations; (2) smaller, lower stacks or other sources from isolated industrial process emissions of all kinds; (3)
area sources, representing the conglomerate, net effect of the multitudes of small single sources, mainly from
domestic heating, that occur at or near the ground snrface; and (4) moving sources such as motor vehicles and
airplanes. For each of the sonrce-types, methods for the calculation of air concentration levels are available.
These methods, which will be outlined in the following paragraphs, all depend on knowledge of the lateral
and vertical atmospheric diffusion coefficients, Sy and S,. Our knowledge of these coefficients, which is based
on experimental diffusion trials mainly over open country, is far from complete, particularly for larger distances
from sources and for cities. Also the diffnsion experiments have for the most part been performed under somewhat idealized conditions as compared with real pollution sources. Notwithstanding these uncertainties, we
possess a reasonable capability to calculate air concentration (ambient air quality), with precision at least compatible with our present imperfect knowledge about source strengths. Our knowledge of the diffusion process
needs, however, to be improved in many respects. Diffusion coefficients over urban areas and particularly for
distances greater than a few kilometres are uncertain. Chemical reactions, and removal processes such as
deposition, fallout, and rainout, are understood only partially. Effects on diffusion ofterrain and other obstacles
such as buildings are likewise difficult to estimate. Much research remains to be done in these areas.
4. 3 . 1 Isolated, tall-stack sources

Large electric power plants, and certain other sources such as smelters, release air pollution from tall,
isolated stacks. Plumes from such sources are usually buoyant aud rise to heights of several hundred metres in the
lower atmosphere. Consequently these plumes are affected by atmospheric properties at heights well above
the surface boundary layer. Calculations of urban air pollution from such sources can in general be made using
the expression (3.1), but the dispersion parameters Sy and s, must be modified to account for the presence of
urban effects, as indicated in the previous section.
The behaviour of buoyant plumes from tall-stack sources has been summarized in Chapter 2 and is detailed
in the monograph by Briggs (1969) and the ASME guide (Smith, 1968). Buoyant plumes behave :differently
from passive non-buoyant plumes such as were assumed in expression (3 .1). They rise through the surrounding
air, and their buoyancy is gradually diluted by entrainment of environmental air into the plume, at a rate proportional to the speed of plume rise relative to the air. At the same time they quickly acquire the horizontal
momentum of the environment, causing their characteristic "bent-over" appearance. The distribution of
material and gases within such plumes tends to be fairly uniform for considerable downwind distances, of the
order of tens of stack heights. Nevertheless, the description of such plumes by means of the familiar Gaussian
formula is widespread. As pointed out by Clarke et al. (1970), the particular form of the distribution function
that is used does not affect the calculated concentration value much.
Not nearly so much is at present known about processes that bring buoyant plumes from tall stacks back
down to the ground. Such events, collectively called "fumigations," can occur either (I) because the downward
growth of the plnme base is snfficiently rapid relative to its rise to cause it to reach the ground; (2) because strong
vertical convective motions of the atmosphere on a scale approximately equal to the height of the plume bring
the plume down to the surface; or (3) because of the influence of some peculiarity of the terrain, such as the
presence of a steep ridge-valley system, or of changes in the type of underlying surface, for instance from water
to land, or from conntry to city.
Downward plume spreading by diffusion ("coning") is covered by the discussion in Chapter 3 and in the
papers by Briggs (1969) and Pooler (1965). Conditions favouring it include a fairly strong wind and upward
mixing that is limited by some kind of inversion. Plumes reach the ground as a rule only at comparatively great
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downwind distances of the order of 20 stack heights, but the phenomenon may persist for hours. Intense vertical
convective mixing with light winds can cause the plume to reach the ground ("looping"). This phenomenon is
also well described in the references. Ground-level concentration maxima can occur in this case as near the
stack as four or five stack heights but the duration is brief, a minute or so at most. The influence of terrain on
the behaviour of stack plumes has been studied by both numerical and physical modelling techniques. Deflection
of plume patterns by ridge-valley systems is clearly apparent in Facy's (1970) hydraulic models of cities with
tall-stack sources, as is the influence of urban roughness. Van der Hoven (1967) su=arized observations that
show plume material being brought to the surface as a plume passes inland from a shore-line stack. Lyons and
Cole (1971) documented the complex path of urban plumes when they are affected by a strong lake breeze.
Hass et al. (1967) give evidence for recirculation patterns of urban air trajectories at a coastal location. Both
the terrain-modified and the land-sea-breeze types of fumigations are complex, little-studied phenomena, the
details of which (i.e. location and persistence) are strongly influenced by the circumstances of any particular
case.
4.3.2 Low-level, ''process-emission'' sources
Many stationary, isolated pollution sources do not qualify as "tall" stacks, and so the possibility must be
cousidered that downward mixiug of the efflueut material may be enhanced by the accelerated turbulence in
the viciuity of nearby buildings, or by stack downwash caused by too low au efflux velocity. A rule-of-thumb
that is universally accepted is that building aerodynamic effects can be ignored if the stack height is greater
than 2.5 times the height of adjacent buildings. Sources uot meetiug this criterion require special cousiderations.

Stack downwash. If the efflux velocity, wo, is too low compared with the speed of the ambient wind, a,
some of the emitted material can be drawu downward iuto the low-pressure region on the lee side of the stack.
Such stack dowuwash cau be avoided by making Wo > 1.5 a or by Jittiug the top of the stack with a disk that
extends outward at least one stack diameter, D. Otherwise, consistent with Briggs (1969), the following correctiou, lih d , should be subtracted from the actual stack height, h,:
lih d

=

-3(1.5-wofa) D

(4.5)

Building dowmvash. If a stack is too low compared with the height of uearby buildings, hb , i.e. if
h, +lih d < Uh b

(4.6)

the effluent is likely to be caught in the aerodynamic cavity on the lee side of the building. In this eventuality
the entire side of the building acts in effect as a source. Gifford (1961) suggested that the downwind concentration
can in this case be approximated by
(4.7)
xfQ = 1f,,(0.6B + sus.) a
The quantity B is the cross-sectioual area of a building that is presented to the wind. The numerical constant
0.6 represents the best estimate based on wiud-tuune1 tests such as were reported by Halitsky (1968), Barry
(1964), and Meroney and Yang (1970). Little direct atmospheric iuformation exists on the building downwash
effect. The few existing observations were summarized by Culkowski (1967), and some more :recent tests
around a reactor building complex have been reported by Dickson et al. (1969), and Hinds (1969). There is an
obvious problem in the case of complexes of many buildings, as opposed to the isolated structures that have
been studied so far, of defining the quantity B for any specific case. Furthermore, the flow over and around a
complex of buildings may, as pointed out by Mnnn and Cole (1967), be quite variable.
4 .3 . 3 Area sources

The multitude of small, low, pollution sources including residential and industrial space-heating chimney
and other small, stationary, urban pollution sources are most conveniently dealt with as total emissions per
unit area. The sum total of emissions from such sources is a large fraction of the total air-pollution burden.
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Establishing the area-source strength is a difficult problem and elaborate survey and analytical procedures have
been devised to do this (Duprey, 1968). Likewise the calculation of air pollution from such sources has introduced new difficulties of various kinds.
ORNL-DWG 71-12897
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Panofsky and Prasad's (1965) prediction of the variation of the standard deviation of wind direction fluctuations an
as a function of An (z-d)fzol for adiabatic conditions. Slade's (1969) measurements from the Philadelphia tower
(located in hilly rural terrain) are plotted, as are the observed angles at Ft. Wayne and St. Louis

Early studies of urban area source concentrations, by Lucas (1958), Leavitt (1960), Pooler (1961), Clarke
(1964), and Miller and Holzworth (1967), approach the problem by way of the usual point-source diffusion
model, expression (3.1). Following these early studies, a series of more intricate models has been described,
by Turner (1964), Martin and Tikvart (1968), Shieh et al. (1969), Roberts et al. (1969), Fortak (1969), and others.
Most of these are also based on the Gaussian plume model. Differences in these studies, having to do with
how the area summation is carried out and which meteorological parameters are emphasized, were summarized

by Moses (1969). Several authors, for instance Lamb and Neigburger(1971), have attempted to solve the problem
by a direct numerical integration of the diffusion equation. Most of the more recent models, because in one
way or other they attempt to resolve a large amount of fine-scale meteorological detail of the problem, consume
appreciable amounts of high-speed digital computer time.
The reader interested in more details can find mnch information in the proceedings of the recent symposium
on urban diffusion models, USEPA (1970). The difficult (perhaps impossible) task of summarizing all these
interesting but complicated stndies will not be attempted here. It is, however, of some interest to itemize the
main variables and parameters that are believed to enter the problem. Expression (3.1) indicates the roles of
source strength, horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients, mean wind transport, and source height. In addition, the area-source models variously try to account for: averaging time, and the wind direction-speed frequency distribution (wind rose); trajectories of individual pollution "puff" elements; time and space variatiou
in wind and stability conditions; inversion "lids"; terrain variations; time- and space-varying patterns of source
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strength; and removal processes and chemical changes. Each model, as a rule, includes only some of these
effects.
It is natural to question the degree of influence of these various quantities on the resulting calculated urbanpollution values. Sensitivity analyses of area source models have been reported by Hilst (1967), Thayer et at.
(1971) and Gifford and Hanna (1970). The latter analysis indicates that the most important quantities are
source strength, transport by the mean wind, and vertical diffusivity, which latter is strongly affected by atmospheric
stability. Wind direction is also important in relation to the pattern of source strength distribution. The relative
insensitivity to horizontal diffusivity should not be surprising, because the variation of source strength from
square to square of a real area-source inventory pattern is usually small, and the squares themselves are fairly
large (5 km is a typical value in the U.S.A.).

Gifford and Hanna presented a simple area-source diffusion model, well suited to hand calculation, which is
is in
based on neglect of the horizontal diffusivity. The ground-level concentration due to an area source,
this model given by the following equation:

XA,

XA = (~)'/2 a(l-b)u
f. _ (AX)'·'
{Qo + ~ Q. [(21+1)'·'-(21-1)'·'] }.
z
L"
1t

(4.8)

1=1

The area source is assumed to be given, or approximated, by a square grid Ax on a side; Q. are the strengths of
the upwind source squares, Qo being that of the source in which the receptor is located; N. is the number of
upwind grid squares in direction k, the vertical diffusivity is assumed to obey a power law, 8. ~ a x', as in
expression (3.1). Calculations with this model are compared in the paper with that of several more-complicated
models. In most cases, source distributions are sufficiently uniform in space that the Q, can be assumed to be
equal. Consequently, for given stability and wind speed, local concentrations are proportional to local source
strengths. Hanna (1971) shows that this simple technique is nsually adequate for estimating pollutant concentrations in cities.
In view of the strong dependence on sonrce distribution and strength exhibited by all these area-sonrce
models, and their conseqnent lesser sensitivity to horizontal diffusivity and air trajectory details as compared to
point-source models such as expression (3.1), it is perhaps not too surprising that the simple "box-model" of
urban diffusion has proved so useful. Box models, based on simple conservation principles, have been used in
various air-pollution investigations. For instance, Reiquam (1970) discussed pollution in Oslo by this means.
The theory of box models has been discussed in detail by Lettau (1970), who emphasizes their great usefulness in describing the time variation of urban pollution. From the basic continuity equation for momentum,
heat, moisture, and air pollutants, Lettau derived what he terms the "flushing frequency",f*:

f*

= J(uS)/Jx

+ J(vS)/Jy +
[S]

[F*] .
[8] h*

(4.9)

The symbol [ ] means the average of any function within a box of depth h* and width A; u and v are the horizontal wind speed components, S is the concentration of some conservative qnantity, and F. is the eddy-flux
of S ont of the box at a height h*. Thns the flnshing frequency,f', is equal to the number of times that the air
is completely replaced in the box, per unit time. For a constant wind speed a, F. equal to zero, and concentration
S a function of height only, this equation reduces to the simple relation

f* =

a/A .

(4.10)

The greater the flnshing frequency, the less the risk of high pollutant concentrations. Thus as city radius increases
and wind speed decreases, the chance of an air-pollution episode increases.
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4.3.4 Moving urban pollution sources
The principal mobile urban air.pollution sources are trucks, buses, and automobiles. Airplanes and trains
can certainly make a contribution to pollution but for most locations it is secondary. Calculations of general
urban concentration patterns resulting from urban motor-vehicle emissions of CO have been reported by Ott,
Clarke, and Ozolins (1967), and by Johnson, Ludwig, and Moon (1969). Both use a similar approach, based
on expression (3. I). The procedure is to determine the area-source pattern of vehicle exhaust emissions of CO.
This transforms the problem from one involving a large number of moving point sources into an area-source
problem. This area source, however, turns out to be quite variable in time, because of the character of urban
traffic patterns. The models assume by way of simplification that the sources and the governing meteorological
variables are constant during the travel time of pollutants from source to receptor. Variation of these quantities
with time, according to the synoptic meteorological pattern and the source variation function, are, however,
included.

Comparisons with data of predictions of this basic model, without inclusion of a treatment of local effects
due to nearby sources and buildings, have not been entirely satisfactory, according to Ludwig et al. (1970).
Undoubtedly one of the chief reasons is the strong dependence of measured CO concentrations on the aerodynamics of nearby buildings, and on the details of traffic patterns in urban streets as described by
McCormick and Xintaras (1962). Street effects on concentrations were stndied in some detail by Georgii et al.
(1967), who give evidence for some fairly complex concentration patterns in city street "canyons."
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Schematic cross-street circulation between buildings (After Johnson et al. 1971)
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The difficulty is well illustrated in Figure 4.4, a schematic model of the cross-street air circulation in a city
street canyon. This model was devised by Johnson et al. (1971) in connexion with an extensive CO sampling
programme in San Jose, California. Based on this concept of the flow, these authors propose a model for
ground-level air concentration values of CO in city streets, C (ppm), of the following form
(4.11)
Cb is the background concentration of CO in the city due to other sources, which would be determined by one
of the previous area-source models. The quantity !lC is the CO increment due to local traffic, and is quite
different for receptors on the windward and leeward sides of the street.
For the leeward side these authors propose the relationship, based on the San Jose, California, data,
0.07N
!lCL (ppm) = (U+0.5) [(X2+z2)"2+2]
(4.12)
where N is the traffic flow (vehicles houe'), x and z(m) are defined by Figure 4.4 and U is the roof-top wind
(m sec-'). On the windward side they find, in the same units,
0.07 N
!lCw (ppm) = w (U 0.5) ;
(4.13)

+

w(m) is the street width as indicated in Figure 4.4.
Correlations of this simple model with CO concentration data were most successful in the middle of the
block. The situation at intersections is evidently quite complicated and needs further study. Values of !lC
computed by Johnson et al. for downtown San Jose were usually of the same order as Cb and frequently differed
by a factor of two or three on opposite sides of the street. This means that the measurements of a CO monitoring station are quite sensitive to local effects due to the exact station location and this makes the verification
of CO prediction models difficult.
4.4 Frequency distribution of urban air-pollution concentrations
Urban air-pollntion levels are observed to fluctnate markedly, and this happens for many reasons. There
are daily, weekly, and annual cycles, as well as aperiodic trends of all kinds, related to fluctnations in the pollutant sources. Likewise, regular and irregular atmospheric fluctnations over a wide range of time- and lengthscales prodnce concentration variations. Observations and discussions of the variability of urban pollution are
contained in the papers by, for instance, McCormick and Xintaras (1962), Summers (1965), and McGuire and
Noll (1971). Larsen (1969) established, in a series of papers, the fact that observed urban air-pollution levels
are lognormally distributed. This is an interesting property of urban air pollution and deserves some comment.
Moreover, on the practical side it is essential to be able to account for the variability of air-pollution levels
in any sort of control programme. Air-pollution control and regulation programmes consider air quality as
measured over a variety of intervals, both short and long.
Observations of the frequency distribution of ground-level concentrations resulting from single, steady,
isolated, elevated pollution sources like power-plant stacks are different in character from urban pollution distributions. They are strongly skewed toward low concentration values. This is shown particularly clearly in the
air-concentration data presented by Barry (1967) or by Prinz and Stratmann (1966). The latter authors fit their
data to the negative binomial distribution, whereas Wippermann (1966) proposed a model using the Poisson
distribution to explain such concentration distributions. Gifford (1959) (see also Scriven, 1965) used a fluctuating Gaussian plume model, similar to expression (3.1) except that the lateral and vertical plnme position
could meander iu response to air motious, to describe this case. For a single, isolated source, the logarithm of
concentration, for locations near the mean plume axis, is according to this model distributed as chi-square
with two degrees of freedom, Le. exponentially.
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Ambient air concentrations in cities can be considered to be the net effect of a large number of sources.
Consequently the frequency distribution of the logarithm of urban air-pollution coucentrations should have the
character of the chi-square distribution with many degrees of freedom, i.e. the distribution of the sum of the
squares of many independently normally distributed quantities. This distribution is asymptotically normal.
Of course, many other effects may contribute to urban pollution variability, including time changes in the
meteorological conditions and variations of all kinds in the source patterns. It is, however, interesting that
plume fluctuations under steady source and meteorological conditions appear to be a sufficient condition for the
lognormality of the urban air-pollution concentration distribution. The significant point, emphasized by Gartrell
(1966), is that concentration distributions from urban area sources are qualitatively different from those due
to an isolated, elevated point source. For the area source, lower concentration levels occur with comparatively

high frequency, and high concentration levels tend to be associated with stagnation conditions. High groundlevel concentrations from isolated, buoyant, tall-stack plumes occur on the other hand with moderate to strong
winds and neutral stability conditions.
4.5 Chemical reactions and removal processes
All the foregoing discussion assumes that air pollutants are permanent, stable species, which neither react

chemically with one another nor are removed by anyone of a number of possible micro-physical or microchemical processes, among which can be mentioned: radioactive decay, scavenging by precipitation, agglomeration and gravitational settling, and impaction, adsorption, and absorption on surfaces of all kinds including
vegetation. Each of these processes can significantly modify urban air-pollution concentrations. At least a
few brief words must consequently be added to the discussion in Chapter 3 about these important processes
even though, as previously noted, many aspects are at present only poorly understood.
4. 5. 1 Radioactive decay

Radioactive decay is the simplest of the various removal processes that can affect air pollutants. Radioactive
species are introduced into urban atmospheres in very low concentrations as a result of the combustion of coal,

which contains a certain amount of radium. Naturally occurring radium in the earth and in building materials
also produces very small amounts of atmospheric radioactivity. Waste by-products of nuclear power geueration
likewise result in some radioactive atmospheric pollution, but so far power reactors have not been sited in
cities. (It is interesting to note that the atmospheric radioactivity emissions from either kind of power plaut,
fossil or nuclear, although they differ in isotopic compositions, occur in about equal amounts, according to
Martin et al. (1970).)
Giveu a knowledge of the source strength of the emitted radioactive species, the air concentration XR is
calcnlated by correcting the concentration, X, that would have applied in the absence of radioactive decay,
according to the well-known exponential decay scheme:
XR = X exp {- AR t}

(4.14)

where AR is the decay constant for the particular species, t is its time of residence in the atmosphere, and the
concentration X could be that given by expressions (3. 1), (4.7), or (4.8), for instance. The complete discussion
of this phenomenon presented by Healy and Baker (1968) includes values of the decay constants for airborne
species.
4.5.2 Precipitation scavenging and sUiface-removal processes
These processes have been considered in some detail in Chapter 3 and it is not necessary here to comment
further.
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4. 5 . 3 Chemical reactions

Various common air pollutants, notably oxides of nitrogen and sulphur, and hydrocarbons, react with
atmospheric oxygen in the presence of sunlight to form new substances, including the toxic pollutant, ozone.
The rates of such reactious are generally slow where the initial concentration of pollutants is low. But in many
cities throughout the world pollutant concentrations have reached such levels that photochemical "smog"
is observed, and ill a few the problem has reached serious proportions. Also atmospheric sulphur dioxide in
pollutant plumes is both reactive and very water-soluble. It is converted to sulphate aerosol on the one hand,
and on the other it may act to influence ozone production in smog formation. Given the conditions in polluted
urban atmospheres, a large and rather bewildering variety of chemical reactions can occur. The subject has
recently been summarized in detail by Altshuller and Bufalini (1971).
The preseuce of chemical reactions introduces additional terms into the continuity equation upon which
such concentration formulas as expressions (3.1) and (4.8) depend. The concentration, X., of species i, is no
longer constant but changes with time, at a rate proportional to the reaction rate, Jj , for the j'th reaction involved. The generation rate, rt, for component i, is
p

ri

=

L

Vlj

J}

(4.15)

1=1

The proportionality constant, vij, is the stoichiometric coefficient for substance i in reaction j, of which there
are p. By the so-called "law of mass action," the rate of a chemical reaction is proportional to the molecular
concentration of the reacting substances. Thus, at least for a simple reaction,

(4.16)
where C'Jm is the (not always integral) order of reaction of species m in the j'th reaction. It follows that:
(4.17)
The proportionality constant kj is known as the specific rate constant. It depends on the chemical nature and
physical condition (mainly temperature) of the reacting substances. Rate constants for many air-pollution
reactions are summarized in the paper by Altshuller and Bufalini.
The total quantity, Q., of a substance i that is taking part in an atmospheric chemical reaction changes
with time according to the following continuity equation:
d Q, / dt

~

Jr,

dV

(4.18)

v

the integral being taken over the volume V in which the reaction is occurring. The solution to .this problem
must be very complicated because atmospheric turbulence affects the growth of the volume, V, and consequently
the concentration X" of substance i, through the diffusion process; but the rate of generation, r., depends on
X, in a generally non-linear way, through equation (4.17). Some approximate solutions to the problem, involving
numerical methods, are described in the summary by Worley (1971).
Friedlander and Seinfeld (1969) pointed out how the problem Can be simplified when the chemical reactions
producing changes in Q, are slow compared with the speed of atmospheric mixing, a situation which applies
to many of the reactions of interest in urban air-pollution problems. In this Case the form of the concentration
distribution in a diffusing cloud is not strongly affected by the chemical reaction; only the total quantity of
material is iuvolved. The chemical reaction and atmospheric diffusion processes are thus effectively decoupled.
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By making use of the Lagrangian similarity diffusion hypothesis (Batchelor, 1964; Gifford, 1962; Cermack,
1963; Klug, 1968), Friedlander and Seinfeld were able to obtain an analytic expression for the change of total
quantity of a reacting substance, Q" in a spreading instantaneous "puff" cloud of pollutants that is undergoing
a simple, irreversible, bimolecular reaction of the type A
B ->- C. Their method can be applied to other
simple atmospheric "reactors", Le. diffusion volumes, of interest in pollution problems, such as the buoyant
plume, area sources, and the box model.

+
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CHAPTER 5
FORECASTING FOR AIR-POLLUTION APPLICATIONS
5.1 Introduction
This section treats the forecast aspect of meteorological services for air-pollution abatement. Forecasting
is in the accepted meteorological sense, i.e. the prediction of the atmospheric state from a few hours to one or
two days in advance. The upper time limit is that for which forecasting skill can be demonstrated. Predictions
based on climatological normals for seasons or annually are not dealt with in this Note.
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Forecasts in this special area are primarily directed to air-pollution agencies and control officials, and their
applications range from initiation of air-quality measurements to the institution (or termination) of emission
controls.
Forecast requirements can be, roughly, categorized by space-time scales. First there is the large area, or
regional scale, covering perhaps 195000 square kilometres or more and extending in time over 24 to 48 hours.
These scales are related to the controlling synoptic event, the warm core stagnating anticyclone which, with the
associated light winds and subsidence, reduces atmospheric dispersion and enhances the accumulation of pollutants. Thus this forecast requirement is primarily dependent on meteorological variables. Figure 5.1 shows
a 35-year summary of long-duration stagnation frequencies in the United States east of the 105th meridian.
A second major scale, the urban area, is determined primarily by the distribution of sources of pollution
and, currently, has length scales of 10 to 20 kilometres (a medium-sized city of perhaps 500000 population)
to 100 kilometres (a large megalopolis of 5000000 to 10000000 population). The time scales of the prediction
requirements range from a few hours to about two days. At these space-time scales local circulations (e.g.
land-sea breeze, drainage winds, heat island effects, etc.) become very important, especially during large-scale
stagnation situations (see, for example, Pooler 1963).
Finally, forecasts can be applied to large specific sources (e.g. thermal power plants). Here the scales
range from a few hundred metres to about 50 kilometres and cover time spans of a few hours. To forecast for
these single sources, one applies the diffusion formulae of Chapter 3 and plume rise calculations of Chapter 2
(see also Slade 1968; Briggs 1969, 1971; Smith 1968; Stern 1968). Because of the extensive literature covering
this application and because each installation has unique meteorological and engineering needs, this application
will not be discussed further in this Note.

5.2 Observation requirements
Determination of the initial state of the atmosphere is an obvious first requirement in forecast preparation.
For regional-scale forecasts, utilization of the existing meteorological networks of surface and rawinsonde
observations has been quite satisfactory (see Niemeyer 1960; Miller and Niemeyer 1963; Holzworth 1969;
Stackpole 1967; Gross 1970).
For the urban area forecast scale, there are additional observational needs. The synoptic-scale data are,
essentially, boundary conditions aud the need is for details of wind direction and speed, surface temperature and
humidity and, most important, the vertical profiles of temperature and wind within the urban complex. These
data serve to describe how the urban complex is modifyiug the atmospheric parameters.
Data such as these have not been routinely available from most meteorological services. However, special
studies of the urban complex are becoming more numerous (see, for example, Davidsou 1967; Clarke 1969;
Pooler, op. cit.; Bowne et af. 1968; Druyan 1968; Davis and Newsteiu 1968). Vertical temperature and wind
profiles have been obtained from tall towers in such diverse locations as Tokyo, Paris, Philadelphia and St. Louis,
while helicopters have been used extensively to obtain time-space variations in the horizontal and vertical temperature structure. Since these data are not usually obtained continuously, considerable effort has been directed
towards relating the measurements to the routine observations which are mostly at airports and are mostly
rural. Ludwig and Kealoha (1968) achieved considerable success in relating the heat island intensity to the
upwind, rural lapse rate.
These data are very selective, however, and cannot form the basis for daily forecasts which, over the years,
must encompass a wide variety of large-scale and local weather patterns. New observations are now becoming
available to the forecaster. Kirschner (1970) describes the urban rawinsonde programme initiated in several
major cities in the U.S.A. Figure 5.2 shows the launching of a low-level sonde. These soundings are made as
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near the centre of the urbau heat islaud as facilities aud logistics permit. Data are evaluated at closely spaced
height intervals to provide detailed temperature aud wiud profiles. Soundiugs are taken near sunrise and near
local uoou to depict diurnal variatious iu the urban-induced vertical structure. Receut inuovations iuclude:
experimental testiug of a rawinsonde system capable of operation with one observer and providing detailed
wiuds and temperatures at height iutervals of about ten metres (Kirschner 1971); operation of two soundings in a
single city (Los Angeles), one at a coastal location and one about 50 km inland, to defiue better the large thermal
and wind gradients typical of coastal regimes; use of mobile upper-air sounding systems for study of spatial
variability, particularly in sea- or lake-breeze regimes; and finally, the use of aircraft to obtain temperature
profiles in special problem areas, usually rural, for application to agricultural or forestry smoke-management
programmes.

Figure 5.2 -

InitiallaUllch of low-level urban sounding (NOAA National Weather Service)

St. Louis, Missouri. Routine operations conducted by one observer

A new class of surface data is also becoming available, continuously and in real time. While wind observations in an urban area are much more numerous than is often realized (see, for example, Druyan 1968), these
data are not usually available on a routine basis. However, air-quality networks now being installed in many
cities usually include measurement of wind speed and direction and often temperature and humidity. In many
cities (e.g. Osaka, Tokyo, Denver, Seattle, New York, Chicago, St. Louis) the data are telemetered to various
agencies including, in many instances, meteorological forecast offices. Thus the meteorologist can have a continuously updated description of the near-sUiface flow patterns, perhaps at intervals as short as 15 minutes.
It should be noted that the volume of these data can exceed the ability to digest and analyse the information
by manual methods. However, it is a very short step to introduce computer processing and display of the infor-
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mation. For the wind field, an example has been given by Wendell (1970). This technique also permits the
calculation of trajectories which can be most useful (Angell et al. 1971).
5.3 Forecast parameters
The parameters for which the meteorologist must produce predictions are those which influence the dilution
capacity of the atmosphere. In a formal sense this would require forecasts ofthe mean and turbulent components
of the wind in three dimensions and in time, i.e.,

- "u ,v,
- --;;;
- ---;;.
u,
v ,w,
W ,aII as I( x, y, z, t) .

When we view the problem in these terms, it becomes evident that quantitative predictability is related
to scale. Just as the formation and decay of cyclone-anticyclone systems can be regarded as turbulent fluctuations
on the global circulation, so also can the variations in instantaneous pollution concentrations at a street corner

be considered as random turbulent fluctuations on the urban air-quality pattern. We cannot now see any promise
of categorical prediction of these specific short-term values. It seems likely, however, that appropriate statistical
techniques can eventually be introduced in the forecast procedure to provide information on this scale.
At the present time we do not measure these parameters and they are rarely measured even on a research
basis. Thus, related variables become the forecast requirement. These are largely quite obvious and include
wind speed and direction; static stability as manifest in the vertical profile of temperature; radiation, bothincoming short-wave and outgoing long-wave (this parameter is usually inferred from a cloud-cover prediction), and
precipitation.

At this point a distinction must be made between forecasts of air-pollution potential and of air-pollution
concentrations.

5.4 Air-pollution weather forecasts

The term "air stagnation" is currently used to describe meteorological regimes wherein the atmospheric
dilution capability is expected to be reduced and within which, if emissions are sufficient, an accumulation of
pollutants will reach undesirable levels. Thus these forecasts concern themselves totally with meteorological
parameters and the forecaster disregards the presence or absence of emissions.
Forecasts of the meteorological potential for air pollution began in the U.S.A. for areas of at least regional
size and of no less than about 195 000 square kilometres. The relevant parameters were: a favourable synoptic
situation (slow-moving or stationary anticyclone), reduced wind speeds in the lower troposphere and light
surface winds plus a restriction on the vertical dispersion, usually brought about by subsiding air in the anticyclone. The first forecasts of air stagnation were called air-pollution potential forecasts and were manually
(or subjectively) produced. The methods are set out by Niemeyer (1960), Miller aud Niemeyer (1963) and are
summarized by McCormick (1970) and Munn (1970). The procedure proved to be readily adaptable to numerical
prediction methods (e.g. Stackpole (1967» and the original criteria expanded to incorporate numerical model
products such as absolute vorticity and temperature change. Other parameters (e.g. 850-mb vertical velocity,
"boundary layer" wind-speed predictions, etc.) are being tested for possible inclusion. Gross (1970) discusses
the use of numerical prediction techniques in detail and points out that the goal is to delineate better the boundaries or persistent atmospheric stagnation and particularly to reduce the area covered by the forecast. This
model, while generally successful in the U.S.A., may not be universally applicable, especially where local terrain
or circulation patterns significantly perturb the large-scale patterns (e.g. coastal sea breezes, etc.).
For this reason, various types of air-pollution weather forecasts for much smaller areas, primarily for an
urban complex, have been initiated both in the U.S.A. (Kirschner 1970) and in Japan (Odaira et al. 1971).
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In addition to the large-scale variables, predictions are made of the mixing height for the specific area, the
bonndary-Iayer wind speed and direction, the expected urban heat island intensity and local circulations
including sea-breeze initiation and termination, mountain-valley fiows, etc. Figure 5.3 illustrates an example
of a "ventilation index" calculation and verification, using urban sonde derived wind and temperature profiles.
Data from the urban aerometric networks and the urban sondes are the primary additions to the normal meteorological data base. These programmes are relatively new and no definitive forecast techniques have yet found
universal application. Exploration of the mesoscale meteorology of urban areas is still in the very early stages.
A promising approach towards developing a pollution potential index has been described by Holzworth (1970),
where the simple model of Miller and Holzworth (1967) is used to produce a relative dilution index (i/Q),
where Xis average concentration (units m-'), Q is source strength (units m-2 e ' ). Since this index is a function of
city size, the effect of differing wind directions and differing city size can be accommodated. Figure 5.4 shows
a calculation for a stagnation episode.
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An example of "ventilation index" calculation and verification, using urban sonde-derived wind and temperature
profiles (From Gross, 1970)

5.5 Forecasting methods for pollution poteutial

Regionalforecasts - The methods applied to forecasts of persistent atmospheric stagnation at this scale are
essentially identical to existing practices in the various meteorological services. Most attention is directed to
the specific weather types known to give high pollution levels.
Urban forecasts - The methods used for prediction on this scale (10 to 100 km) are not as advanced as
for the larger scale. Numerical prediction techniques have not yet been applied routinely to the sub-synoptic
or ruesoscales. However, the specialized forecast experience and methods for predicting aviation terminal
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RELATIVE DILUTION CALCULATIONS-NOV. 1966
X/Q (sec 1Ti- 1 )
Figure 5.4 -

24 November, 1966, isopleths of morning normalized concentration, xlQ (sec m-i ), based on "observed" mixing
heights, L (m), wind speeds, tl (m sec-I), assumed city size of C = 50,000 metres, and the "box" model X/Q=C/2Lu,
where X is concentration (g m- 3) and Q is area source strength (g m- 2 sec-l). Cross~hatched area represents forecast
area of high air-pollution potential (After Holzworth, 1969)

weather can be adapted to this new problem. Objective prediction methods, time-altitnde diagrams of wind
and temperature profiles, mapping of urban winds and temperatures are all· applicable at the present time.
Figure 5.5 illustrates a·type of check list used to assist in forecast deCisions:
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SAMPLE AIR STAGNATION CHECK SHEET

---------
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nan_issuance decisiOn (subjective lIdjustments, e.g., pcpn; can help).

Figure 5.5 - Sample "check list" used in forecast evaluation process (NOAA National Weather Service). Operations Manual "Air
.
Pollution Weather Forecasts" 1971
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Sub-synoptic numerical models will be available for field testing in the near future. Specialized model
solutions to specific urban phenomena such as the growth of the urban boundary layer (Summers 1964) could
be adapted to forecast use. We can expect increased application of numerical prediction techniques to these
smaller scales but the observational requirements suggest that a combination of numerical guidance, statistical
and subjective techniques will predominate in urban air-pollution forecasts over the next few years.
5.6 Forecast verification
No forecast programme can develop without the institution of a review of the forecast skill through verification.

For regional air-stagnation forecasts, the verification methods can include comparisons of the area predicted
against area observed based on specified meteorological criteria (e.g. light winds, no precipitation, etc.) Verification can, with rather more uncertainty, be made against observed air quality. Uncertainty enters in the use
of air-quality data depending on whether there were actual emissions of sufficient magnitude to produce high
values of pollution and whether there exists adequate spatial-temporal coverage in the predicted high-pollution
potential area. It follows that verification of large-scale, generalized forecasts should be compared with areal
averaged air quality on the same scale rather than, for example, a point measurement in an urban setting.
Verification against both meteorological and air-quality data, regardless of the uncertainty, is valuable.
On the urban scale the problem is similar. Verifications should be made for both meteorological parameters
and air quality. The increase in the number and area coverage of air-quality observations in major urban centres
makes the latter more feasible now than only a few years ago.
No specific rules can yet be formulated but, in general, verification procedures using air-quality data as
criteria should consider using class intervals, such as the upper or lower deciles, as a function of season or time

of day; areal averages in addition to point valnes; ratios of daily maximum/minimum values. Verification of the
forecast meteorological parameters - sky cover, vertical mixing height, wind speed, etc. are straightforward.
5.7 Forecasting of air-pollution concentrations
Forecasts of the actual levels of pollution are still relatively rare. (The Los Angeles County Air Pollution
Control District has, however, made forecasts of class intervals of pollution for many years. These forecasts
are couched in word form as "Eye irritation is expected to be - Light - Moderate - or Severe".) The reason
for this rarity has been the paucity of air-quality observations, the scarcity of emission data, especially for time
intervals commensurate with meteorological prediction capabilities (i.e. over one to perhaps 48 hour intervals), and
certainly the lack of information on the detailed meteorological behaviour of the air envelope over the urban
complex. All of the above deficiencies are well on their way to being corrected in many major cities. As the
basic data become available, predictions of the actual values of pollutant concentrations can be expected to
increase.
Forecast requirements for pollution levels will be related to the effects of pollution as quantified by airquality and/or emission regulations. These may differ between cities or between various nations but in general
the forecasts should probably predict "short" period concentration (i.e. hourly averages), particularly the
expected maximum values, the diurnal trend of the hourly levels and the average 24-hour concentrations. If
possible, these values should be for a grid of points encompassing the urban area but, as a minimum, include
the area of expected maximum levels and a few surrounding points to provide information on the pollution
gradient.
Two basic approaches to such predictions are available. The first is the development of statistical relationships between the meteorology, and observed air-quality levels. A variety of techniques can be used ranging
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from simple correlations through multi-parameter regression equations. An ingenious scheme has been described
by Moses (1970). All such relationships require rather long periods of concurrent meteorological and airqnality observations if sufficient coverage of the spectrum of possible combinations is to be identified. This is
particularly important for the very high pollutant concentration conditions which may occur only as "rare
events". Further development of the relationships tacitly, if not explicitly, assumes constancy in the parameters.
Since an urbau area is a dynamic entity which changes its character and since air-pollution abatement is also a
dynamic process, the statistical approach has limitations. The method must be continuously or periodically
up-dated to retain its value. Even so it is unlikely to provide accurate predictions for situations where there is
active intervention by pollution-control agencies to reduce emissions, since this may occur rarely and seldom
with all parameters exactly repeated. The development of such information can be useful as forecasting guides,
however, much in the same way as objective forecast techniques for temperature and precipitation now alert
or guide the forecaster.
The second alternative is the use of mathematical models to relate source emissions to receptor air-pollution
concentrations through a meteorological dispersion formulation. Recent reviews of a variety of models include
Neiburger (1968), Wanta (1968), and especially Stern (1970), and the discussion in Chapter 4 of this Note.
These comprehensive compilations make it unnecessary to give details here. Suffice it to say that the models
can range from the simple box model whose foundation is elegantly presented by Lettau (1970) to complex
systems requiring large sophisticated computers.
The forecasting requirements for operation of these models range from predictions of wind direction and
speed and the vertical height to which the pollution can mix - for the "box" model, to estimates of the plume
geometry parameters (O'y, 0',) - for the Gaussian models, to estimates of the three dimensional diffusivities
(K., Ky , K,) - for the "K-theory" models.
Only in the case of the box model is there a straightforward connexion between observed urban meteorological parameters and model requirements.
For the more complex models to be used in actual predictions, better quantitative relationships must be
developed to relate observed phenomena to model parameters. That this can be done is evidenced by the work
of Clarke (1964) in calculating oxides of nitrogen and the useful approximation approach of Pasquill (1962)
as applied by Turner (1964) to urban SO, concentrations.
There is, however, insufficient experience to determine the effect of the inevitable errors in forecast
variables on the predicted air-quality levels and whether these errors are more significant for simple or complex
models.

In addition to the prediction of the parameters of the models, the meteorologist cau contribute to estimates
of the day-to-day variation in emissions through relations between space heating aud wind and temperature, and
traffic flow as a function of weather.
The meteorologist must be prepared to provide predictions of parameters that influence chemical and
photochemical transformations (see Chapter 4). Primarily this will involve prediction of solar radiation intensities (as affected by cloud cover) and humidity profiles. It has been suggested that prediction of liquid water
on buildings and vegetation will be required as its presence may accelerate the removal of some pollutants from
the atmosphere.
5.8 Conclusions

Meteorological forecasting can be applied to good purpose to air-pollution problems. Public safety and
health and efficiency of abatement measures are enhanced when the atmospheric dispersion changes are properly
anticipated.
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Successful prediction of high air-pollution potential for large regions has become routiue in some countries.
Similar predictions on urban scales have been demonstrated and are being increasingly implemented.
It should be emphasized that the science and practice of sub-synoptic observing and forecasting, especially
for urban areas, is in an exciting state ofchange. New observing techniques for indirect probing for wind, temperature and water vapour (Doppler radar, lidar, millimetre radiometry and acoustic radar) promise to provide
mesoscale data previously unavailable. Concomitant computer methods for data processing and display will
digest and present this information graphically and statistically for forecaster interpretation. At the same time
current programmes are developiug forecaster skills and statistical histories of meteorology-pollution relations.
Current research on mesoscale nnmerical models, the urban boundary-layer structure and chemical transformation will provide new tools and insight to the meteorologists responsible for environmental assessment.

All this is not to minimize the difficulty of the problem. Mahoney (1970) shows how the combined uncertainties of atmospheric turbuleuce, magnitude of emissions, and sampling problems create great difficulties in
interpreting air-quality data. It is not to be expected that meteorological forecasts can lead to precise point
estimates of instantaneous pollution concentrations. However, better observations, better modeIs~ use of
probability statements, and applicatious of modern communication-computer techniques can lead to fruitful
meteorological services to pollution-abatement activities.
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Introduction
Theoretical and experimental investigations of the regularities of pollutant distributions in the atmosphere
and the determination and analysis of the complex of meteorological factors that control atmospheric diffusion
processes have been widely undertaken in the U.S.S.R. for a long time.
These methods are used to solve a large number of scientific and practical problems. Investigations have
been carried out of air pollution cansed by noxious discharges from different types of source, among them
smoke and ventilation stacks, various explosions and excavation works, motor transport, etc.; we have also
considered associated questions of forecasting and monitoring pollution levels of an air-shed. These investigations include both local pollution and macroscale distributions of contaminants of artificial and natural origin.
Another application concerns the effectiveness of local weather modification techniques, by ground-based
and aircraft aerosol generators, particularly for frost protection and fog and cloud dissipation.
The so-called inverse method is of great importance. This consists of inferring the values of the meteorological exchange coefficient from the visual outlines of smoke plumes, the observed concentration patterns, or
by other techniques. These parameters can be used for investigation of many natural processes, especially of
heat and moisture exchange.
In the solution of the above-mentioned problems, there is a common basis connected with the atmospheric
diffusion mechanisms, as the processes of pollutant transfer in the atmosphere are mainly determined by the
laws of turbulent mixing. This community of interest is revealed most distinctly in the construction of theoretical models based on the solution of the turbulent diffusion equation under similar boundary conditions. In
all cases the knowledge ofthe turbulent characteristics and ofthe distribution of meteorological elements defining
the mechanisms of atmospheric exchange is necessary.
The development of models of turbulent diffusion and of atmospheric turbulence have taken place simultaneously to a great extent. The above-mentioned problems stimulated the development of works on atmospheric diffusion and the latter helped in the investigation of turbulent exchange in the atmosphere, especially
in the surface layer.
The works of Fridman and Keller on the questions of atmospheric turbulence were of principal significance
for subsequent investigations of atmospheric diffusion. Hypotheses were formulated which reqnired that the
diffusion of matter had to satisfy the laws of turbulent mixing.
In the years 1920-1930 a conceptual framework was elaborated that was based on the premise that in many
cases the transfer of heat, moisture, and momentum in the surface layer could be considered to be similar to the
transfer of passive pollutant. These processes in the atmosphere could be described, in essence, by the same
differential eqnations. Therefore the works on the theory of the gradients of the meteorological elements near
the underlying surface, and on the choice of a model for exchange coefficients, have great importance.
The relation between theoretical problems of atmospheric pollutant diffusion and of the exchange of heat
and moisture in the surface air layer is displayed most directly in the similarity of solutions of similar problems.
So, Green functions obtained in the solution ofthe differential equations of heat and moisture exchange also represent the distribution functions of pollution emitted from line sources, with similar boundary conditions. In this
connexion we must mention a series of later investigations in the field of air-mass transformation, local changes
of temperature and air humidity, etc., by Berlyand (1956), Laikhtman (1970), Monin (1956), and others.
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The establishment of the kind and the type of equation describing atmospheric diffusion was also of great
importance. By analogy with molecular diffusion processes, the parabolic equations of heat conduction, often
called Fickian equations, were used for this purpose. But there were some substantial objections. They arose
as a result of the empirical results of Richardson, which later were interpreted theoretically by Kolmogorov
and Obukhov, showing that a mixing coefficient in the atmosphere may depend on the scale of eddies.
Keller was one of the first to derive the Fickian equation for describing air diffusion processes from probability considerations. This question was developed further in original investigations of Yudin (1946).
In his analysis of the atmospheric diffusion process, Yudin proposed the use of tagged particles whose
positions were given in relation to the position of their moving centroid, estimating the Lagrangian effect in
this way. In addition, he used the method of 'physical averaging' developed by himin his statistical description
of turbulent fields: this revealed a number of essential characteristics of turbulent poUutant transfer in the atmosphere. On this basis he examined Richardson's conclusions on exchange coefficient dependence upon eddy
scales and pointed out the possibilities of describing atmospheric diffusion processes with the help of the Ficldan
equation. Some Lagrangian characteristics of turbulence in connexion with atmospheric diffusion problems
were subsequently considered by Butner (1964) and Bysova (1970).
The question of describing atmospheric diffusion was also investigated by Lyapin and Monin who showed
the possibilities of using a system of hyperbolic equations for this purpose. This allowed one to estimate applicability limits of the Fickian equation and to specify the pollutant distribution in some cases, in particular,
near the boundary of a pollutant cloud where the finite velocity of its distribution is of considerable importance.
Two theoretical approaches to pollutant dispersion in the surface layer were outlined in very early works
on atmospheric diffusion. One approach was suggested by Roberts, in which the solntion of the turbulent
diffusion equation was possible when constant coefficients were assumed. The other, developed by Sulton,
assumed that diffusion could be estimated from statistical considerations.
In the works carried out in the U.S.S.R., the method most widely used consisted of solving the turbulent
diffusion equations with variable coefficients. This approach is more universal, allowing one to investigate
problems with different types of source, various media characteristics and boundary conditions. It permits
one to apply the turbulent exchange parameters used in the problems of heat and moisture exchange. This had
the beneficial effect of stimulating studies on the properties of the turbulent exchange coefficients. These studies
included: (a) the first works on physical models for exchange coefficient determination and for meteorological
element distributions taking into account the stability iu the surface air layer, which were published by Budyko
(1948), and also Monin and Obukhov (1954); (b) the investigation of Lyapin on the developmeut of kinematic
means for exchange coefficient determination on the basis of measurements of wind velocity fluctuations; and
(e) the extension of these investigations and exchange coefficient determinations to higher levels in the subsequent
works of Dubov (1959), Zilitinkevitch (1970), and others.
In the works of Berlyand (1944, 1961, 1963), values of the horizontal component of the exchange coefficient
k y were deduced from observations of smoke cloud outlines, and a model for variations of k y with height was
suggested according to which ky increases linearly with the wind velocity u.
The atmospheric diffusion theory was developed first in the Main Geophysical Observatory, and in the
1950s in the Geophysical Institute of the Academy of Science of the U.S.S.R. and in the newly-created lnstitnte
ofthe Physics of Atmosphere and the Institute ofApplied Geophysics also (the investigations ofMonin, Obukhov,
Denisov, Karol, O. Berlyand, Pressman, Petrov, Teverovsky, Bysova, and others, are noteworthy); at the end
of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s further progress was made in the Leningrad Hydrometeorological
Institute (the works of Laikhtman, Kachurin, Gisina, Rabinovitch and others are important). A review of some
ofthese investigations is contained in the book by Monin and Yaglom (1965). It is impossible to dwell further
on these studies here.
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The need for atmospheric diffusion investigations has become quite urgent lately. At the present tempo
of industrial and energy development, the amounts of noxious substances ejected into the atmosphere are
increasing greatly. The abatement measures used at present are not entirely effective.
Attempts to use the results of earlier atmospheric diffusion investigations, including the well-known formulas of Sntton, were helpful. But even the first measurements of pollutant concentrations showed that calcnlated and experimental data differed somewhat, especially in the case of strong sources.
So there were new demands for atmospheric diffusion investigations. It became necessary to study turbulent
mixing and diffusion processes at higher levels and over greater distances than previously. Meteorological
factors must be considered more fully and precisely. One should not be limited by data on wind velocity and
air temperature near the earth as was the case earlier. While calculating emission dispersion from high sources,
the development of turbulent diffusion theory in the layer of some hundred metres was required, taking into
consideration possible variations of temperature, wind, and exchange coefficients. There has also been a need
for an extension from the conditions of flat terrain, to which the previous investigations usually referred, to
real relief forms, and for the development of observation methods and of mnltiple-source air-pollution models
for large areas. Some of the relevant Soviet developments along these lines will be described below.

Initial equations
Theoretical investigations carried out in the Main Geophysical Observatory are based on the solution of
the equation of atmospheric diffusion from elevated sonrces, which in the general form may be written in the
following way:
Jq
Jq
J
Jq
J2q
UJx + W Jz = Jz k, Jz + k y .ry' - aq
(I)
Here q is the pollutant concentration, u is the wind velocity, w is the vertical velocity of the pollutant, k, and
k y are vertical and horizontal components of the exchange coefficient, a is the coefficient determining the change
of concentration dne to chemical decay or washout by drops of fog, clouds or precipitation. The axis x is directed
along the mean wind u, the axis y is perpendicular to the x axis in the horizontal plane and the axis z is vertical.
The presence of a point source at height z = H is taken as an initial condition (at x = 0); perfect reflection
of the pollutant from the underlying surface (or complete pollutant absorption in the case of water surface)
is assumed; finally, the concentration is assumed to approach zero at a sufficiently great distance from the source.
The thickness of the layer in which the dispersion of pollutants from industrial enterprises takes place can be
quite considerable, especially in the cases of powerful sources with stack heights of up to 200-300 m, the discharges from which are spread over great areas.
In such a deep layer, the change of wind velocity and components of exchange coefficients have sometimes
quite a complex character. Therefore it is possible to find the general solution of the equation (I) only with the
heip of nnmerical methods. At the same time, acceptable simplifications of the problem are possible in accordance with available notions of the physical regularities of the investigated processes. In this connexion it is
found quite essential to use a model suggested by M. E. Berlyand (1963), according to which the horizontal
component of exchange coefficient k y varies with height proportionally to the wind velocity, i.e.

Then,

k y = kou
q'(x,z)
_~
q(x y z)=
e 4k,x
"
2 V1tkox

(2)

where q'(x, z) satisfies the equation
Jq'
Jx

Jq'
Jz

J
Jz

Jq'
Jz

u-+w-~-k,--aq

,

(3)
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and also the initial condition of the presence of a linear source at a height of z = H and the same boundary
conditions as for q.
Equations (I) and (3) for some models of the variations of U and K, with height have been solved analytically
by Berlyand (1963), Gandin and Soloveitchik (1958), Laikhtman (1970), Monin (1956) and others. In the works
of Berlyand et al. (1963a, 1964b, 1965a), numerical methods for integration of the diffusion equation have been
developed taking into account singularities near the source, the absence of an upper layer, etc. The terms of
equations (I) and (3) are approximated by finite differences; in order to solve the equations transformed in such
a way, the method of difference factorization with various modifications is used; the electronic computer is found
to be an effective aid in making the calculations.
While taking into account the vertical distribution of wind velocity and exchange coefficient, a few anomalous
and frequent normal weather conditions occur. For normal conditions over comparatively fiat terrain, it is
acceptable to assume that the wind velocity u changes with height approximately linearly on a logarithmic
scale and that the exchange coefficient k, grows linearly with height in the surface air layer, but is approximately
constant in the layer above in accordance with the model of Yudin and Shvetz (1940). So,
Ig

=-

k _

Zo
U=Ul--,

z-

Ig ~

1+
v

v

Zo

kl

+k

=- at z
Zl

L

h

(4)

h
l -

Zl
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>

h

Here u and k are the values of u and k, at z = Zl (usually Zl ~ 1m), Zo is the roughness of underlying surface, v
is the molecular diffusivity for air, and h is the height of the surface air layer. There is no need to take account of
small differences ofu and k, in (4), in particular, of wind velocity deviations from the logarithmic profile above
the s\lrface air layer, as is shown in the work of Berlyand et al. (1964b). Instances of large deviations are considered as anomalous aud are investigated separately.
At fixed values of Zo and h, the changes of v in the values of k, slightly affect the results of the q calculation.
Gaseous aud fiu.,..particle diffusion
On the basis of the above discussion, for gaseous and fine-particle persistent pollutants (w = 0;
the concentration can be expressed by the formula:

q=M. I,kl <1>1(klX'H,z)e-4~:x
Ul

V

1(0 UI

IX ~

0)

(5)

Ul

Here M is the source output and <1>1 is some "standard" function which it is sufficient to define only for one pair
of Ul and k l values at different values of H. Recalculation. of q, for values of Ul(l) and kl(l) and for another pair
of values of Ul(') and k l ('), is made directly on the basis of (5). For the evaluation of surface layer pollution,
a ground-level concentration (at z = 0) is usually used and, in particular, its maximum centre-line value qm,
which is reached at distance X m (Y = 0). As Ian example, in Figure 1* a standard function for

S = 2 ~ lO12q

Iz-o, v-a for different values of H is given.

It follows from the published calculations (Berlyand et al., 1964b) that approximately:

qm

Ul

Ul

Xm = C2 -

kl

• The figureo will be found at the end of the text.

Jk, _1_
V~ HIlI

= Cl M.

Hl+P2

(6)
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where c" p, (i = 1,2) are constants which, as is shown above, depend comparatively little on hand zoo At
h = 100 m and Zo = 0.01 m, p, "" 1.9 and p, = 0.2. From the analytical solution of equation (1) in the case of
k, = k, z and u ~ u, zm and according to the work of Berlyand (1963), it follows that for ground-level concentrations:
M

q=
2(1

1f1

+ n) k, VIT k o

xl. 5

e

V

and accordingly
- 0.116 (l+n)2M
qm -

X

m

=

H1+n

kl{1+IlPX

k,
ko Ul

Ul HL5 (l+n)

2 ul Hl+n
3k,(I+n)2

y~

4k o x

(7)

(8)
(9)

At values n = 1/7 to 1/5, when vertical wind profiles represented by the power function are near to logarithmic,
the exponent of H in (8) is equal to 1.7 to 1.8 and in (9) it is equal to 1.15 to 1.2.

Heavy monodispersed pollntants
In the case of heavy monodispersed persistent (IX = 0) pollutant, w in (I) is the velocity of particle sedimentation. According to the works of Berlyand and Onikul (1968), there is a relationship between ground-level
concentration values of heavy and light pollutants, qw and q, at distance x from a source located at height H.
(10)

The value of the X function in the general case is determined in accordance with the numerical solution of
equation (1). The differences in concentrations of light and heavy pollutants are mainly due to a dimensionless
parameter ~ which characterizes the influence of gravitational sedimentation in the process of turbulent pollutant diffusion. For the same value w, the role of pollutant sedimentation differs and is a function of turbulence
intensity. In strong turbulence, in the case of developed convection, for instance, the influence of sedimentation
velocity differences is decreased, being revealed chiefly at larger values of wand x. In this case, for small values
of w « 3 em/sec), X "" 1. In the case of a small source height H, when it is possible to assume approximately
that k = k, z and u = u, zm, from analytical solutions for q and qw (Berlyand, 1963 and Gandin and Soloveitchick, 1958), it follows that:
U

[

X~

(I

+ n)' k,

J..l.HU+ n>),.

and for the maximum ground-level concentration the value (X
3
( ;1.+2

Xm =

where;l. =

(I
in Table 1.

and r(1
+w)",
n (,

(11)

r(l +;I.)x"

== Xm)

)A+'f,

reI + ;I.) (~

r

e"

+;1.) is the gamma-function. The Xm values for n = 0.2 and 0.14 are given
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Table 1

Xm
IV

(em/sec)

n
5
10
15
20
25

=

0.2

I

1.20
1.40
1.59
1.80
1.99

11 =

0.14

1.22
1.43
1.64
1.85
2.01

In the case of larger valnes of H when the bend in the change of exchange coefficient with height has to be taken
into account, according to (4), it appears that Xm substantially depends not only on ~ , but on H too. For disK1

tances at which the maximum concentrations of heavy and light pollntants xmwand X m are reached, it follows
that

X

mw

Xm

<

1. At short distances, the X values are much greater than I, Le., the concentration of heavy pollu-

tant exceeds considerably that of light pollutant. At large distances X < I, which is partly due to pollutant
sedimentation on the underlying surface.
Polydispersed pollutants
Real dust (ash) discharged from industrial enterprises is almost always polydispersed, Le., having a range of
particle densities and sizes, and thus having a range of velocities. Usually the velocity of dust sedimentation
in the atmosphere is calculated with the help of Stokes' formula.
Dispersion characteristics of dust discharged into the atmosphere after passing through cleaning equipment
depend on the performance coefficients of these devices and some other factors.
It is convenient not to consider separately the density and dimension spectra of the particles but to use
the complex characteristic pew), the weight function of the distribution of particles with various sedimentation
velocities

Wi'

Commonly-used cleaning devices which work on the inertial principle are most effective in removing the
heavy particles. The maximum sedimentation velocity in this case is reduced. An analysis of experimental data
shows that in the case of a cleaning performance coefficient of more than 90 per cent at average values ofparticle
densities PM of from I to 2.-2.5 g/cm', the weight of particles with Wi up to 5 em/sec constitutes 40 to 50 per cent
of the total dust weight, with w, from 5 to 25 em/sec near 30 to 40 per cent, and with greater speeds (usually w,
of more than 50 em/sec need not be taken into consideration) about 20 per cent. To perform the computations,
a typical spectrum pew) is divided, in general, into equal intervals (commonly ten intervals are enough). An
average sedimentation velocity is estimated; then for fixed values of k~,X the value of X = XH

(~:) is determined.

A total concentration value is found from:

qw = qx ,

X = F(w,) XH

(;;)

The detailed calculations show that polydispersed dust tends to be deposited selectively along the wind direction,
the heaviest particles reaching the ground first; this favours a reduction in the maximum total concentration.
It is also found that for the gronndCleverconcentration maximum, Xm depends considerably less on the source
height H than in the case of monodispersed pollutants, but still grows with H, especially at H > 300 to 400 m.
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The ratio of aerosol concentrations and their flow

To characterize air dustiness, the concentration of dust is used along with the amount of its fallont on a
horizontal plate. The application of the latter is much more simple than the concentration measurement which
demands special equipment, for example, air samplers working on electricity or on powerful accnmulators,
etc. The dust collection is carried out on plates or wet collectors at some observation points, and in some others
the concentration measurement is performed with a filter-ventilation device. The establishment of the relation
between the readings of both observational methods allows one to gain more experimental material for the
analysis of space-time distribution of aerosols.
At present there are no criteria for the dust fall-out on a horizontal plate analogous to the values of maximnm
permissible concentrations (MPC). Taking into acconnt the simplicity of receiving data from plate measurements, it is expedient to connect them with concentration values, and then, according to MPC, to establish a
characteristic of the danger of air- and earth-surface pollution by aerosols.
The theoretical investigation of these questions was carried out in the work of Berlyand et al. (1966). There,
the process of the aerosol transfer over the plate has been described by the general equation of the atmospheric
diffusion (I). It is assumed that the plates are usnally ofthe size of a few-tens of centimetres and are established
at the height of one metre up to several metres to avoid their being pollnted by the dust rising from the ground.
The plates, with a special sticky cover, and some kinds of tank with water, almost completely absorb the particles
falling on them. Therefore, as the boundary conditions for the plate surface we take g = 0, and as the initial
conditions (x = 0) we assume that g = go where go is the aerosol concentration in the atmosphere. When the
surface of the plates absorbs aerosols only partially, for instance, when it is covered with gauze (Aleksandrov
et al., 1964), to recalculate aerosol flow it is necessary to multiply it by the coefficient of the capture, which
eqnals the ratio of the flow of the pollutants deposited on the given plate to that on the absolntely absorbing
surface under similar conditions. As the sizes of the plate are small, the height of the boundary layer over it
is also small. This allows one to consider the initial concentration go to be constant with height.
The plate has a disturbing effect not only on the process of the aerosol transfer, bnt on the character of the
incoming air flow. As a result of the flow around the plate in its boundary layer, the horizontal velocity V does
not coincide with the wind velocity u; a vertical component of air motion appears, and the exchange coefficient
differs substantially from corresponding values k in the ambient atmosphere.
Therefore, to study the process of diffusion, the equation (1) has been supplemented with the system of
motion, continuity, and turbulence energy equations and boundary conditions describing the flow of air around
the plate.
It is assumed that in the boundary layer over the plate, the velocity of horizontal motion changes on a

logarithmic scale and the exchange coefficient increases linearly with height. At the upper boundary of this
layer they coincide correspondingly with u and k, the values of the wind velocity and the exchange coefficient
in the atmosphere at a given height.
As the result of the numerical solution of the problem, the total pollutant flow II on the plate of the length
of L and the unit width appears to be connected with go by the equatiou
II

~

gorp (L) kO., uO.,

(12)

L

where, according to the determination II

jk, ~; dx, and rp (L)

=

0.215 LO.• in CGS system.

o

The formula obtained allows one to evalnate the dependence of the vertical aerosol flow on the size of the
plate and the meteorological conditions which in this case are characterized by the values of the wind velocity
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and the exchange coefficient k at the plate level. Taking into account the change of u and k with z, it is possible
to determine the parametric dependence of II/qo on the height of the plate installation.
The available experimental data verify equation (12).
Some questions connected with the effectivity of the aerosol capture by sticky plates have been considered
in the works of Bekorynkov and Karol (1962).
Averaging of concentrations. Concentration dependence on sampling time
The above-mentioued expressions for ground-level concentrations of both light and heavy polIutants, obtained by solving equation (I), are parametric functions of time because the coefficients ofthis equation depend on
time. Berlyand ef al. (1965a) showed that k, and ky in (I) are dependent on the action of turbulent eddies of
comparatively smalI scales, with values of the characteristic time ~ of the order of 2 to 3 min. If the time T over
which the concentrations are averaged is significantly greater than ~, the action of larger eddies causing winddirection fluctnations averaged over the T period should be considered. This effect is taken into account by
averaging the q concentration over time period T, keeping ky and k, constant in time, but using the folIowing
formula (Berlyand ef al., 1964a, 1965a) to provide for the additional spreadiug caused by the large-amplitude
eddies:

JTt/~

(y cos rp _ x sin 1p)2

-I
1 e
qy=o=qy=o

4k,.

-nla

Here w (rp) is the probability of a wind-directiou deviation of angle rp. Experimental data indicate that
1
W

(rp) =

-

.'

21f102

/ - e

rpo\2"

where rpo is the dispersion of wind direction averaged over the time period T.
For large enough x it follows that

qly~o
q=-rp

~

y'

2k -2.'"
--e
'
x
o

(13)

For the maximum concentration qm averaged over time T at distance x m, it follows, by analogy with (6),
that

_

qm =

xm =

MJ{ I
HP,

C3--

UI

C4 Ul
ki

J{ ~ k ,
Ul 'Po

Here

/3, '" /3,
Consequently

(14)
Hl+P4

(15)

+ 0.5

/3, "" 2.4 and /34 "" /3,.

If an averaging process were used for (7) to (9) for the case k = k,z and

_
qm =

U = U,Z",

then we get:

0.216k, (I + n)' M
'Po uf HZ (l+n)

_
Xm =

u1 Hl+n
2k, (I +n)'

(16)
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In another approach, the expressions for averaged concentrations can be established directly from the solution
of eqnation (I) if the lateral exchange coefficient is permitted to increase with sampling time:
k y = (ko

+ x'Pg) u

(17)

k y '" x'Pg u

and for large x,

For averaging period Tin (13), it is found approximately that T

= to

+:;u , where to corresponds to the

sampling time for determination of pollution concentrations, and; is the travel time of the pollution from the
u
source to the distance x with a mean travel velocity a.
Dispersion 'Po depends on time T and, consequently, the expression found for q allows one to evaluate the
dependence of concentration on sampling time. With increasing T, 'Po becomes larger while the concentration q
becomes smaller. At small T, these changes are revealed more distinctly and at large T they are less. These
questions are considered in tbe work of Genikhovich and Gracheva (1965). For practical calculations, T is
assumed to be equal to 20 min and r ~ 2.5 min. At T = 40 min, the dispersion 'Po increases approximately by
20 per cent in unstable stratification and by 35 per cent in a stable one. As T increases from 40 to 60 min, 'Po
increases in dependence on stability by 15 and 25 per cent correspondingly.
For average concentrations, it is also possible to introduce the relationship between high and low pollutant
concentrations X = ~ , which seems to be the same for averaged and non-averaged concentrations and so

q

does not depend on sampling time.
Averaging for long periods of time. Mean annual concentrations
The long-term (annual or greater) time periods T* are investigated in the work of Berlyand and Onikul
(1968). The probability of a wind direction D (ex) at an angle ex (counted from the north-soutll direction clockwise) is determined by macroscale eddies and is characterized by the usual wind rose. For such a large value of
T*, the concentration q at a fixed observation point is determined by:
K

lJ ~

J i[D (ex) dex
-K

where lJ is the concentration q calculated from (12) and averaged for different wind directions for the values of
wind velocity U, and exchange coefficient k , .
lt follows from (13) that q differs from zero in comparatively small angular sectors in which one can assume
D (ex) = D. = const. Then,

(18)
where 'Po is the mean value of this parameter for a given wind direction.
If P is the wind frequency in a small sector of a wind rose (in fractions of a unit), if n is the total number of
sectors, and Po

~!

n

is the wind frequency in a sector of a hypothetical circular wind rose, then D.

One can assume for approximate evaluations that
get that

lJ

'P

=

q = q.

~

Then in the case of a circular rose :

-

2 Pp .
1t

=

0

1, we

0

.~ g, or at 'Po ~ 0.1, ~ "" 1/25. Remembering that weather conditions producing high-pollution
q
~

V 21t

concentrations occur infrequently, it follows that

q is

always less than

q,

and

'1q is less than 1/25.

This is in

~

conformity with experimental data of Chamberlain (1953) and some other authors, according to which '1

q

"" 1/40.
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Initial pollutant rise
Emissions from industrial stacks possess an initial exit speed and are often hotter than the ambient air.
As a result, near the source and sometimes over large distances, a field of vertical velocities is created, attenuating

downwind, and causing the pollutant to rise. This velocity field can be determined on the basis of the solution
of the equations of motion and of heat transfer describing the plnme distribution in the presence of a wind
(Beriyand et al., 1965a).
(19)
Here w is the vertical component of velocity, e is the temperature deviation from its initial valne Te in an absolute
scale, and g is the gravity acceleration. The boundary conditions are, (a) the presence of a gas emission with
some initial velocity and relative overheating; and (b) limiting values of zero for w at the underlying surface and
nand e at an infinite distance from the source.
Beriyand et al. (1965) have been able to solve equation (19) and the turbnlent pollutant diffusion equation (I)
for steady-state homogeneous conditions. The vertical velocity fields are determined from (19) by numerical
integration. The values are then substituted in equation (I), yielding the pollutant concentration field. All of
these computations are facilitated by using an electronic computer. Such an approach to the problem differs
significantly from all others in which a rather indefinite quantity, effective source height, is introduced. To
show this, an example is given in Figure 2 of the position of the plume axis (Beriyand, 1971) at different excess
temperatures of emitted gases!J.T on the basis of the solution of the above-mentioned system of equations. The
resulting outlines of the plume axis show that the concept of effective height as some initial rise in the immediate
proximity of the source has no sense. At the same time, it is possible to introduce conventionally an initial
virtual rise from comparison of measured ground concentrations, from a source at a fixed height, with those
predicted by the model. The equations are solved in an inverse way to compute an initial plume rise that would
yield the correct observed pollution values. The results given by Beriyand et al. (1964a) yield an approximate
formula for initial virtual rise as follows:

!J.H = 1.5 Wa R a (2.5
u

+ 3.3 g R!J.T)

(20)

Tc u2

Here U is the wind velocity at the vane height, R a is the radius of the stack,
heating of the stack gases.

lVa

and !J.T are the velocity and over-

Calcnlation formulas. Maximum concentration determination
When planning industrial enterprises, it is important to ensure that pollutant ground-level concentrations,
averaged over specified time intervals, will rarely exceed the air-quality standards established to satisfy hygienic
demands. In order to estimate this maximum permissible value, the formula (14) for qm is adopted. An effective
emission height He = H + !J.H is used, where H is the stack height and !J.H is determined in accordance with
(20). Moreover, it is necessary to remember that qm depends substantially on meteorological conditions .. The
dependence ofqm on wind velocity u is of special importance. On the one hand, for any given He the value of qm
increases with decrease of u (the estimation of Uv at the height of the vane z from the wind velocity u, is obtained
from formula (4». On the other hand, !J.Hincreases with a decrease in u. In addition, the OJ( value in (15) depends
on u. Therefore some specific "dangerous" wind velocity UM can be determined" at which the maximum concentration value CM is achieved. The value UM is found from the equation:
• In some works

11]',1

is named ucritical" wind velocity.
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Jqm =0
Ju

(21)

To find the maximum value qm in (14), it is necessary to accept the highest values of OJ{;, taking into account the
,

dependence of k and 'Po both on wind velocity and on temperature stratification. According to Budyko (1948),
U,
,
k depends on the stability ratio B = o~, where oT is the difference in temperature between two levels in the

Ul

U2

surface layer (usually 0.5 and 2.0 m). The value 'Po also depends on B. In the case of unstable stratification

(oT> 0), ~ and 'Po increase with theB growth. In stable air (oT < 0), an increase of B is associated with a 'decrease
U,

,
in k , while 'Po tends to increase. The 'Po value reaches some minimum under conditions close to equilibrium.
U,

SO, the OJ{; valne decreases under increasing stable inversion stratification. Consequently, other conditions being
equal, pollutant surface concentrations (being proportional to OJ{;) are greater in superabiabatic gradients than
during inversions. In the case of unstable stratification at comparatively large oT when OJ{; and, consequently, the
pollutant concentrations achieve their greatest values, the dependence of OJ{; on U may be interpolated approximately by the function:
(22)
where

U,O

=

2 m/sec.

From (22) it follows that at U, > 2 m/sec,
I

OJ{;

does not depend significantly on U and at small wind velocities

OJ{;~,r.'

VU,

In accordance with (14), (20) to (22), the value of the dangerous velocity UM and the corresponding maximum
concentration

Crtf

are established.

The calculation formula for the case of a discharge from one stack (Berlyand and Onikul, 1968; Berlyand,
1971) is:

AMFmn
CM=

H' '(jVAT

(23)

Here'M and V, are the emission amount and volume, respectively, per unit time. The coefficient A = aJl:o,
where a is a constant value approximately equal to 0.3 and OJ{; corresponds to a maximum values of 01' at the
wind velocity UlO = 2 m/sec in unstable stratification.
For the flat open terrain in the centre of the European territory of the U.S.S.R. and in other regions with
similar climatic conditions, A = 120 (sec) ,/, CC) 1/', if eM is expressed in mg/ms , Min g/sec, H in m, AT in 'C,
and V in m'/sec. The coefficients m and n depend on parameters f and V", respectively, according to Figure 3
where:

f

= 2.103 Wo'Ro

H'AT'

V,,=0.65 \jVAT
NH

For the warmest regions and forest areas of the U.S.S.R. (Middle Asia, Siberia, etc.), characterized by intensive
turbulent exchange, A = 200 and in the regions with intermediate conditions of turbulent exchange (Ukraine,
Urals, etc.), A is assumed to be equal to 160. In other places, the value A should be selected by interpolation,
from a comparison of the local climatic conditions or turbulent exchange with those in the above regions. At
VM > 2 m/sec, which is characteristic for thermal power plants and many powerful pollutant emission sources,
the coefficient n "" I and the equation (23) are somewhat simplified. The F coefficient is related to the pollutant
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sedimentation velocity Wo; for gases and light dust with IVo < 2 to 3 em/sec, it is equal to I. For heavy pollutants
contained in industrial emissions, F usually acquires values from 2 to 3 with a dependence on the degree of
particle and gaseous removal from the chimney. Taking into account characteristic spectra for the dimensions
of dust discharged by different enterprises, the value of F = 2 is recommended for practical calculations if the
performance coefficient of dust-catching equipment is 90 per cent and more; at a performance coefficient of from
75 to 90 per cent, F = 2.5, and at lower cleaning efficiencies or in the complete absence of such devices, F = 3.
The maximum concentration eM is reached at downwind distance:

(24)

The d coefficient for light pollutants depends on VM as shown on the graphs in Figure 4. For heavy pollutants,
XM is about 0.7 times its value for light pollutants. For a rather large V", the value of d changes from 15 to 25
and, on the average, one can accept

XM =

20 H.

The value of the dangerous velocity u" at V" > 0.5 m/sec is determined approximately by the relationship:
(25)
In the case of V" > 2 m/sec, it is more precise to take UM ~ V" (I
it is necessary to accept u" = 0.5 m/sec.

+ 0.12 {j).

In the case of V" < 0.5 m/sec,

For thermal power plants and powerful metallurgical plants, UM = 3-5 m/sec, as usual, and for comparatively cold discharges of chemical enterprises u" = I to 2 m/sec.
In analogy with the determination of e" and x" values at U ~ u", the maximum values of the concentration
and the corresponding values of x"u are established for U u" and for the unfavourable meteorological
conditions of strong instability, so that:

*

CMu

(26)
Approximately rand P depend on .!:!..., according to the graph in Figure 5. It is interesting to note that rand P
u"
depend on.!:!... in opposite ways. At.!:!... < I, r grows with an increase of.!:!...; consequently c"u increases and
UM

UM

UM

approaches c". The values P and x" are decreasing in this case, but x"u approaches x" also. In the case of
.!:!...

<

I, the growth of.!:!... leads to decreasing r and increasing P. This means that for decreasing values c" and

UM

XM,

UM

the value

eMu

is diminishing and

Xlii

is increasing.

For the same conditions for which c" and C"u have been determined according to (23), (26), 'the greatest
values of the concentration c and C4 are found at distances x x" and x x"u in the downwind direction.
On the basis of our calculations, it follows that for u = u" and u u",

*

*

*

(27)
respectively.
The dependence of the 81 function on ~ and ~ is presented in Figure 6. For ~ approximately less than
.

XM

XMu

XM

10, 81 values for light and heavy pollutants coincide and for heavy pollutants at ~
x"
values (Figure 6 - dotted lines).

>

10, 81 acquires smaller
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The maximum concentration

Cy

on the axis y at distance

x

is determined by the relation

C~I)

Cy=CS,

(28)

Here S, is a fnnction of !Ll and u. Its valne is presented in Figure 6, from which it is seen that the dependence
x
of S, on u is substantial at comparatively small u but considerably less for relatively large wind velocities.
Cases of cold discharges
For practical calculations, cases of cold discharges at small !'iT are of importance. Many kinds of ventilation
emission directly from industrial plants are of this type. In a limiting case when !'iT ~ 0, the formula (23) is
transformed to
AMFnRo
CM

=

4 H413

(29)

where A retains the same valne as in (23), but changes its dimension to m'I', and n is also determined as a function of VM with the help of Figure 3 ; so we take VM

2.6

=

w;: . According to this value of

VM , the value

XM

is also found (with the help of Figure 4). In the case of a cold discharge, VM is small, mostly, and the dangerous
velocity UM "'" VM •
Computation of the concentration field from a gronp of sonrces
The concentration from a group of sources is computed on the basis of superposition of concentration
fields from separate sources. In the case of sources located close to each other, they can be reduced to one point.
If in this case the discharge is emitted from N stacks with the same parameters, the total concentration and
dangerons velocity are determined according to the formulas (23) and (25) for a single source, assuming that M
is a total discharge in N stacks and
V
V,~
(30)
N

where V

= 1tR~

W N is the total volume of gases.

If the sources are located close to each other, but have different discharge parameters, or are grouped
along some line, then the distribution of concentrations from a sum of sources is conveniently obtained by
graphical addition.
For sources with different dangerous velocities, the highest concentration corresponds approximately
to the weighted average dangerous wind velocity UMa evaluated from the relationship:
N

L
UMa

=

CUi UJ,H

1=1

='oN~--

L

(31)

C~H

1=1

Here

eMi

and

UMi

are the values of maximum concentration and dangerous wind velocity for the i-th source.

There are great difficulties in evaluating air pol1ution from sources dispersed all over some territory. This
is because the concentration fields change substantially with wind direction; the orientation of sources and the
values of maximum concentrations and associated positions form rather complex two-dimensional fields. A
formal approach to the solntion of this problem consists of a computation of the concentration field in the grid
points of a rather dense network. In order to reveal the highest concentrations, these computations must be
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carried out for all possible wind directions. One can judge the needed density of grid points and the number of
wind directions only from rather laborious numerical experiments (even when done on an electronic computer)
which are accompanied by choosing a large number of grid densities and wind directions. A more effective
approach has been suggested by Berlyand and Onikul (1968). The method consists of calculation of concentrations only for wind directions coinciding with the lines connecting the strongest sources which are comparatively
distant from each other. For each wind direction, we determine the position of aH points which give a maximum
concentration for each separate strong source. The calculation of the total concentration field is then obtained
from the weighted average dangerous wind velocity U>r. (31). This is done not for the grid points of the regular
network, but for the points where there are maxima for each separate strong source. Numerous computations
on an electronic computer have shown that the location of the network maximum is very close to one of these
points. In some cases, for which the dangerous wind velocities
for separate sources differ considerably
from UMa, the computations are carried out for other wind velocities, too, as a rule equal to UMt. This permits
ns to specify the field in the neighbourhood of the sources with
differing from U>r•.

u,,,
u,,,

In this way Gracheva ef al. (1969) have developed a computer programme which allows one to calculate
concentrations for some hundreds of sources. The use of this programme makes it possible to shorten the
calculation time by more than by an order of magnitude in comparison with the complete formal method of
regular computations.
Anomalous wind-velocity distribution with height
In some anomalous cases a significant difference from the logarithmic relationship in the wind velocity
profile is observed. In a number of books (Blackadar, 1957; and others), examples of the presence of sharp
Wind-velocity maximum at a height of 100 to 200 m are given, especially at the boundaries oftemperature inversions. Cases of calm wind in the lower layer with substantial wind velocities at the higher levels are weH known.
Such a state is fonnd rather often in urban areas where air motion is hindered in the building zone, and the
presence of a definite wind is revealed clearly only above the roof tops (Berlyand, 1970). Vdovin and Tsarev
(1969) have given the frequencies of calm layers at various heights (Figure 7) derived from meteorological
observations. They have also presented data on the diurnal cycle at the Leningrad television tower for 19671968.
In the works of Berlyand ef al. (l965a), the results are given of numerical integration of equation (I) when
the wind profiles differ substantiaHy from the logarithmic one. In Figure 8a the computations are presented

. / (ko +_0
Xrp2)
2V
1t

of the quantity S

=

M

2

q

"-0, ,-0' which is proportional to the concentration oflight persistent

poHutants from a source at a height of 120 m for cases of sharp wind intensification in separate air layers (under
the respective numbers in the upper part of the fignre), In aH the cases the intensification of wind in any layer
canses a greater decrease in S, the lower this layer is situated, But on the whole, the double increase of wind
velocity in a 30 m layer does not influence S strongly.
This influence is more significant in the presence of calm layers. This is seen from Figure 8b where analogous data for wind-velocity profiles are presented in the upper part of the figure. From this figure it foHows
that when the calm layer is located near the earth, the ground concentrations are considerably greater than
when the wind profile is logarithmic, This resnlt has a simple physical interpretation. From equation (I) (at

w = 0 and" = 0) with bonndary condition at z = 0, it foHows that in the calm layer (where U

""

0), k

and q = const.; the poHutant is accumulated and its concentration value remains constant with height.

~~ =

0
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Atmospheric diffusion in calm-wind conditions

In some cases it is necessary to investigate atmospheric diffusion in a calm layer without limiting its height,
especially when pollutant sources are situated at comparatively low levels. The significance of this qnestion
is explained by the fact that according to most models, in particular (6) to (8), ground concentrations are inversely
proportional to wind velocity u. Hence an unnatural conclusion follows that at u -+ 0 and at a fixed sonrce
height, the concentration increases without limit. As is noted by Berlyand (1966), this circumstance can create
substautial difficulties in designing chimneys because it does not permit one to determine conditions under which
the concentration maximum does not exceed the maximum permissible concentration. At the same time, this

result is a consequence of the approximate character of the initial equation (I), in which the term describing
turbulent diffusion in the x direction is not taken into account. The neglect of this term is valid only when the
wind velocity is significantly different from zero and when advective pollutant transport is much greater than
diffusion flow along the wind direction.
In the presence of a snrface temperature inversion, the turbulent exchange weakens greatly as the wind
velocity decreases to zero. The problem in this case is reduced to one of molecular diffusion, the properties of
which are well known. Therefore the conditions of diffnsion in the absence of a wind are of great interest.
For the description ofturbulent diffusion from a point source in calm winds, Berlyand and Kurenbin (1969)
obtained the solution of the following equation in the cylindrical co-ordinate system:

rI JrJ
with the boundary conditions at z

(

=

symmetry in the horizontal plane at

Jq)
I'k, JI'
0: k,
I'

=

+ JzJ k , Jq
dz +Mo(l')o(z-H) =

~; =
0,

0 and at 1"

~~ =

+

Z2

(32)

0

-+ 00: q -+ O. Becanse ofpollutant distribution

O.

Under snperadiabatic conditions k, and k, remain constant in the region of light wind velocities. It is
assumed that k, "" p21' where p' ~ qJ~u for the determination of limiting concentrations in relation to the above
expressions for q at very small but non-zero values of u, in accordance with (17). From dimensional analysis and
experimental data, it follows that in the region of light wind velocities, P acquires a constant value. It is also
assumed approximately that in tlus region k, "" k,z and u "" u'z· (n "" 0.2). Then the solution of (32) is

(1+'
1+n) +1'
H
+z
q ~ 21Ok, (I + n) [
P'
1+. - z1+,)
,
+,.J i [(I +P'n)' k, (1+'
H, +z '+><)' + .]i
(I + n)2 k, (H
P'

(I+n)'k,

M

2

2

Hence it follows that the maximum ground concentration is achieved at r

=

(33)

1

0, i.e. at the source, and is

equal to
_ M

qm - 210 (I

3

k,

+ n) P'

I
H2(1+.)

(34)

The resnlting formnla is similar in outward appearance to the solution of the analogous problem for the case
of non-zero wind velocity using the same models for k y and k" in particular gm (16). For the relation
qm ,It
..IS
r = ;:::-~

4

' t h at y = 0.4321Op
133
not d'ffi
1 eliIt to d
enve
2.
or y =.
~~

I m/sec and y ~ 0.02 to 0.04, the concentration is ronghly
25 to 50 times more than in calm winds. One can establish some wind velocity u, = u,* at which y ~ I, i.e., the
valne for which the limiting value of maximum concentration is reached. It is evident that the computation of gm
It follows from experimental data that at u,

~

P' .
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concentration by formula (16) has no sense for a wind velocity u, < u,*. It has been established from the abovementioned data that u,* ~ 0.1 to 0.2 m/sec. On the basis of the formula (15) for u 0 and for u = 0, Berlyand
and Kurenbin (1969) suggested interpolation formulas

*

qm =

+ n)'

0.216Mk, (I
(1.3613'
'i'oui)

+

(35)

H'(l+n)

or in a more general case, in accordance with the expression (14)
C3

M J{

(36)

where bi is a constant.

The use of these formulas makes it possible to calculate the ground-level concentratiou maximum both in
the presence and in the absence of wind.
The distribution of gaseons pollutant concentrations in the presence of an elevated temperature inversion
Elevated temperature inversions in the atmospheric boundary layer are anomalons. Their frequency over
the territory of the U.S.S.R. was investigated as a function of synoptic situation by Son'kin (1965) and others.
In the presence of elevated inversions, k, cannot be accepted as a constant for heights z > h, as it is done for
normal conditions according to (4). The dependence of k, on height as a result of a temperature gradient variation can be determined approximately by using the results of Budyko (1948) according to which:
k, = k" ..; I-Ri

where k" is the value of k, at equilibrium conditions, Ri

~ (~~)' is the

(37)

Richardson number, ris the temper-

ature gradient. A similar relation between k, and Ri also follows from the scheme of Monin and Obukhov
(1954).
The dependence of k, on temperature gradient is asymetric as is seen from (37). Under convective conditions when r < 0, even in the case Ri "" 1, k, does not exceed k" by more than about 40 per cent. Under
stable stratification when r > 0 and Ri is close to 1, k, acquires quite small values and turbulence diminishes
sharply in inversion layers. In the presence of an elevated inversion, consequently, a complex vertical profile
of exchange coefficient variation is created.

The solution of the problem of pollutant dispersion in such conditions has been completed numerically
by Berlyand et al. (1963b, 1964b). In these works the computations of ground-level concentrations were given
for different inversion-layer bases above the source. Noting that the vertical compouent of the exchange coefficient k, decreases sharply iu an inversion layer, it appears that the iucrease of pollutant concentration depends
significantly on the height of the lower inversion boundary above the source and on the height of source. This
increase becomes greater as the base of the inversion layer and the source levellower. Ifthelayer of decreased turbulence is located at sufficient elevation (about 200 m and more) above the source, the increase in ground-level
concentration is comparatively little and substantial only at large distances. In cases when the trapping layer is
located immediately over the source, the increase in the ground-level concentration maximum amounts to
50 to 70 per cent sometimes more than 100 per cent.
In cases when the inversion layer base is situated below the source, pollutant transfer to the earth's surface
is prevented and ground-level concentrations diminish considerably.

Fignre 9 gives an example of the results of the computation of the S value proportional to the ground-level
concentration q as a function of the distance to a source of height H = 120 m. The number on the curves corres-
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ponds to the numbers on the profiles of the exchange coefficient k, indicated on the same graph to the right.
(The third profile represents conditions in the absence of an inversion and is given for comparison.) The windvelocity profile is assumed to be logarithmic.
It should be noted thai the in:fluence of an inversion layer on ground concentrations increases with distance

from the source. The concentration decrease beyond the point where the maximum occurs proceeds slowly.
Therefore, in the case of a group of sources dispersed over an area, the total concentration will increase much
more at great distances.
Heavy pollutant dispersion under anomalous stratification conditions
Beriyand ef al. (1964c) have also studied numerically heavy pollutant dispersion in the presence of trapping
inversion layers. In particular, the value of the quantity X ~ qw was calculated for the gronnd concentration

q

of heavy qw and light q pollutants. The values X for H
are cited in Table 2.

120 m,

=

W

5 em/sec for four vertical profiles of k,

=

Table 2

Number of
profile
k,

1
2
3

xkm

1

1.26
3.5
1.34

I

2

1.20
3.5
1.50

I

4

1.06
2.80
1.14

I

6

I

0.95
2.35
1.05

8

0.85
1.92
0.98

I

10

0.77
1.68
0.92

I

15

0.59
1.45
0.88

The first two profiles are shown in Figure 9 under corresponding numbers; the third profile refers to normal
conditions, i.e., when above 50 m, k, remains constant. The greatest differences between heavy and light pollntants are revealed at small values of k, below source height and not very great x values. If the source is in the
trapping layer or above, the X value decreases with distance but remains more than I for great distances.
The inlluence of anomalous stratification conditious on initial pollutant rise. The combination of elevated inversions
and cahu winds
In the works of Berlyand ef al. (1963b, 1964b), it was pointed out for the first time that the presence of a
trapping layer above a single source, though leading to an increase of ground concentrations, does not yield an
increase of more than 1.5 to 2.0 times. In previous investigations, the possibility of a larger concentration
increase was assumed. In reality, the elevated inversions, as Beriyand (l966a) showed, can cause much more
intensive pollution of the surface layer ouly under some additional circumstances. For this, the character
of the variation of the initial rise !!.H should be taken into account. It appears that in the inversion, !!.H cannot
increase without limit with decrease of u, as follows from (20). Because air temperature is increasing with height,
stack emissions are not able to rise above some "ceiling" at height Zc over the stack. Approximately,

z, "" 0.61

Wa R o 2A

iJe
k, iJz

To

(38)
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For strong heated discharges characteristic of thermal power plants, this "ceiling" is rather high and does
not influence significantly the pollutant distribution. In the case of cold discharges, the ceiling can be equal to
only a few tens of metres, not depending on wind velocity. Yet, as follows from the formulas given earlier, at a
fixed source height the concentration increases sharply if the wind velocity decreases to zero. Consequently,
the combination of elevated inversions over the stack and cahu winds in the lower air layer should be considered as the most serious situation. This can explain cases of especially high concentrations which are cited,
in particular, in the book "Meteorology and Atomic Energy" (1955).
The distribution of pollutants that decay in the atmosphere
The numerical integration of equation (I) allows one to evaluate the pollutant concentration q in the case
of"

* 0, too, where" is connected with pollutant half-life by the known relation" =

0.~3

.

The main interest occurs when the half-life may be of the same order of magnitude or less than the time of
pollutant transfer at distance x from the source with wind

speed,~.

Long-lived pollutants

(T»;) can be

considered as practically inert.
An analytical solution of diffusion of short-lived pollutants can be obtained only for the case of a wind
velocity constant with height. With the help of a simple transformation, it is found in this case that:
~=p

*

.
•

~

where q. is the solution of (1) at" 0, and q is the solution of the same equation at" = O. A similar analytical
transformation cannot be fulfilled in the case of a vertical wind-velocity gradient.
In the works of Berlyand et al. (1965), however, a numerical solution of this problem is presented for
cases when the wind velocity and exchange coefficient components change with height according to (4). Calculations carried out for the case of T changing from 300 to I 800 sec and H Changing from 100 to 300 m show that
the dependence of In q. on x is approximately expressed by a linear function. Therefore the relation (39) between
q
q. and q can be used, but the errors of its utilization are minimal if u is considered to be the wind velocity at the
height of the source.
Atmospheric dlffusion in fogs
In the work of Berlyand et al. (1968a), atmospheric diffusion in fog was investigated on the basis of numerical
integration of equation (I). With this, the last term "q in (I) characterized pollutant subsidence due to absorption
by fog drops. Outside the fog, the assumption was made that" = O. This term can be determined in general
form from the relationship

"q

=

fo P (1') N(r) dr

where P(r) is the amount of pollutant absorbed by fog drops of radius l' in unit time and N(r) is a fnnction of
drop size distribution. N(r) = aI" e-b' according to Khrgian and Masin (1962); a and b are known constants.
Assuming that gaseous pollutants are completely absorbed on the drop surface and neglecting the influence
of drop streamlining, we get P(r) = 41tvqr and
LI
" = 0.6 V pw
--,
(40)
I'm
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where v is the coefficient of molecular diffusiou for air, A is the fog moisture content, Pw is the water density, rm
is the radius of fog drops at the maximum frequency of the size distribution.
The question of drop motion is of no importance, as has been shown by Klingo and Onikul (1968). The
values of" coefficients for fog and rain drops were investigated by Zimin (1961) and Gisina (1964).
For the quantitative evaluation of the influence of fog, it is necessary to know the value of fog moisture
content A and its distribution in space. In addition, a change in the temperature profile and in the values of the
exchange coefficient often occurs in fog. There are insufficient experimental data on this characteristic. Together
with the solution of equation (1), therefore, the development of a theory of fog formation is needed. In the
works of Berlyand et al. (1968), a theory was developed for the cases of river fogs, which often occur on the banks
of unfrozen rivers and watersheds in the cold seasons; also, rivers are susceptible areas for radiation fogs.
For river fogs, a numerical solution is obtained for the heat and moisture transfer equations in a
steady air flow that is advected across a river or watershed. It is assumed that the fog has been formed where the
specific humidity exceeds the value of the humidity of saturated air at a given temperature, and the difference
between the values of these humidities is taken as fog moisture. With this assumption, the variation of the
exchange coefficient due to the change of temperature stratification in a moving air flow is taken into account.
Iu Figure 10, a numerical example is given for the cases of an upwind air flow, with temperature and relative
humidity equal to - 20°C and 90 per cent, respectively, and with neutral stratification. The river width is assumed
equal to 700 m, and the temperature of its surface is oDe. The exchange coefficient profile kO on the windward
side is shown in the upper part of the Figure 10 to the left, and to the right, the ratio of exchange coefficient Ie'
over the river to the exchange coefficient leo at the same height over the land is given. In the lower part of the
graph, the isolines of moisture content, A glm', are presented. The line A = 0 corresponds to the upper boundary
of the fog.
In the case of radiation fogs, an equation system describing the night-time variations of temperature and
humidity of the surface air layer as a function of height and time is solved numerically (Berlyand, 1971). This
system includes the equation of heat and moisture transfer in the atmosphere and the equation of heat conduction
in the soil. On the underlying surface, the heat-balance equation is used, and the conditions of the conjugation
of air and soil temperature and saturation of humidity of the air after its temperature reaches the dew point are
demanded. In the equations of heat conduction for a period after the fog formation, the absorption of water
droplets by radiation and the release of condensation heat are considered. It appears that these processes lead
to a significant increase of fog height and to the formation of elevated temperature inversion layers. Figure 11
shows a calculated example of fog water content A and air temperature T, in the fog as a function of the height
and duration of the fog t per hour.
The resulting expression for A and k is used for calculation of " and determination of the concentration
field from sources at different heights on the basis of equation (1). It is found that river fog droplets absorb a
large fraction of the pollutants over the river and near the bank where the largest A values are observed. There
are almost no pollutants in a gaseous state in the fog. In the case of a pollutant source situated above the fog,
an interesting effect is revealed, namely that a concentration decrease is taking place not only in the fog, bnt
above it too. This can be explained by the fact that due to the intensive pollutant absorption by fog droplets
in the lower layers, the intensity of the downwind diffusive pollutant flux is increased.
The presence of a weakened turbulence layer between the source and the fog hinders the pollutant accumulation by water droplets. Even in this case, however, the pollutants trapped by the fog are dissolved in its droplets.
Of great significance is the absorption of sulphur dioxide in the fog, resulting in the formation of a sulphuric
acid aerosol, which is more toxic. It should also be noted that fog formation and air pollntion in urban conditious are mutually reinforcing processes (Berlyand, 1970). On the one hand, as was pointed out above, the fog
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intensifies the air-pollntion effect. On the other hand, analysis shows that there are usually snfficient condensation
nuclei in the air for fog formation because urban pollutants contain a considerable number of hygroscopic
particles. Condensation of moisture on such particles may begin at a relative humidity below 100 per cent and,
consequently, the probability of fog formation is higher.
The influence of terrain unevenness

Air motions arise and the turbulent n'gime changes on inhomogeneous terrain, and this leads to substantial
variations in the concentration patterns. The description of turbulent diffusion in these conditions is also
obtained with the help of equation (I), but curvilinear boundaries must be used. The coefficients of this equation
are then complex functions in space. The problem is simplified by assuming that in the direction of the axis y
(perpendicular to the wind direction), the underlying surface is uniform. This allows one to use the relationship
(2) between k y and u and to use equation (3) for the concentration q' from a linear source.
In the works of Berlyand ef al. (1965a, 1968b) a change of variables is introduced:
z'

where z

=

=

z-h (x), x'

=

x

(41)

h (x) is a function describing the boundary of the underlying surface. Then (3) changes:

dq'
u dX

(

dh) dq'
d
dq'
dZ' ~ dZ k, dZ

+ w-u dX'

(42)

The velocity components u and ware connected by the continuity equations:

dU+dW=O
dX
dZ

(43)

After the transformation of (41), the form of equation (42) and the boundary conditions are the same as for a flat
surface. This makes it possible to use the same computer programme for solving the problem as for the case of
horizontally uniform terrain.
In the case of flat relief when slope angles are small, the air currents are almost completely unaffected by
surface irregularities. Then U and k, are functions only of the height over underlying surface: U = u [z-h (x)],
k, = k [z-h (x)]. On the basis of (43), it follows that W =

U

~~.

Then (42) is reduced to the form ofthe diffusion

equation for a uniform plane. This means that small departures from flat relief do not influence pollution distributions significantly. This conclusion, first introduced by Berlyand ef al. (1965a), has practical importance,
because sometimes in design calculations, a correction to the stack height is used, taking into account the difference of the levels of the stack base and of residential buildings not depending on the surface slope. It also follows
that the field concentration variations under the influence of terrain unevenness are possible if u and k, are
functions not only of z', but of x' too. Regrettably, these functions are studied insufficiently in meteorological
investigations, both theoretically and experimentally. Therefore the solution of equation (I) had to be carried
out simultaneously with its coefficient determination, Le. air-current structure.

Due to the complexity of this problem, a series of approximate approaches for its solution was developed.
One of the comparatively simple methods applied by Berlyand ef al. (l965a, 1968d) consists of the construction
of interpolation models for u and k,. The results of microclimatic observations are used for this (Golzberg,
1957; Solomatina, 1965), according to which the wind velocity u changes from 1.3 at the given elevation to 0.7
on leeward slopes in relation to the value of u in the incoming air flow over flat terrain. For higher levels, it is
assumed that the wind-velocity changes are approximately logarithmic. The value of w is found from the continuity equation (43): it is also assnmed, as the very simplest hypothesis, that the variation of k, is proportional
to wind velocity. Numerical integration of (I) was obtained for some types of relief. The calculations showed
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that for a source of the height H in hilly relief with altitudes from 50 to 100 m and slope angles of 5_10", the
differences of concentration maximum constitute 30 to 50 per cent for H from 50 to 200 m. These differences
decrease with increasing H. Figure 12 shows the location of the sources on the terrain (under the corresponding
numhers from I to 4) and the curves of the concentration distrihutions.
The other approximate approach developed by Berlyand el al. (1968b, 1970) is the so-called potential
current method. This method implies an analytical function:
r (I) = rp (x, z)

with the complex argument 1 = x
with a curvilinear boundary.

+ i rp (x, z)

+ iz, which permits conformal representation on the semiplaue of an area

Unlike Stiimke (1964, 1966), who also used such a method for the diffusion equation with constant coefficients, in the works of Berlyand el al. (1968b, 1970) a space variation of these coefficients was permitted and a
rather common form describing the underlying surface boundary was taken into consideration.
The curve IfI (x, z) = const. represents flow lines, the line 'fI (x, z) ~ 0 being the lower boundary of the
investigated region. It is assumed that in the diffusion equation the exchange coefficient is determined only by a
flow line, in which case it has the same form as in the Cartesian co-ordinate system. It follows from this that
when sources are located on the same flow line in different parts of the relief, their ground concentration maxima
have approximately equal values. This permits one to state directly the correcting multiplier rH to the stack
height H o on flat surface as a function of its location in different parts of hilly relief. In Figure 13 calculated
examples are given of the quantity rH

~ : . ' where H

is the stack height in corresponding places for three kinds

of terrain: (a) a hill; (b) a hollow; (c) a combination of a hill and a hollow. Also shown are the horizontal and
vertical terrain scales and the source height H o• It follows from the calculated results that the relative variation
of concentration is higher in the lower relief forms than on the hills, with the same differences in underlying
surface levels.
Owing to the neglect of the boundary-layer effects, the use of a method of potential currents is connected
with certain errors. However, the condition of zero pollutant flux on the lower boundary is used, and consequently the concentration gradients are small here for rather high sources. This leads to the fact that calculation
errors are not significantly large.
The theory of the boundary layer of viscous fluid in a region with a curvilinear boundary was developed,
taking stricter account of the turbulent exchange by Berlyand and Genikhovich (1971). For the reduction of the
equation of motion to the boundary equation, it is usually demanded that one co-ordinate axis coincides with
the direction of the prevailing motion. Such coincidence is not always fulfilled along a curvilinear boundary
when using the Cartesian co-ordinate system. Therefore the flow variables are used by Berlyand and Genikhovich,
reducing the problem to the consideration of a moving flow in the semiplane. A system of motion equations
is supplemented by an equation of turbulent balance for taking into account the variation of the exchange
coefficient under the influence of relief. For an uneven terrain, an additional factor depending on the radius
of surface boundary curvature is included in this case in the transformation term of the turbulent balance equation. Moreover, the relationship between turbulent energy, exchange coefficient and mixing length is taken
into consideration.

Nnmerical integration of the above-mentioned equation system permits one to determine the distribution
of wind velocity and exchange coefficients, and also the concentration field in a hilly terrain. Some of the results
are represented in Figure 14. It shows the changes in the ratio of wind velocity and exchange coefficient at the
heights of 1 ill, Ul and k1 , and 10 ill, UIO and k lO , over various hill reliefs to their values in an incoming air flow,
indicated by the index 0, respectively (h o = 50 m, do = 250 m, d, = 500 m). It is seen, for example, that
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disturbances caused by relief roughness attenuate with height quicker for the exchange coefficients than for the
wind velocity. The presence of a maximum at some !leight is characteristic for the wind-velocity ratio over
different parts of a hill aud in an incoming flow; this is due to interaction between the turbulent stress aud
Bernoulli's pressure gradient. The results are in agreement with conclusions of experimental work in a wind
tunnel and in natural conditions (cited later). They also permit one to evaluate the applicability limits of potential current methods.

The Influence of water bodies on pollutant distribution

In some cases thermal power stations and large industrial objects are built near rivers and lakes; in other
cases artificial lakes are created near indnstry to supply water. Air currents are transformed over snch water
bodies dne to differences of temperature and roughness of the bauk and the water surface. In addition, water
and land surfaces interact with pollutants in different ways. Therefore, the estimation of the influence of water
bodies on pollutant distributions was carried out by analogy with the theoretical investigation of atmospheric
diffusion in complex relief conditions. This problem was also solved by Berlyand and Genikhovich (1971) in
two stages. The first step consists of investigations of air-current transformation over warm water and of the
determination of the wind-velocity field and exchange coefficients at the same time. It includes the numerical
solution of the equations of motion, continuity, heat influx, and turbulence energy balance. The second stage
consists of finding a solution of the atmospheric diffusion equation with coefficients estimated in the first stage
for a point source.
At boundary conditions for temperature Tl, it is assumed that at the underlying surface (z = 0), the temperature undergoes a jump e in the transition from land to water. The influence of this temperature jump is
assumed to be attenuated to zero at infinity. It is supposed also that at z = 0, the turbulent pollutant flow is
equal to zero over the land, and the pollutant conceutration is equal to zero over the water. For simplification
of the problem, it is assumed as initial conditions that the temperature stratification is neutral in the incoming
flow and that the vertical wind-velocity profile is logarithmic. Calculated results show that the similarity condition
is carried out approximately for the resulting solution. This means that the deviations of the wind velocity u'
and the temperature
and

efrom their values in an incomin~ air flow are presented in the forms of u' =

e = e!, (~).
Figure 15 shows the quantity of -':- depending on "- and on different x
x
Urn
X

u'm (x)! (~)

values from 100 to

500m.
In the works of Berlyand (1967), examples are given of the variation of the ground-level concentration for
a source at height Hby wind transport over the water, taking into account only the effect of pollutant absorption
at its surface. It is supposed that the boundaries of the water body are situated perpendicular to the wind direction at x = £, and x = £" and it is demanded that ql,~o = 0 for £, L

X L

£" while for other x > 0, k,

~ql

uZ %=0

=

o.

In Figure 16 an example of the computation of pollutant concentration (S) is cited at different £, and £, and
H= 120 m.
As the water surface absorbs the pollutant, its concentration becomes smaller in the air surrounding it.
At the leeward slopes the concentration increases quickly and reaches approximately the same value which it
would have at a corresponding distance over the uniform land. But, as the downwind currents are usually
observed over the water bodies and the turbulence changes significantly there, the higher concentrations can be
found downwind from the water rather than over the horizontal uniform terrain.
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Simulation in wind tnonels
In addition to theoretical investigations of air-flow structure over an uneven underlying surface, experiments in wind tunnels are carried out. The results have been described by Zrajevsky ef al. (1968), Gorlin and
Zrajevsky (1968) and Berlyand ef al. (1970).
Most of the work is conducted in a closed wind tnnnel at Moscow University. The dimensions of the open
working section are 4 X 4 X 2.4 m. Vertical and horizontal components of motion velocity and turbulent
exchange intensity are estimated for models of different inhomogeneity of terrain. The experiments are conducted under "Reynolds number independence" conditions permitting application of the results to the atmospheric scales.
One of the differences in our investigations from analogous works in other countries is that different elements
of snrface unevenness are used. For instance, models of slopes of hills and hollows with various angles of slope
and elevation are used. This permits one to apply these results to the atmosphere. As an illustration, in Figure 17
(lower section) data are presented of the variation of the ratio of wind velocity u to iucoming flow velocity 110
as a function of the ratio of a level z to the height of a hill ho. In the upper section is shown the vertical distrihution of the relative wind velocity over the hill and in the incoming flow as a function of slope angles IX.
Air-current structure in different kinds of towns is modelled too. It is shown that the wind velocity changes
with height over inhomogeneous and multi-story huildings (b) more sharply than over single-story buildings
(a) (Figure 18), though, on the average, wind profiles are close to those observed in natural conditions outside
a city in both cases.
The air currents among urban buildings are also studied (Figure 19). The experiments show that for the
same wind direction above the houses, the direction of the air motion at street level depends ou the turbulence
level of the incoming air flow.
The notable feature of these experiments is that the air flow and the turbulence regime are modelled over
various parts of the relief: this method differs from the usual technique of releasing a tracer gas and determining
the pollution concentrations. In our case, the velocity fields and exchange coefficients are subsequently utilized
as the coefficients of the atmospheric diffusion equation, which can then be solved numerically. For this purpose,
a special computer programme is used for experimental data treatment and pollutant concentration computation.

The investigation of mesoscale air-current structure in natural conditions. Microclimatic observations. Stereo-

photogrammetry of smoke jets
The first stage of mesoscale air-current structure investigations in natural conditions consisted only of
microclimatic observations of wind and air temperature in the lower air layer, usually not higher than 4 to 5 m.
The characteristics of the wind velocity field at the height of 1 to 2 m as a function of relief forms were described
on the basis of these observations by Golzberg (1957) and Solomatina (1965). In Table 3, some of the results
are cited for the ratio 1] of the wind velocity at a given relief form to the wind velocity over a flat terrain. The
corresponding results of measurements in a wind tunnel (Zrajevsky et al., 1966) are given for about the same
values of IX (compare with Fignre 17). These data are also in agreement with the above-mentioned theoretical
investigations.

In field investigations of terrain, some additional information is provided by instruments monnted at
higher altitudes at one,

Of,

occasionally, two points. These data, however, are not sufficient for investigations

of disturbances in the mesoscale structure of air currents.
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Table 3

Slope
angle
a

Microclimatic
observations

The summits of the open elevations

> 10°

1.4-1.5

15°
18°

1.3
1.55

The summits of the small sloping elevations

< 10°

1.1-1.2

6°

I.!

> 10°
> 10°

1.0-1.!

15°

I.!

1.0-0.9
0.6

18°; 15°; 12"

0.5; 0.65; 0.75

0.6-0.7

6°

0.8

Relief forms

Slope
angle

"

All experiment
ill a wind till/nel

The middle parts of the windward open
slopes

The leeward slopes of the elevations.
- upper part
- lower part
The leeward slopes of the elevations.

< 10°

New observational possibilities have recently been developed by stereophotogrammetry of smoke jets.
This method, which has attracted attention recently in the German Democratic Republic (Kolbig, 1965) and
in some other countries, is being developed now in the Main Geophysical Observatory for investigations of the
distribution of wind velocity and the turbulent regime in complex relief (Burov et al., 1969). The essence of the
method consists of creating vertical smoke jets up to a height of some hundreds of metres at a number of points
on the terrain. With the help of special double theodolites, the automatic synchronous frame photographing
of smoke jets is carried out. The interval between exposures is 2 to 3 sec. Comparison of successive frames
permits one to determine the smoke displacement and thus the wind velocity at different levels over the sources
of smoke discharge. The pairs of stereophotos are analysed automatically by means of a high-accuracy stereocomparator - Stekometre - made by the K. Zeiss firm, and,ifnecessary, by means ofan electronic computer.
This method was used for the first time by an expedition from the Main Geophysical Observatory for the
investigation of air currents in the mountainous region of Armenia. As an illustration, Figure 20 is a photograph
of smoke jets at various locations on a hill, horizontal size of about 1 km, up to a height of about 100 m. The
data analysis carried out by the above-mentioned method permitted us to construct the spatial field of wind
velocities. With this, it has become possible to estimate even such a subtle effect as the presence of countercurrents on the leeside of the hill. The regularities of vertical wind distributions in different cross-sections of the
hill are in agreement with theoretical predictions and with experiments in wind tunnels. The method of stereophotogrammetry has also been used for the determination of the initial rise of smoke jets from the stacks of a
thermal power plant (Burov et al., 1969). It is used for determination of horizontal and vertical fluctuations of
wind velocity in order to study their correlation and to estimate turbulent air characteristics at various levels.
Expeditionary investigations of pollntant distribution
Expeditions have been systematically carried out by the Main Geophysical Observatory with the participation of some hygiene and engineering organizations to verify the theory and to obtain values of the necessary
parameters (Goroshko et al., 1963; Onikyl et al., 1965; Goroshko, 1968; Berlyand and Onikul, 1968, etc.).
We have studied the effects of local terrain on the distribution of heated discharges of sulphur dioxide and
ash (dust) near the power plants, smoke stacks from 120 m to 250 m in height, and in the region of the Pikalevo
aluminium plant. The distribution of comparatively cold discharges, hydrogen sulphide and carbon disulphide,
was investigated around artificial fibre industries in the Volga regions, in the Ukraine and Siberia, and of fluoric
compound discharges near the Bratsk aluminium plant. The expeditions are conducted in various seasons and
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under different regional climatic conditions. The pollutant concentrations are measured at a downwind distance
of 15 to 20 Ian from the stacks during these expeditions. Measurements at 3 to 5 points are made simultaneously
at several places in the cross-wind direction. The sampling is undertaken with an aspiratiou apparatus, in
which a known gas volume is drawn through an absorbiug medium. The sampling period is 20 min. The measurements are condncted in series of 5 to 6 hour duration at different hours of the day. Characteristics of the
chemical analysis method are given in Table 6.
The emission rates, exit velocities and temperatures ofthe ejected gases were also determined. A systematic
photographing of visible smoke plumes from the stacks is also carried out; the plume parameters are sometimes
determined from an airplane or helicopter.
During periods of pollutant-coucentration measurements, a broad complex of meteorological observations
is made, i.e. of the vertical distribution of temperature and wind and of some other characteristics which permit
one to gain additional information on turbulent exchange.
Observations near the ground are conducted from telescoping towers, 17 m high, on which anemometers
and resistance thermometers are mounted at different levels. The wind direction is monitored with an anemo-

graph. For aerological observations at higher levels, we use a captive balloon of about 100 m' volume, with an
attached meteorograph for measurements of temperature, pressure and wind velocity. The balloon is raised
successively to different levels from 25 m up to a height of 500 m. For soundings of the boundary layer up to
a height of I to 2 km, slow radiosondes are used (Vdovin and Voloshin, 1969) and also light aircraft and helicopters on which meteorological sensors are mounted. The results allow us to judge reliably the air-pollution
level in the areas of powerful pollutant emission sources and of the associated meteorological conditions defining
their distributions in the atmosphere.
While treating concentration measurement data, special attention is paid to the determination of maximum
values depending on wind velocity and atmospheric stability. For this purpose, in particular, observational
data are grouped for approximately similar stability conditions and equal discharge amounts. Then we construct
nomograms of the pollutant concentration dependence on wind velocity at vane height at a certain distance.
As an example, in Figure 21 a graph is given which is based on observational data at a distance of 3 km from a
thermal power plant (Onikul et al., 1965). An envelope curve is shown on the graph which permits one to estimate the value of maximum concentrations at various wind velocities. These graphs also make it possible to
infer from experimental data the value of dangerous wind velocity, at which the maximum concentration value
is reached.
The dependence of the pollutant concentration distribution on other contributing factors is also investigated.
The use of a 300-m meteorological tower

In connexion with the investigation of meteorological conditions of pollutant dispersion, a large amount
of work has been undertaken on a 300-m meteorological tower at the Institute of Experimental Meteorology
located in Obninsk, the resnlts of which were given by Bysova (1970), Ivanov, Osipov, and others.
The study of atmospheric pollutant diffusion was one of the main justifications for construction of this
tower (petros'yanz, 1968).
At different levels of the tower at the Institute of Experimental Meteorology, systematic measurements
have been carried out for some years, both of instantaneous and average values of temperature, wind and other

meteo-elements. Electronic equipment for recording and statistical analysis of the readings is located on the
tower. The resnlting data are used for investigation of vertical profile of some turbulent characteristics, among
them the energy of dissipation. For example, relations have been found between pnlsation characteristics and
the vertical distribution of wind velocity and temperature (Bysova and Ivanov, 1967). The relation between
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vertical profiles of wind velocity and temperature has been investigated in the 300-m air layer, and the stability
classifications of Pasquill (1961) and of Uhlig (1965) have beeu used for the determination of the character of
atmospheric stability on the basis of observations from a particular type of network (Mashkova, 1970). In a
series of experiments, fluorescent powders of various dispersive composition were released at different levels of

the tower. The characteristics of pollutant dispersion were determined from the distribution of powder particles
collected on plates around the tower. The duration of the emission and the time of sampling were also investigated. It was found that at indifferent and unstable stratification, within the range from I min to I hour and at
the distance of 10 to IS km from the tower, the standard deviation of cross-wind pollutant dispersion was approximately proportional to the time interval raised to the 1/5th power (Osipov, 1971). In a series of experiments,
smoke was released from different tower levels. Photogrammetry of horizontal smoke jets spreading along the
wind direction allowed us to study their distribution and cross-wind dispersion as a function of distance from
the source (Garger, 1970).

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results
The conclusions of the previously mentioned theoretical works were confirmed by the data obtained on
expeditions of the Main Geophysical Observatory and by less detailed hygienic inspections in the vicinity of
some power plants and enterprises.
Some comparisons of calcnlated and experimental data are given in Figure 22, as an example. To the left,
there is a summary graph of the relation between maximum concentration near a thermal power plant, normalized
for the sulphur-dioxide emission rate, as a function of the stack height. To the right of the graph, a relation is
given for hydrogen sulphide and carbon disulphide as a function of distance to an artificial fibre plant, according
to the calculations and data of two expeditions to the Volga regions in 1967 and 1968.
It is interesting to point out that the inverse dependence of CM on HZ for heated discharges from the power
plant stacks was established theoretically (Berlyand et al., 1964a) and simultaneously demonstrated with experimental data in 1964 when the stack height did not exceed 120 m. The theoretical prediction was completely
confirmed by expedition data when higher stacks were constructed up to a height of250 m later on, as is seen from
Figure 22. The values of dangerous wind velocities UM also agree with calculations. For the Tshekinskaya
and Cherepetskaya power plants with exit temperatures of stack gases of 100 to 150°C, u" is equal to 5 m/sec
from calculations and 5 to 6 m/sec from experiments. For the Moldavskaya power plant where wet washing of
smoke gases was practised (gas temperatnre of 40°C), according to calculation u" = 2.5 m/sec while
experimental data gave a value of 2 to 3 m/sec. The weighted average calculated dangerous wind velocity is
about I m/sec in summer and 2 to 3 m/sec in winter for an artificial fibre factory, taking into account not
only the discharges from stacks but also numerous deflectors on the roofs of shops. The highest measured
concentrations of hydrogen sulphide and carbon disulphide were found roughly at the same wind velocities.
The dependence of concentration maxima on wind velocity is in agreement too. Furthermore, the asymmetry
of this dependence has been found for u < UM and U > u". At u < u", with the increase of u, the ratio of
the concentration maximum to its value at

Cl'th

i.e" the ratio!!.!!.., increased quickly, while at
CM

U

>

liM

with an

increase of u, this relation changed little. Table 4 gives the corresponding values of the indicated ratio c.
C"

according to calculation and experimental data for the Tshekinskaya power plant.
Calculations and experiments agree in regard to the estimation of distances at which maximum concentrations are achieved.
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Table 4

u (m/sec)

Cu

cM

calcul.
experim.

I

I
I

3

I

4

0.5

I

0.8

0.7-0.8

I

0.9

I

I
I

5
1.0
1.0

I
I
I

8

I

10

0.9

I

0.8

1.0

I

0.7-0.9

A certain agreement was noted between measured and calculated results of the initial rise of smoke plumes
using formula (20). Corresponding data for the Tshekinskaya power plant are given in Figure 23a (Onikul
et al., 1965) and in Figure 23b for comparatively cold discharges of nitrogen oxides from the stacks of the Nevsky
chemical plant (Goroshko et al., 1966).
In the work of Bysova and Onikul (1965) agreement is shown betweeu a number of theoretical conclusions
and experimental data on aerosol dispersion from the 300-m tower in Obninsk. As is seen from both calculated
and observational data, the pollutant distribution depends comparatively little on the aerosol sedimentation
velocity under convective conditions; for stable stratification, the role of gravitational sedimentation increases
considerably. There is also agreement between the values of the turbulent characteristics k 1 and 'Po, obtained
from experimental data as a result of the solution of the inverse diffuse problem, and from the determination
of these characteristics from gradient and fluctuation data on the tower.
Analogous comparisons and the same agreement are cited in the work of Dunsky et al. (1968) in which
some experiments were analysed on liquid aerosol spraying during the flight of an aircraft perpendicular to the
wind at an altitude of from 100 to 400 m. For most experiments, confirmation of theory by experimental data
was obtained both with respect to the value of the maximum liquid fallout and the distance where it occurred.
In most cases, the difference did not exceed 30 per cent of calculated values.
Some of the theoretical questions concerning dispersion of discharge' from high stacks, in particular the
danger of summer convective conditions, have received some confirmation in data analysis of regular air-pollution
observations in cities (Son'kin, 1968; Berlyand, 1966b), as will be mentioned below.
Practical recommendations for calcnlation of dispersion from indnstrial discharges
On the basis of available theoretical investigations and their agreement with experimental results two
manuals, "Provisional calculation methods of dispersion of discharges (ash and sulphuric gases) from power
plant stacks iu the atmosphere" (1964, 1965) and "Instructions on calculation of pollutant dispersion in the
atmosphere from industrial enterprises" (1967), have been developed, which are approved as building norms and
are obligatory in designing and operating industrial enterprises. They are widely used in practice.
Subsequently, universal methods have been prepared for calculation of dispersion of both heated stack
gases and cold ventilation discharges, in conformity with recent theoretical developments for the case of cold and
polydispersed pollutants.
The estimation ofthe possibility of air-pollution hazards based on calculated concentration values is obtained
by comparison with the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC). The Ministry of Health of the U.S.S.R.
has approved uMaximum permissible concentration of noxious substances in atmospheric air of populated
locations" in which two types of maximum permissible concentration are defined: maximum short-term
(MPC'h.) and mean daily (MPCday). The first refers mainly to a time interval of 20 to 30 min. It relates to the
short-lived effect of pollutant on human health. The second (MPCday) applies to the permissible level of air
pollution during a long period without being very precise, in actual fact, about its duration. According to the
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above-mentioned calculation formula (with the stated value ofthe A coefficient in (23)), the short-term concentrations (for 20-min period) are determined and then compared with MPC,.. So, while determining the minimum
stack height and other discharge parameters, it is required that:
CM

L

MPC,..

(44)

In the case of a pollutant source located in an area where a background concentration Cb of the same pollutant is
observed, the following relation should be fulfilled:
CM

+ Cb

L

MPC'b..

Beriyand and Onikul (1968) have shown that data on MPCday available up to now are not always sufficient
to be used in analogous calculations. Evidently, a more general condition is that simultaneously with the abovementioned formula for short-term concentrations, for the mean annual value G together with the average background concentration Cb the following condition must also be met:
C

+ Gb < MPCd'Y'

Table 5 gives values of MPC'h. for certain widespread contaminants.

Table 5

Name of the contaminant

1. Ammonia .

2. Nitrogen
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

di.9~id~.

Caprolactam . .
Carbon monoxide
Intoxic dust
Soot . . . .
Sulphuric acid
Sulphur dioxide .
Hydrogen SUlphide
Carbon disulphide .
Hydrochloric acid
Phenol .
Chlorine

MPCsh . in mg/mB

0.20
0.085
0.06
3.0
0.5
0.15
0.3
0.5
0.008
0.03
0.2
0.01
0.10

For some of them, the possibility of a synergistic effect is assumed and, as a consequence, for two such
pollutants a summary MPC is MPC,um'
Included in the manual are sections referring to single sources and a group of sources, as well as recommendations to take account of meteorological conditions in designing and operating enterprises, and the zoning
of pollutant emission sources and residential areas. Also included are standard schemes of calculation of the
discharges which were developed by specialists in the appropriate engineering disciplines. In the above-mentioned
expeditions, the methods of emission determinations along with concentration calculations were verified.
Calculation of boundaries of sanitary protection zones
One of the important practical questions answered by the calculation formulas is the determination of
boundaries of sanitary protection zones (SPZ), I.e., permissible distance between a plant discharging noxious
snbstances into the atmosphere and inhabited buildings. An approximate classification of industrial sources
according to the size of the necessary zone between industrial and residential areas was given in "Sanitary norms
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of industrial enterprise projection" (1963). The information on which this classification was based does not
reflect the modern tendency to concentrate the main discharges through the stacks. It takes into account,
mainly, the pollution of regions near enterprises by non-organized discharges (that is, apart from stacks).
Therefore, this classification is recommended only in the case of a maximnm concentration less than the calculated MPC.
In cases when the calculated concentration is in accord with CM > MPC'h. at distance L o, the determination
of the bonndaries of a sanitary protection zone is achieved by means of calculation. At the same time, in accordance with the work of Berlyand and Onikul (1968), the distributions of the average concentrations c have been
taken into acconnt by formula (18) as a function of frequency of wind direction P, which leads to the result that
the concentration decreases with distance approximately inversely proportional to x at x > XM'

Having included in a sanitary protection zone an area with nearly similar average concentrations, we assume
rougWy that the distance L from the source to the external boundary of this zone is determined by the formula:
L

=

P

Lo Po at P

> Po

where Po is the frequency of winds in each small sector of a circular wind rose. In the directions for which
P < Po, it is assumed that L = L o.
Recommendations for choosing economically profitable measnres for protection of the atmosphere from pollution
The utilization of existing calculation methods for pollutant dispersion provides an opportunity to secure
sufficient air cleanliness. At the same time, the methods permit the establishment of rational and economically
profitable measures for protection from air pollution. Some of these measures can be directly applied as a
result of analysis of computation formulae for a single source and for a group of sources. In conformity with
these formulae, there are various combinations of the values of the diffusion parameters which yield a value of
CM less than the maximum permissible concentration. From these are chosen those values which give optimal
values of the height and diameter of the stacks, their number, the temperature and velocity of ejected gases, the
kinds of fuel, the efficiency level of gas cleauing, etc. The computation methods make it possible to establish
the minimum boundary of a sanitary protection zone, rational correlation between organized and non-organized
discharges, etc.
lt should be pointed out that due to the high rate of industrial growth and the rapid growth of atmospheric emissions, the material expeuditures for providing air cleanliness increase qnickly. The cost of building
a smoke stack to a height of 200 to 300 m and of cleaning equipment for a large thermal power plant or a metallurgical smelter sometimes reaches 20 to 25 per cent of the total cost. Therefore rational protection meaSures
yield a significant economic saving.

This can be proved by some examples (Berlyand, 1967). From the formula for

CM

(by substitution VI = ; (30)), it follows that in the case of heated pollutants (at VM

for a group of sources N

> 2 m/sec),

CM

~ 'Iii. and

Vii.

for cold discharges (!J.T "" 0) CM ~
So it is expedient to discharge industrial pollutants into the atmosphere
through as small a number of stacks as possible. But at many large plants, some dozens of smoke stacks are
established. The reduction of the number of stacks, for example, from 100 to 10 or from 10 to 1, not only leads
to a substantial decrease in construction costs but, also, other conditions being equal, the concentration eM of

heated discharges becomes two times less, and of cold ones almost three times less.
The decrease of ground concentrations may be achieved by changing some other parameters contained in
the formulas for concentration computations. While evaluating the economic expediency of the change of one
or another parameter, the character of its functional influence on

C1.'[

should be taken into account.
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The height H of the stacks influences

CM

most of all. In the case of heated discharges,

C>I

~ ~2'

This

means that a change of the stack height from 10 m to 100 m is equivalent to gas cleaning efficiency of 99 per
cent. In the case of cold discharges (AT = 0), the dependence of CM on stack height is less. Taking into account
that in this case n

~ H'/3 approximately, the relationship CM ~ ~ is found.

Due to CM ~ M, the next most important factor is the amount M of noxious substance discharged and the
associated degree of gas cleaning. The value CM depends on other discharge parameters, in particular on V,
wO, D, AT, but to a considerably lesser extent. Therefore, the effect of a significant change in these parameters
can be achieved by comparatively little adjustment in the height H.
The substantial dependence of CM on H emphasizes the necessity for a maximal decrease of unplanned discharges. In percentage, these discharges are considerably less than planned chimney emissions, but as they
usually occur at small heights, their contribution to ground concentrations can be considerable.
One more example in this field is the solution of the question of the influence of elevated inversions. In
many cases, such inversions are observed for a comparatively short period of time. For this reason, the manual
"Instructions on calculation of pollutant dispersion in the atmosphere from industrial enterprises" (1967)
includes the suggestion that the height of the stacks is to be determined from comparatively dangerous, but
nevertheless not infrequent observed conditions. In periods of elevated inversions, it is recommended that the
output of enterprises be lowered in order to decrease discharges into the atmosphere. This is more profitable
economically than to design higher stacks.
The cited examples show not only well-known successes which can be achieved when meteorological knowledge is applied to the problem of air-cleanliness protection from pollution, but also the Gonsidemble responsibility that meteorologists must accept in the solution of corresponding tasks.

Large-scale factors of atmospheric diffusion
A tendency to decentralization is occurring in the development of industry and urbanization everywhere.
The construction of new enterprises and settlements is now being carried on in quite different climatic zones.
Therefore, there is a requirement to investigate a wide range of climatic factor variations, determining atmospheric
diffusion processes.
Up to the present, a series of such characteristics have already been obtained on the basis of gradient observations obtained during expeditions of the Main Geophysical Observatory and from the special network of heatbalance stations. In Figure 24 there is given the distribution of the le, coefficient over the territory of the U.S.S.R.
at a height of I m for 1300 hrs. in July when an intensive pollutant transport from high sources into the surface
layer takes place. In the same figure, the distribution of the stability index B

=

o~
is given, which is determined
U,

on the temperature differences oT at the height of 0.5 and 2 m and is necessary for the calculation of the abovementioned characteristics of surface-layer turbulence (Gracheva, 1968).
In the work of Kas'yan et al. (1968), the distribution of temperature difference oT in the air layer up to 2 m
over the territory of the U.S.s.R. was given as a function of the nature of underlying surface.

Some climatological generalizations are cited for the determination of exchange coefficients at higher
altitudes and of some other aerological characteristics. Vasiltchenko (1965) and others have proposed some
types of wind velocity and temperature profiles and have shown their influence on pollutant dispersion, on the
form of smoke plumes, etc.
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The so-called air-pollution potential is determined from aerological data on a climatological basis. For the
evaluation of unfavourable conditions of dispersion from low sources, the division into districts of the territory
of the U.S.S.R. was carried out according to the frequency of strong surface inversions and low wind velocities
up to I m!sec. Maps of numbers of days with such conditions have been drawn (Bezuglaya, 1968; Berlyand,
1967).
Principles of air-pollntion monitoring in urban conditions
An important step in the development of the works considered previously is to pass from the study of pollutant concentration field from single sources to the observation and analysis of pollntant distribntion from
mnltiple sources and to the study of urban air pollntion. This work is connected, first of all, with the organization
of air-quality monitoring. A widespread network of points for regnlar observations is created now in many
cities to fnlfil this work.
The most important task of this monitoring service is the establishment of places of high air pollution aud
the determination of peculiarities of "speckled" field of pollutaut distribntion characteristic for a city. Taking
into account the practical staff possibilities and available equipment in the period of the work organization,
the minimum of observations and the utilization of the simplest aud sufficiently strict methods of measurement
and chemical analysis are provided for.
The results of the atmospheric diffusion investigations mentioned above promote the solution of the given
problem. They allow one to develop principles of the distribution of observation points iu relation to the pollution sources and of the observation-frequency determination. Taking into account the above-mentioned manuals,
"Instructions on air pollution inspections in cities and industrial centres" (1970) and "Provisional instructions

ou determination of the pollutant content in the atmosphere" (1971), two types of observations are revealed,
stationary and mobile.
Special pavilions are established at stationary points. The cars equipped for the purpose of observations
are used for observations en route. To find out the maximum pollutant concentrations, the observation points

are selected mostly near the main industrial objects. They are located on the leeside iu prevailing wind direction
at the distance approximately equal to 20 average heights of the stacks from the centre of the main emissionsource location. These points are situated in comparatively open places (squares, crossings) characteristic for
this region. As it follows from experience, in the case of a flat terrain it is possible to limit oneself to one stationary point for an area of about 10 to 15 km', and the density of points must be increased on uneven terrain and
with a non-uniform distribution of the industrial objects. One or two points are sometimes located outside the
town, in places of prospective construction zones, in parks, etc.

For the purpose of uniform observations, if possible, the duration of an averaging period is taken close to
20 min, when sampling and single concentration estimation are carried out on gas-analyser records. The chemical
methods of the determination of different ingredients demand various air volumes, so this is achieved by changing
the flow rate, when the time of sampling is standard.
The sampling is done systematically several times a day in order to determine the effect of the dinrnal course
of meteorological elements and the change of production regime. If there are automatic gas analysers, they
are used the whole day through. When the number of observations is limited and there is no possibility of carrying out observations during twenty-four hours, it is recommended to take samples on a "sliding schedule",
i.e., one day in the morning and the next day in the afternoon, taking into consideration the periods of time
early in the morning and late in the evening.
The systematic observations of the common pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, dust, soot, and also phenol, hydrogen sulphides, and carbon disulphides, are made in the majority of
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cities. In some towns, if necessary, observations of some specific ingredients, characteristic for the industrial

enterprises situated there, for example, hydrogen fluoride, fluorides, cWorine, etc., are carried out.
A brief outline of the principal chemical methods of noxious ingredient determinations is given in Table 6.
Table 6

Ingredient

Absorption solution

Chemical reagent

Sensitivity
mg/rns

Sulphur dioxide

Potassium chlorate

Barium chloride

0.1

Carbon monoxide

Barium hydrate

Hydrogen chloride

2.0

Phenol

Sodium carbonate

P~nitroaniline

0.02

Nitrogen dioxide

Potassium iodide

Sulphanilic acid +
naphthylamine

0.02

Hydrogen sulphide

Sodium arsenite

~gentic

0.008

Carbon disulphide

Diethyl amine

Copper acetate

sulphate

0.02

Method of determinatiou
Dust

Sampling on material filters made of polychlorovinyl

Soot

Evaluation of blackening level of paper filter

fibre

0.1
0.1

Glass absorbing devices of different types are used for air sampling on gaseous ingredients. Various 4-channel electro-aspirators are used as samplers.
The concentration of the ingredient in the samples is determined with bi-ray photo-electrocolorimeters.
Besides stationary and mobile observations, the measurements of pollutant concentrations under the smoke
plumes are sometimes carried out in towns with large factories, which are located in a comparatively small
industrial area. The measurements are carried out at various distances from the centre of the industrial area up
to the distances where the pollutant concentrations are considerably lower than MPC (maximum permissible
concentration). Here the observation principle is nearly the same as in the field experiments, described earlier.
To take into account the city microclimate, the simplest meteorological observations of wind and air temperature are often carried out at observation points. The principal meteorological observations are taken at a
local weather station, characteristic for a rather large region. When necessary, some additional fixed times of
observations are introduced.
Gradient observations and wind-direction registration are included in the programme of meteorological
measurements, along with the common observations. The programme of gradient observations includes the
measurements of air temperature and humidity at the heights of 0.5 and 2.0 m and the wind velocity at the
height of 1 m. In some towns special devices are established to measure wind velocity and direction, air temperature and humidity at different levels on television towers, or it is done by some other means (with slow radiosonde, pilot-balloon observations, captured balloons, aircraft or helicopter soundings, etc.).
The development of field experiments on air-quality monitoring is connected with the use of automatic gas
analysers to a great extent. Up to now, a number of such devices have already been developed. Industrial production of the gas analyser GKP-l for continuous registration of sulphur dioxide, the first one in the U.S.S.R.
which works on the coulometric principle, has begun (Volberg et al., 1971). This device allows one to measure
concentrations in the range of 0 to 1, 0 to 5 and 0 to 10 mg/m'. During international comparisons of gas ana-
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lysers on sulphur dioxide available in the U.S.S.R., German Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria,
which were carried out in Leningrad in 1970, a number of essential advantages of GKP-l were stated, to which
a broad range of measurements, speed of response, small weight of the device and comparatively little cost, refer.
An automatic gas analyser is also developed for another widespread ingredient, carbon monoxide, which
works on the optic-acoustic principle aud possesses high sensitivity.
The utilization of automatic and recording gas analysers allows one to follow contiuuously the change of
the air-pollution regime. They also allow one to determine the cases of the maximum concentration which can
be omitted during single sampling. In addition, the recording of wind direction permits one to establish the
sources from which the pollutants reach the observation points in these cases.
Quite effective is the utilization of automatic gas analysers on cars and helicopters for spatial determination
of pollutant distribution.
While investigating the meteorological conditions of air pollution in the cities, the question of the vertical
and horizontal pollutant distribution beyond the limits of the city is also of great importance. Hygienists have
studied the vertical distribution ofsome pollutantsinsideresidential buildings. Berdyeva et al., (1967) aud Feldman
and Lampert (1968) determined that concentrations of carbon monoxide near highways in the day-time at the
level of 10 to l2-story houses and at the height of 1.5 to 2 m were about the same. Lately the measurements
of pollutant concentrations have been carried out with helicopters and an aircraft together with the ground
observations. In addition, it is found that several concentration maxima can be marked in the vertical pollutant
distribution. In particular, it appears that the large concentrations of carbon monoxide are found over the
city at the height of 100 to 300 m. This is due to carbon-monoxide discharges from high stacks, and with the
characteristics ofthe temperature stratification which determines the changes of the exchange coefficient with
height (Goroshko, 1968). The study of the vertical pollutant distribution acquires special interest at present in
connexion with the construction of air samplers for feeding the clean air in industrial premises (Berlyand, 1967).
Processing and analysis of meteorological observations

All the observation data undergo statistical analysis to find out the role of meteorological conditions and
some other active factors.

The average pollutant concentration 7:j (in mg/m'), the maximum single concentration qM (in mg/m'),
and the frequency of concentrations exceeding MPC, g (in per cent) are usually used as the air-pollution parameters.

In many cases, the so-called log-normal distribution law of pollutant concentration is fulfilled. The parameters of this law are also used for more detailed investigation.
A statistical analysis of experimental data allows one to draw some conclusions about the regularities of
pollutant concentration dispersion in different cities. A diurnal and annual course of air pollution and concentration distribution on the observed territory are studied. In Figure 25 isolines are drawn of the monthly-mean
concentration field of sulphur dioxide in one of the investigated areas (Goroshko and Zasukhin, 1971).
It is natural that the highest pollution is found in large industrial centres. At the same time, the observational data show that urban air is mostly polluted in regions having unfavourable meteorological conditions
(Berlyand,1966). According to the measurements of the concentrations of dust, sulphur dioxide, etc., it follows
that in such regions the maximum concentration values and the high frequencies of a number of days are indicated when the concentration exceeds the maximum permissible values. The same regions are characterized at
the same time by the development of intensive turbulence and, as a result of this, the ground layer concentrations
are increased in the regions of strong and high sources. In calculating the maximum concentrations in formula
(23), the largest values of the A coefficient are taken for these regions.
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It is known that a significant part of ash and sulphur dioxide is emitted into the atmosphere from fuel
burning, the fuel consumption in summer being considerably less than in winter. In spite of this, the highest
concentrations of these pollntants were observed in many towns in the Warmer half-year during intensive turbuleut exchange (Son'kin, 1968a).
The observational data show that, especially in the regions oflow and cold pollutant sources, as mentioned
above, the dangerous pollution conditions are revealed with temperature inversions and air stagnation.
In addition, the influence of synoptic situations and of pollutant washout by the precipitation, etc., is
studied on the basis of the experimental data enalysis.
The investigation of cases is of interest when the increase or the decrease of concentration of one or some

ingredients is noted simultaneously at the most points in the city. The cases of intensive air pollution, especially
in the cold half-year, appear to be observed mostly under stationary anticyclones in the zone of small pressure
gradients. Comparatively clean air is noted with cyclonic weather. Table 7, compiled on observational data
from Moscow, Leningrad and Magnitogorsk (Son'kin, 1968) is given as an example. The deviation from the
average frequency (in percentage) of high pollutant concentrations exceeding certain values with stationary
anticyclones is shown in the following table.

Table 7
Dust

Sulphur dioxide

City
Cold period

Moscow.
Leningrad.
Magnitogorsk

+7
+ 21
+ 34

I

Warm period

Cold period

+ 1
+13
+ 21

+ 18
+13
+ 19

I

Warm period

-2
-1
+4

The statistical investigations refer, in essence, to the study of correlation dependence on separate factors
of the pollntant concentration at one or at several points, providing the effects of other factors can be fixed.
In this way the estimation of correlation coefficients, the investigations of some strnctural functions, etc., are
carried out. For example, it is found that the coefficient of correlation between the frequency of concentration
of dust and sulphur dioxide, exceeding the permissible ones for a mouth, and the monthly anomalies of pressure,
is equal to about 0.5 for a number of cities. In other cities the coefficient of correlation between the dust concentration and certain meteorological elements is higher than between it and the amount of burned fuel.
At present, several approaches are being developed for more complete statistical analysis of observational
data in the Main Geophysical Observatory (Berlyand, 1970a, b). One of them consists of the investigation of
multiple correlation, i.e., it takes into account a number of the factors. It is not always possible to distinguish
principal factors, and therefore the effectiveness of this approach is limited. The other approach consists of
application of the method of expansion in the statistical orthogonal function system, or in natural functions of
pollutant concentration field. For this, covariant matrices are calculated on data of covariance between the
concentrations in various points of the town, and the normal figures for these are found. The first terms of the
expansion allow one to find out the effect of a number of major factors (Vavilova et al., 1969). In Figure 26,
an example of such calculation for a city is given.
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The calculation of pollutant concentration field in the city
Together with the experimeutal investigations of air-pollution conditions in cities, considerable possibilities
for the characteristics of pollutant dispersion are connected with the calculations fulfilled in the above-mentioned
theoretical investigations.
Due to the horizontal transfer and to an intensive vertical exchange of the air, the distributions of temperature and wind velocity, and consequently of the turbulent coefficient created over the city, are often close to
those over open terrain (Berlyand, 1970a, b). Only in separate cases, special conditions can be established
which are unfavourable for atmospheric pollutant diffusion and demand particular consideration.
This allows one to carry out an approximate calculation of pollutant dispersion in the city (in the first
place, from snfficiently high sources) withont taking into account the residential buildings. In some cases the
characteristics of pollutant diffusion from high sources can be used to verify such an approach. An analysis
shows that the vertical profile of pollntant concentrations is transformed with removal from the source, so
that, in the zone where the ground concentration maximnm is reached, the pollutant is distributed almost
nniformly with height. Consequently, if residential buildings distort the conditions of mixing, it cannot yet lead
to considerable redistribution of pollutant iu this zone. As an example, one can refer to experimental works
in the region of Tshekinskaya power plant. Here the measurement of the concentrations of pollutants discharged from the stacks of the power plant was made in the town with certain wind directions, and with other
wind directions in the open terrain. The results show that the influence of the city is unimportant. The experiments which were conducted in St. Louis (U.S.A.) and studied the distribution of tracers in urban conditions,
can serve as a kind of confirmation. They show that in the day-time pollutant dispersions in the horizontal and
vertical directions differ little at distances of 10 miles from the tracer source whether over the city or outside
of it.
Thus, the formula for the calculation of pollutant dispersion from separate sources over a flat terrain can
be used as a first approximation. With this, one must take into consideration the discharge characteristics
and the zoning of sources as a function of the wind direction at which the maximum pollutant concentrations
are reached. Taking into account this circumstance, a computer programme can be used (Gracheva et al.,
1969), which is mentioned above. With it, the calculations of air pollution in cities are carried out. The results
of the calculation of the pollutant concentration field from 450 sources of a large city are presented as an example
in Figure 27 (Berlyand, 1971). Available observational data are in good agreement with the calculated results.
To carry out such calculations, the so-called "inventory" of all the discharges, which is going on in some cities,
is of great importance. The calculation method of construction of the concentration field from multiple sources
has one more advantage: it allows one to determine the anticipated air pollution which is due to the change of the
discharge parameters when some of the sources are moved outside the boundaries of the city. On this basis
the recol11ll1endations on sanitation of the air basin can be formulated.
Air-pollution forecasting
A new direction in the application of the meteorological aspects of air pollution is connected with forecasting
conditions under which high pollutant concentrations can be reached in the surface layer.
The interest manifested in these works is aroused by at least two circnmstances.
On the one hand, the discharge of noxious substances in lllany cities and industrial centres is quite large
and, as a result, there is a high concentration in the air. Furthermore, it is not always possible to move the large
sources of air pollution outside the boundaries of the town, and the corresponding standard of engineering
does not allow one to ensnre necessary gas cleaning in all cases. Therefore a question arises as to whether it
is possible to decrease discharges into the atmosphere for at least comparatively short periods of time when
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there are unfavourable meteorological conditions, and dangerous air-pollution concentrations can be created in
residential areas.

On the other hand, when designing and constructing new enterprises, it not possible to guarantee that the
ground-level pollutant concentrations will not exceed the maximum permissible concentrations - also, it is too
expensive.
The existing regulations for factory design take into account unfavourable meteorological conditions when
high concentration levels are observed. It is assumed that such conditions occur comparatively often; for example, when one deals with discharges from high stacks. These conditions arise when the wind velocity values
become dangerously high, and an uustable stratification is observed, causing intensive turbulent exchange and
subsequent pollutant transfer into the gronnd-Ievel layer. These conditions are often observed in the warm
half-year in the day-time with anticyclonic weather. Moreover, as is shown above, anomalously dangerous
conditions for the concentration of air pollution can be experienced for quite short periods of time; for example,
in the presence of elevated inversions situated directly above the smoke stacks and calm winds. The ground
pollutant concentrations can increase sharply in these cases, and it is more expedient economically to effect a
short-time decrease of discharges during these periods rather than change the factory design.
It is evident that such meteorological forecasts will be useful only when there is a real possibility to regulate

or to stop completely the noxious discharges under unfavourable conditions. Certain complications in the development of such forecasts are to be taken into consideration. The fact is that the same meteorological conditions
can have differing effects depending on the source height. Thus, the above-mentioned unfavourable conditions
refer to high sources. When pollutants are discharged from low sources, the combination of surface inversions
and calm winds is dangerous, while the same combination leads to rather small levels of ground concentrations
with high stacks. There is naturally a class of sources for whiGh conditions, intermediate between the abovementioned, are dangerous.

Therefore, it is expedient to restrict the forecasting of dangerous air pollution to comparatively simple
cases; for instance, when the factories are concentrated in one part of the city and the residential buildings
in the other. Then, even an indication of an expected wind direction from the factories to the residential areas
will be already a certain precaution. The danger of pollution is increased under the indicated conditions, in
particular, in the presence of elevated inversions and calm winds, etc.

When such conditions are forecast, the factories can undertake different measnres to reduce the discharges. So, at a number of chemical factories, etc., one must interfere as little as possible with the technological
regime; it is necessary to avoid switching off the cleaning devices for a repair, a preventive inspection, etc.,
and only in cases of need to reduce and even to stop the production.
There is already experience with such forecasts in several cities. For example, an agreement exists in Leningrad that when unfavourable meteorological conditions are forecast in the cold half-year, some powerful boilerhouses and power plants which work on high-sulphur fuel will change to gaseous low-sulphur fnel. In Dzerjinsk,
as a result of forecasting the dangerous pollution conditions and of applying the corresponding measures at the
factories, the maximum concentrations of cWorine, observed in several months during the year, have been
reduced by three to four times in comparison with those noted a year before.
Forecasting of air-pollution levels is also carried out in cities with multiple sources. It is based on the
development of the statistical methods of meteorological condition analysis given above during high pollutant
concentrations. In particular, to study the coefficients in the above-mentioned expansion of the concentration
field in the city in natural conditions seems hopeful. In order to exclude the casual effects, some averaging is
first made of the time coefficients, and the normalizing of the measured concentration quantities to the average
values is carried out for a rather large period (Vavilova et al., 1969).
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At the same time, it is necessary to take into account that air pollution in cities is due to the action of a
large number of factors, and observational data are limited. Therefore, the application of the best methods
of statistical analysis is not always sufficient, and to increase their effectiveness one can find out the effects of
some principal factors from the main physical considerations, as has been done before.
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